AGENDA
Phone: 541-682-5481
www.eugene-or.gov/pc

Meeting Location:
Virtual Meeting (Via Zoom)

The Eugene Planning Commission welcomes your interest in these agenda items. Due to
Governor Kate Brown’s Stay Home, Save Lives Executive Order to combat the spread of
COVID-19, this meeting will be held remotely using virtual meeting technology. Information
about online or other options for access and participation is available on the last page of this
agenda.
For the hearing impaired, assistive-listening devices or an interpreter can be provided with 72hour notice prior to the meeting. Spanish-language interpretation may also be provided with
72-hour notice. These services may not be available during the Planning Commission meeting
based on service availability but may occur as a follow up service. To arrange for these
services, contact the Planning Division at 541-682-5675.

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 2021 – PUBLIC HEARINGS ON APPEAL (5:30 pm)
Commissioners: John Barofsky; Ken Beeson (Vice Chair); Tiffany Edwards; Lisa Fragala; Dan
Isaacson; Chris Ramey (Chair); Kristen Taylor
A. PUBLIC HEARING ON APPEAL: GREG HARMON & LINDA GENTRY ZONE
CHANGE (Z 20-9)
Appeal of the Hearing’s Official Decision Approving a Zone Change from R-1 LowDensity Residential to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial (City File: Z 20-9).
Staff: Nick Gioello, 541-682-5453, NGioello@eugene-or.gov
B. PUBLIC HEARING ON APPEAL: LAUREL RIDGE PUD (PDT 18-3)
Appeal of the Hearing’s Official Decision Grating PUD Approval for Laurel Ridge PUD,
consisting of 372 multi-family units and 2 single-family units with public streets,
associated infrastructure, wetland preservation, and conservation areas.
(City Files: PDT 18-3, TIA 18-4, SDR 18-3, and ARA 20-28)
Staff: Nick Gioello, 541-682-5453, NGioello@eugene-or.gov

[See next page for information on public hearing format and how to attend
the hearing]

Public Hearing Format:
The order of procedure will be as follows, unless modified by the Planning Commission Chair
as may be necessary or appropriate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Planning Commission Chair will summarize procedures and commence the hearing.
City staff will provide a brief introduction and summary of the application/appeal.
*Testimony will first be allowed from the applicant and those in support of the application
*Testimony will then be allowed from parties who are neither proponents nor opponents.
*Testimony will then be allowed from the opponents/appellant.
Staff may provide a response to testimony, as needed.
Planning Commissioners may then ask questions of staff (note that commissioners may
also raise questions that might arise during any individual testimony).
8. Rebuttal will then be allowed from the proponent/applicant.
9. Finally, the Planning Commission Chair will announce whether the hearing and record is
closed, held open, or if the public hearing will be continued.
*Due to the virtual meeting platform, the order of speakers providing testimony will be based
on order that persons sign-up to speak, as opposed to the order noted above. For this reason,
each person providing comment will be asked to state whether they are in support, neutral, or
in opposition to the application.

HOW TO ACCESS THE MEETING
To watch a webcast of the meeting live:
Visit: https://www.eugene-or.gov/2109/Planning-Commission-Webcasts
To be able to participate in Public Comment join using one of the two following options:
1. Join on your computer, tablet or smartphone
Visit: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/j/98939251956
Sign up to speak by clicking once on the “raise hand” icon
2. Join on your phone
Dial one of the below numbers and enter the Webinar ID: 989 3925 1956
+1 833-548-0276 (Toll Free); or
+1 833-548-0282 (Toll Free); or
+1 877-853-5257 (Toll Free); or
+1 888-475-4499 (Toll Free);
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
International numbers available: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/u/acRDLxDSxE
Sign up to speak by dialing *9 (Star-9)

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
May 18, 2021
To:

Eugene Planning Commission

From:

Nicholas Gioello, Associate Planner, Eugene Planning Division

Subject:

Public Hearing: Appeal of Hearings Official Decision on a Zone Change for Greg Harmon
and Linda Gentry (City file Z 20-9)

ACTION REQUESTED
On May 18, 2021 the Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on an appeal of the Eugene
Hearings Official’s decision approving a Zone Change application submitted by Greg Harmon and Linda
Gentry (City file: PDT 17-1). The Hearings Official approved the Zone Change from R-1 Low-Density
Residential to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial.
The appeal was filed by Bishow Consulting, LLC on behalf of the Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners
Association. The City is required to reach a final decision within 120 days of the date the application
was deemed complete. In this case, based on several time extensions requested by the applicant, the
Planning Commission has until July 22, 2021, to reach its final decision.
BRIEFING STATEMENT
The subject property is a 1.2-acre portion of a larger 30.66-acre parcel of land. The 1.2-acre portion of
this property is located on the west side of Game Farm Road and is within the City limits. The
remainder of the property is located on the east side of Game Farm Road, which is outside the City
limits and the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), and under the jurisdictional authority of Lane County.
Only the 1.2-acre portion of the property on the west side of Game Farm Road is affected by this
application and will be referred to throughout this Agenda Item Summary (AIS) as “the subject
property”. The subject property is located at the northwest corner of Game Farm Road and Old Coburg
Road and is developed with a dilapidated and boarded up single-family structure. Maps showing the
vicinity and zoning of the surrounding area are included with this AIS as Attachments A and B.
The application for Zone Change was filed by Mueller Planning on behalf of the property owners Greg
Harmon and Linda Gentry, et al., requesting a Zone Change from R-1 Low-Density Residential to C-1
Neighborhood Commercial for the subject property. The initial public hearing was held on March 10,
2021. Public testimony was received prior to the public hearing by staff and was summarized in the
staff report which is available in the record. During the public hearing and subsequent open record
period, additional public comments and other testimony were submitted, which are also included in
the record. Some of the testimony received prior to the public hearing and comments made during the
public hearing were in support of the application, however, most of the testimony and public
comments received expressed opposition to the project, with many articulating the same or similar
themes:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of property maintenance and a history of vandalism of the existing boarded up
house on the property.
Concern with potential marijuana grow facility on the property.
Concern with conversion to commercial zone when there are vacant and undeveloped
commercial properties nearby
No indication of what commercial end use is intended for the property.
Concern with the types of uses allowed on C-1 property adjacent to residential
properties.
Concern with removal of the property from residential zoning when there is a need for
housing in the City.

A petition was also circulated and signed by many of the neighbors and placed in the record citing
three issues:
•
•
•

The zone change is not consistent with the nature of the existing neighborhood and the
City’s policies of encouraging opportunities for increased residential density.
Excessive traffic on narrow 20-foot wide Old Coburg Road along the west side of the
property.
Increased traffic though Hawthorne Estates, creating safety hazards for residents.

The Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners Association, through Bishow Consulting, also expressed the
following concerns (see various testimony submitted by Teresa Bishow on March 9, 17 and 21, 2021):
•
•
•
•

The request is inconsistent with the Metro Plan and the Willakenzie Area Plan.
Will cause excessive traffic on narrow section of Old Coburg Road and additional traffic
through the Hawthorne Estates Subdivision.
No adequate support population for C-1 zoned property.
Requests the Hearings Official apply Site Review Overlay Zone

The Hearings Official considered all testimony submitted through the close of the record, as well as the
applicant’s submitted materials and the staff report, and issued her decision approving the Zone
Change on April 5, 2021. Following the Hearings Official’s approval, an appeal was filed by Bishow
Consulting, LLC on behalf of the Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners Association on April 16, 2021 which
sets out six appeal issues (see Attachment C- Written Appeal Statement). Those appeal issues are
discussed in detail below.
PLANNING COMMISSION’S ROLE
The Eugene Planning Commission serves our community in two main roles. One role is to assist the
Eugene City Council in making recommendations on legislative efforts to create or modify our
community’s policies and code requirements related to land use. The other role is to serve as a “quasijudicial” body to make decisions on individual land use applications in the context of the Eugene Code
(EC). In this case, the Planning Commission is being asked to act like a judge rather than a policymaker.
The Planning Commission must decide whether to affirm, reverse, or modify the Hearings Official’s
decision based on the approval criteria for a Zone Change.
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The first step will be a public hearing, during which the Planning Commission will have an opportunity
to hear from any interested parties who wish to make arguments based on the existing record. The
Planning Commission will also review any relevant written testimony that may be received, however,
the basis of the appeal is limited to the issues raised during the review of the original application and
set out in the written appeal statement; no new issues or evidence is allowed (see EC 9.7655).
The Planning Commission is tentatively scheduled to hold additional meetings as needed to reach a
final local decision on this application and appeal. This portion of the process is referred to as
deliberations and action. In reaching a final decision, and according to the appeal procedures at EC
9.7680, the Planning Commission should ask itself the following question as it considers each appeal
issue: given the information in the record at the time of the Hearings Official’s decision, did the
Hearings Official correctly evaluate the application, and make a decision consistent with the Zone
Change approval criteria in EC 9.8865?
STAFF’S ROLE
Planning staff will be present throughout the public hearing and deliberations to assist the Planning
Commission. Staff will advise the Planning Commission with regard to process, location of materials in
the record, legal matters, and interpretation of land use code requirements. Staff may provide advice
and recommendations based on their professional expertise and familiarity with the application and
record of materials to date; the Planning Commission may choose whether or not to follow staff
recommendations at their discretion. Staff will also assist the Planning Commission in drafting the final
written decision on this appeal (the “Final Order”).
In addition to supporting the Planning Commission, staff also serves as a contact for applicants,
neighbors and other interested parties. In this role, staff will often hear from people who may be
directly impacted by a particular project or decision. When concerns are raised, staff works to help
people better understand how to frame a concern in terms of the approval criteria. Staff listens
carefully to all concerns, seeks to fully understand the issues and impacts of land use applications, and
attempts to provide the best service possible to everyone involved. While all issues are important, staff
also makes every effort to help our community understand that all land use decisions must be made
based on the approval criteria located in the Eugene Code and our community’s adopted plans and
policies.
SUMMARY OF APPEAL ISSUES
This appeal raises six specific issues, three of which fall under the Zone Change approval criteria at EC
9.8865(1) and (2) regarding the Metro Plan and the Willakenzie Area Refinement Plan. The fourth
appeal issue is related to the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) in the Oregon Revised Statutes (OAR
660-012-0060) and also appears to be directed at EC 9.8865(3) regarding the orderly extension of key
urban facilities and services. The fifth appeal issue falls under the approval criteria at EC 9.8865(4)(a)
and EC 9.2150 regarding Commercial Zone Siting Requirements. The sixth appeal issue is the claim that
a Site Review overlay zone should also be applied with this Zone Change on the subject property. The
text of EC 9.8865(1), (2), (3) and (4)(a) and EC 9.2150 is provided below in italics for ease of reference.
The Zone Change approval criteria analysis and discussion can also be found in the Hearing Official’s
Decision (see Attachment D – Hearings Official Decision).
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EC 9.8865(1) provides:
The proposed change is consistent with applicable provisions of the Metro Plan. The written
text of the Metro Plan shall take precedence over the Metro Plan diagram where apparent
conflicts or inconsistencies exist.
EC 9.8865(2) provides:
The proposed zone change is consistent with applicable adopted refinement
plans. In the event of inconsistencies between these plans and the Metro Plan,
the Metro Plan controls.
EC 9.8865(3) provides:
The uses and density that will be allowed by the proposed zoning in the location of the
proposed change can be served through the orderly extension of key urban facilities and
services.
EC 9.8865(4) provides:
The proposed zone change is consistent with the applicable siting requirements set out
for the specific zone in:
(a) EC 9.2150 Commercial Zone Siting Requirements.
EC 9.2150 provides:
Commercial Zone Siting Requirements. In addition to the approval criteria in EC 9.8865
Zone Change Approval Criteria, the following C-1 Neighborhood Commercial
siting requirements apply:
(1) New C-1 zones shall be located within convenient walking or bicycling
distance of an adequate support population. For new C-1 areas
between 4½ and 5 acres, an adequate support population is 4,000
people (existing or planned) within an area conveniently accessible to
the site.
Each appeal issue is listed below (in bold italics), followed by a brief summary of the appellant’s
argument, a summary of the Hearings Official’s decision and staff comments related to the specific
issue. The full text of the Appeal Statement and the Hearings Official’s decision are also attached for
reference (see Attachments C and D).
Appeal Issue 1:
The Hearings Official erred by determining, “That the Campus Industrial designation is
identified on a refinement plan does not negate or in any way limit the zoning allowed under
the Metro Plan”.
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Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant argues the Hearings Official erred in finding that a parcel-specific refinement plan
designation of Campus Industrial does not limit the allowed zoning. The appellant asserts that the
Hearing Official erred by determining that the Metro Plan text explaining how the Metro Plan diagram,
at a metropolitan scale, does not show neighborhood commercial (C-1) uses is applicable to parcel
specific neighborhood refinement plan diagrams at a tax lot scale.
Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official concludes on page 5 of the decision that the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone
is consistent with the Campus Industrial designation of the Metro Plan. In both the discussion and
footnote on page 2 of the decision, the Hearings Official discusses the Metro Plan text which clearly
explains that Neighborhood Commercial is intended to serve the day-to-day needs of the surrounding
neighborhood and the standards in Metro Plan II-G-4 and 5 do not require C-1 zoning be limited to any
particular land use designations.
On page 3 of the decision, the Hearings Official notes the Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) does not
preclude C-1 zoning on the subject property and specifically that the Coburg-Crescent Subarea Map in
the WAP directly applies the Metro Plan designation of Campus Industrial, while making the distinction
that “the WAP does not discuss or limit the locations of the C-1 zone”. The Hearings Official further
notes in footnote 4 on page 3 of the decision the WAP does not identify specific locations of the C-1
zone. On page 10 of the decision, the Hearings Official concludes, “The WAP includes no policies or
other requirements that prohibit the requested zone change…”.
Staff Comments
Based on staff’s review, it appears that the Hearings Official correctly interpreted the Metro Plan and
that C-1 zoning is appropriate within an area designated by the Metro Plan as Campus Industrial. It also
appears the Hearings Official correctly found that the Campus Industrial designation in the WAP
diagram, absent any prohibitive refinement plan policy or more specific controlling text (such as can be
found in other subareas of the WAP), does not preclude or limit the locations of the C-1 zone.
Appeal Issue 2
The Hearings Official erred by determining the Metro Plan text related to Neighborhood
Commercial takes precedence over the parcel-specific Campus Industrial plan designation of
the subject property without identifying any apparent conflicts between the plan text and
plan diagram.
Summary of Applicant’s Argument
The appellant contends that the parcel specific WAP diagram, which depicts the subject property as
Campus Industrial, is not overridden by the Metro Plan text. Because the WAP as adopted by ordinance
included findings that the refinement plan was consistent with the Metro Plan, the appellant asserts
that the Hearings Official should have identified a conflict or inconsistency between the Metro Plan
text and the diagram.
Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The appellant appears to assume that in order to find that C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zoning is
consistent with the subject property’s Campus Industrial designation, the Hearings Official was
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required to find a conflict between the text of the Metro Plan and the parcel-specific WAP diagram,
and then find that the Metro Plan text controls. However, instead of finding a conflict between the
Metro Plan and the WAP, the Hearings Official read the two plans consistently with one another and
determined that the applicant’s request for a zone change for the property to C-1 Neighborhood
Commercial complies with both the Metro Plan and the WAP.
The Hearings Official concludes on page 5 of her decision that the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone
is consistent with the Campus Industrial designation of the subject property. In both the discussion and
footnote on page 2 of the decision, the Hearings Official discusses the Metro Plan text which clearly
explains that Neighborhood Commercial is intended to serve the day-to-day needs of the surrounding
neighborhood and the standards in Metro Plan II-G-4 and 5 do not require C-1 zoning be limited to any
particular land use designations.
The Hearings Official additionally explains that the parcel specific land use diagram in the WAP does
not preclude C-1 zoning on the subject property, noting specifically that the refinement plan diagram
identifies the designation, not the zoning, of the subject property. The Hearings Official determined on
page 3 of the decision, “That the Campus Industrial designation is identified on a refinement plan
diagram does not negate or in any way impact the zoning allowed under the Metro Plan”.
The Hearings Official notes specifically that the Coburg-Crescent Subarea Map in the WAP directly
applies the Metro Plan designation of Campus Industrial, while making the distinction that “the WAP
does not discuss or limit the locations of the C-1 zone”. The Hearings Official further notes in footnote
4 on page 3 of the decision the WAP does not identify specific locations of the C-1 zone.
Staff Comments
Based on staff’s review, it appears that the Hearings Official correctly determined that the Metro Plan
text related to Neighborhood Commercial can be read consistently with the parcel specific Campus
Industrial plan designation of the subject property, and therefore the Hearings Official correctly
identified no conflict between the plan designation of Campus Industrial and the proposed C-1 zoning.
Appeal Issue 3
The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1 in direct conflict with the
Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) policy that the City shall allow for a gradual transition of the
subject property from residential to industrial use.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
Under this appeal issue, the appellant contends that the Zone Change to C-1 is in conflict with the
WAP, specifically Coburg/Crescent Subarea Policy 4, which states:
The City shall allow for a gradual transition from existing residential to future industrial use
for those areas along Old Coburg Road that are currently zoned residential but are
industrially designated.
The appellant quotes from the Metro Plan the following text (page I-4):
Where conflicts exist among the Metro Plan, local comprehensive plans, refinement plans, and
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existing zoning, each jurisdiction will have to establish its own schedule for bringing the zoning
and refinement plans into conformance with the Metro Plan or the applicable local
comprehensive plan.
The appellant argues that during City Council adoption of the WAP, Council identified the plan/zone
conflict for the subject property and decided to allow a gradual transition to industrial use, however,
Council did not provide policy direction that the subject property shall be allowed to transition to
commercial use.
Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official addresses this issue on page 7 of the decision, concluding that Coburg/Crescent
Subarea Policy 4 does not restrict or limit which zones are allowed within the Campus Industrial
designation. The Hearings Official also discusses on page 4 of the decision the adoption of Ordinance
20528 in 2014 by City Council, which established a new E-1 Campus Industrial zone, stating, “That the
City did not ‘take action’ to rezone the property to C-1 in 2014 does not in any way support a
conclusion that the City has somehow implicitly determined that C-1 zoning is inappropriate or
preclude the applicant from seeking a zone change now.” The Hearings Official also notes that the C-1
zone allows less-intensive uses and more restrictive standards than other commercial zones, which will
limit impacts to the surrounding area (consistent with the intent of the policy). She further concludes
that the requested zone change will facilitate the transition of the subject property from a residential
zone, which is not consistent with the property’s industrial designation, to a C-1 zone that is consistent
with that (Campus Industrial) designation.
As previously discussed in Appeal Issues 1 and 2, the Hearings Official determined the Metro Plan text
related to Neighborhood Commercial takes precedence over the parcel-specific Campus Industrial plan
designation of the subject property. The Hearings Official also identified no conflict between the WAP
plan designation of Campus Industrial and the proposed C-1 zoning.
Staff Comments
Based on staff’s review, it appears that the Hearings Official correctly determined that the requested
Zone Change to C-1 is consistent with the WAP plan designation and the related WAP policy to allow
for gradual transition from residential to industrial uses.
Appeal Issue 4
The Hearings Official erred by determining the surrounding transportation system can be
extended to serve the uses and density allowed under the C-1 zone and that the zone change
will not significantly affect an existing transportation facility pursuant to OAR 660-012-0060.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant asserts that the Hearings Official erred by not addressing evidence in the record that
projected traffic on the west frontage of Old Coburg Road will exceed the range acceptable for a Local
Street. The appeal also asserts that the Hearings Official erred in determining the Zone Change will not
significantly affect the non-signalized intersection at Cumberland Drive and Crescent Avenue, causing
the level of performance to not meet City standards, since there is insufficient evidence in the record
to make such a determination.
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Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official discusses the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) (OAR 660-012-0060) on pages
15 through 17 of the decision. The Hearings Official notes the applicant’s Transportation Planning Rule
Analysis (TPRA) included a “reasonable worst-case development scenario”, which Public Works staff
concluded would not degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility and the
Hearings Official found the analysis to be plausible and concluded as such. The Hearings Official also
noted that actual future traffic impacts will be evaluated at such time as a specific development plan is
proposed.
The Hearings Official addresses compliance with the related approval criterion at EC 9.8865(3),
regarding the orderly extension of key urban services and facilities, on pages 10-12 of the decision.
She notes that the relevant inquiry is whether the surrounding street system can accommodate the
increased amount of traffic that could be anticipated from a “reasonable worst-case scenario” for
development permitted in the C-1 zone, and concludes that the applicant’s detailed TPRA establishes
the surrounding transportation system can be extended to serve the uses and density allowed under
the C-1 zone, in compliance with this criterion.
Staff Comments
It appears the Hearings Official carefully reviewed the analysis provided in the applicant’s TPRA and by
Public Works staff, quoting extensively in the decision from pages 15 and 16 of the original staff report.
On page 17 of the decision, the Hearings Official correctly found that based on the available evidence,
the requested Zone Change will not significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility
under the TPR, and therefore that the measures that may otherwise be required under OAR 660-0120060(2) (such as a trip cap or other mitigation measures) do not apply to this application. Staff
believes the Hearings Official was correct in that requiring mitigation measures can only be justified
based on a determination of significant effect under the TPR.
In response to the appellant’s assertions in the appeal statement, Scott Gillespie, Civil Engineer 2,
Public Works, provided responsive and clarifying information in a memorandum (dated May 3, 2021)
included with this AIS as Attachment E. On page 2 of the memorandum, the assumption regarding
access to the site in the applicant’s submitted TPRA is discussed and is consistent with the City’s
standards for vehicular access connections in that access is normally taken from the street with the
lowest classification, in this case it would theoretically be from the west frontage of Old Coburg Road.
On pages 2 and 3 of the memo information is provided that explains that the projected Level of Service
(LOS) for the intersection of Old Coburg Road and Old Coburg Road (west frontage) would degrade to
LOS E, consistent with the City’s minimum performance standard. The memo further explains that the
section of Old Coburg Road (west frontage) that provides local street access to Hawthorne Estates, can
appropriately and safely accommodate the projected volume of traffic expected from the proposed
Zone Change. Also, the applicant’s TPRA correctly did not need to include LOS analysis for the
intersection at Cumberland Drive and Crescent Avenue because the TPRA did not identify an increase
in trips for that intersection, consistent with standard practices.
This additional information from Public Works further confirms the Hearings Official was correct in
determining that the requested Zone Change will not significantly affect an existing or planned
transportation facility, and is consistent with the Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan and OAR
660-012-0060(2) without the need for a trip cap or other mitigation measures.
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Appeal Issue 5
The Hearings Official misinterpreted the C-1 zone siting requirements regarding the terms,
“convenient walking and bicycling distance” and “adequate support population”.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant disagrees with the Hearings Official’s statement regarding EC 9.2150, that it does not
“require (or permit) a comparison of the relative advantages of commercial land or require
consideration of ‘existing available commercial services.’” The appellant also disagrees with the
Hearings Official regarding the determination that evaluation of an “adequate support population”
does not include the physical ability for people to get to the proposed neighborhood commercial site
by foot, and also misconstrued the code by limiting the evaluation of adequate support population to
counting people.
Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official addresses this issue on pages 12 through 14 of the decision, noting on page 12
there is no definition in the code defining “adequate support population”. The Hearings Official
discusses the recent Planning Commission decision in RNS Management, LLC (Z 20-7) regarding the
determination that it is not necessary to determine a specific number of people that constitute an
adequate support population and that 2 miles is a convenient bicycling distance.
On page 14 of the decision the Hearings Official agreed with staff’s detailed evaluation and evidence
(also see Staff Memorandum, March 17, 2021) and concludes there is an adequate support population
to warrant C-1 zoning for this site. The Hearings Official acknowledges on page 14 the Neighborhood
Association would “prefer a very restrictive interpretation of ‘support population’ as applied to this
immediate area to support its opposition to a non-residential use of the subject property”. The
Hearings Official also notes that this code provision considers both existing and future populations and
applies City-wide.
Staff Comments
During the 1st Open Record Period, staff submitted a memorandum which provides on pages 6 and 7
additional information and the methodology used by staff to determine there was sufficient evidence
demonstrating an adequate support population for the requested Zone Change (see pages 6 and 7 of
the March 17, 2021 Staff Memorandum). The memo also references the recent RNS Final Order by the
Planning Commission, which provides relevant precedent as to what evidence is sufficient to
demonstrate an adequate support population. The RNS Final Order is included with the March 17,
2021 staff memorandum as Attachment A.
Based on staff’s review, it appears that the Hearings Official correctly determined that there is an
adequate support population within the area that is conveniently accessible to the site to support the
requested C-1 zone on the subject property, and is therefore in compliance with this siting standard.
Appeal Issue 6
The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1 without concurrently
applying the /SR Site Review zoning overlay.
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Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant asserts that the following WAP policy supports applying the /SR Site Review overlay zone
to the property:
The City shall ensure that future commercial development and redevelopment in the
Willakenzie planning area is sensitive to and compatible with existing and planned
development in the surrounding area.
The appellant argues that if the Hearings Official’s finding is correct that the adoption of City-wide
commercial standards fully implemented the WAP policy, then at the time of the City-wide adoption of
the commercial standards, City Council would have eliminated the policy or at the very least not
incorporated the policy into the Land Use Code. The appellant additionally argues that the Hearings
Official erred in determining that codified WAP policies are not applicable to the Zone Change
application.
Summary of Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearing Official addresses this policy directly on page 6 of the decision, concurring with staff’s
finding that this WAP General Land Use Policy section as written provides direction to the City. When
the General Land Use Policy was first adopted in 1992 it included Proposed Actions, which were
intended to ensure commercial development in the Willakenzie area was sensitive to and compatible
with existing and planned development in the surrounding area. Since that time, the City has adopted
commercial development standards City-wide (codified in EC 9.2170) that require new commercial
development be sensitive to and compatible with other existing and planned development. The
Hearings Official also acknowledges that WAP Policy 2 is also codified at EC 9.9700(1)(b) (Willakenzie
Area Plan Policies.) However, the Hearings Official correctly articulates in her decision on page 7
specifically that Policy 2:
“…to the extent that it can be construed to be an applicable approval criterion under EC
9.9700(1)(b), that code provision does not apply to zone change requests; its applicability is
limited to applications for subdivisions, partitions and site review. (See EC 9.9500) Nothing
in the text or context of this policy indicates that it is intended to constitute an approval
criterion in a quasi-judicial zone change application beyond the implementation of
commercial development standards to ensure that commercial development is sensitive to
and compatible with other existing and planned development.”
Although not directly stated in the appeal issue, the appellant’s argument raises concern that the
Hearings Official erred in determining WAP policies are not applicable to the Zone Change application.
The Hearing Official discusses the applicability of the WAP in this case on pages 5 through 10 of the
decision, citing the staff report which states that no WAP policies constitute mandatory approval
criteria but some policies are “relevant” to the requested Zone Change (see Staff Report, March 2021).
The Hearings Official concludes on page 10 of the decision that the “The WAP includes no policies or
other requirements that prohibit the requested zone change or require that the /SR Site Review
Overlay zone be attached to the requested zone change”.
Staff Comments
It appears the Hearing Official correctly considered and determined that WAP Policy 2 provides
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direction for the City and does not constitute a mandatory approval criterion for Zone Change
approval, and that the adoption of commercial development standards in EC 9.2170 obviate the need
for applying Site Review overlay zone to commercial properties.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Based on the available information, including the appeal and all relevant record materials to date, staff
recommends that the Planning Commission affirm the Hearings Official’s decision. Staff has attached a
proposed draft Final Order affirming the Hearings Official’s decision for the Planning Commission’s
consideration (see Attachment F – Draft Final Order).
If the Planning Commission decides to reverse or otherwise modify the Hearings Official’s decision, the
Planning Commission will need to clearly articulate its reasoning and the basis relied upon to reach its
conclusion, so that staff can prepare a revised Final Order.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Vicinity Map
B. Zoning Map
C. Written Appeal Statement, dated April 16, 2021
D. Hearings Official Decision, dated April 5, 2021
E. Public Works Memorandum, dated May 3, 2021
F. Draft Final Order
The application materials and file are also available to review for any interested parties. As a courtesy,
materials may also be available on the City’s website at:
https://pdd.eugene-or.gov/LandUse/SearchApplicationDocuments?file=Z-20-0009
To protect the health of staff and community members, staff can provide digital materials or make
appointments to view a physical set of materials at the Eugene Planning Division offices. The Planning
Commission will receive a full set of record materials separately for review, prior to the public hearing.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Please contact Nicholas Gioello, Associate Planner, Eugene Planning Division, by phone at
(541) 682-5453, or by e-mail at Ngioello@eugene-or.gov
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Attachment C
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Teresa Bishow
GIOELLO Nick R
MICHAEL MALLEY; Dane Butler; planninginfo@eugene-or.gov
Appeal Z 20-9
Friday, April 16, 2021 6:32:03 PM
Appeal HO Z 20-9 Hawthorne Estates Signed.pdf
Appeal Statement Z 20-9 041621.pdf

]

Hi Nick,
Please accept the attached appeal submitted on behalf of the Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners
Association.
Please contact me at 541-514-1029 to arrange payment of the appeal fee.
Thank you,
Teresa
Teresa Bishow, AICP
Bishow Consulting LLC
P.O. Box 50721
Eugene, OR 97405
541-514-1029
teresa@bishowconsulting.com
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
375 West 4th Avenue, Eugene OR
P.O. Box 50721
Eugene, OR 97405
541-514-1029

Teresa Bishow, AICP
Teresa@BishowConsulting.com

April 16, 2021
Nick Gioello, Associate Planner
City of Eugene Planning Division
99 West 10th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401
Sent Via E-mail: ngioello@eugene-or.gov
RE:

Greg Harmon & Linda Gentry Zone Change Application – Z 20-9

Dear Nick:
Please accept this appeal statement on behalf of my client - the Hawthorne
Estates Lot Owners Association (Association). Hawthorne Estates consists of
120 lots developed with single-family homes west of the subject property and
directly affected by the proposed zone change.
The Association appeals the decision of the Hearings Official based on the
following:
APPEAL ISSUE 1:
The Hearings Official erred by determining, “That the Campus
Industrial designation is identified on a refinement plan does not
negate or in any way limit the zoning allowed under the Metro Plan”.
We agree with the Hearings Official that the Metro Plan does not dictate specific
zoning – that is left to the local jurisdictions. We disagree with the Hearings
Official that a parcel-specific refinement plan designation of Campus Industrial
does not limit the allowed zoning. The City adopted the E-1 zone to implement
the Campus Industrial designation. It is the only zoning district with this express
purpose.
Per EC 9.2400,
“The purpose of the E-1 Campus Employment zone is to implement the
Campus Industrial designation of the comprehensive plan…”
The Hearings Official erred by determining the Metro Plan text explaining how
the Metro Plan Diagram - at a metropolitan scale - does not show neighborhood
PC Agenda - Page 17

Appeal Statement
April 16, 2021
Page 2 of 6

commercial areas is applicable to parcel-specific refinement plan diagrams – at a
tax lot scale. The WAP Diagram does not contain the same explanatory text as
the Metro Plan and the scale does allow for the identification of neighborhood
commercial land uses.
APPEAL ISSUE 2:
The Hearings Official erred by determining the Metro Plan text
related to Neighborhood Commercial takes precedence over the
parcel-specific Campus Industrial plan designation of the subject
property without identifying any apparent conflicts between the plan
text and plan diagram.
The Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) designation of a specific parcel as Campus
Industrial is not overridden by Metro Plan text stating Neighborhood Commercial
land uses are not shown at a metropolitan level.
The Metro Plan Diagram is a general land use map for the entire region. The
City’s adoption of the WAP included findings that the neighborhood plan was
consistent with the Metro Plan. There is no dispute that the plan designation of
the subject property is Campus Industrial.
The Metro Plan states,
“. . . the written text of the Metro Plan takes precedence over the Metro
Plan Diagram where apparent conflicts or inconsistencies exist.” 1
When the WAP as adopted, the ordinance included findings that the plan was
consistent with the Metro Plan. The Hearings Official did not identify any conflict
or inconsistency between the Metro Plan text and the Metro Plan diagram (as
refined by the WAP).
APPEAL ISSUE 3:
The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1 in
direct conflict with the Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) policy that the
City shall allow for a gradual transition of the subject property from
residential to industrial use.
There are cases where there are conflicts between plan designations (future land
uses) and existing zoning. The Metro Plan states:
“Where conflicts exist among the Metro Plan, local comprehensive plans,
refinement plans, and existing zoning, each jurisdiction will have to
establish its own schedule for bringing the zoning and refinement plans

1

Metro Plan, page I-4.
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Appeal Statement
April 16, 2021
Page 3 of 6

into conformance with the Metro Plan or the applicable local
comprehensive plan.”
During adoption of the WAP, the Council identified the plan/zone conflict for the
subject property and decided to allow a gradual transition to industrial use.
The WAP Coburg/Crescent Subarea Policy 4 states:
“The City shall allow for a gradual transition from existing residential to
future industrial use for those areas along Old Coburg Road that are
currently zoned residential but are industrially designated.”
The Council did not provide the policy direction that the subject property shall be
allowed to transition to commercial use.
APPEAL ISSUE 4:
The Hearings Official erred by determining the surrounding
transportation system can be extended to serve the uses and density
allowed under the C-1 zone and that the zone change will not
significantly affect an existing transportation facility pursuant to
OAR 660-012-0060.
The applicant stated during the final open-record period:
“Finally, there is nothing in the record to suggest that access to the site
from Game Farm Road will ultimately be granted.”
We concur. Access could be restricted to Old Coburg Road (west frontage)
classified as a Local Street and improved according to low-volume residential
street standards.
The applicant’s traffic engineer prepared a TPRA dated July 2020 that assumed
access would comply with city code standards requiring access to occur on the
lowest street classification - in this case the narrow section of Old Coburg Road
(west frontage).
The July 2020 TPRA concluded that with access restrictions on Game Farm
Road the Old Coburg Rd @ Old Coburg Rd intersection performance would drop
from the existing Level of Service (LOS) B to LOS E. The City standard for an
non-signalized intersection is LOS E thus the conclusion that the zone change
would not degrade the performance of the existing intersection such that it would
not meet the City standard.
The Hearings Official did not address evidence in the record that the projected
traffic on Old Coburg Road (west frontage) will exceed the range acceptable for
the Local Street classification. This section of Old Coburg Road was only
improved as a 20-foot wide street suitable for low volumes of traffic.
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Appeal Statement
April 16, 2021
Page 4 of 6

Hawthorne Estates only has two access points for 120 homes. One is at the
intersection of Old Coburg @ Cape Hatteras and the second is at Cumberland
Drive @ Crescent Avenue. The Hearings Official did not account for any
negative affects the zone change would have at the non-signalized intersection
of Cumberland Drive @ Crescent Avenue. There is insufficient evidence in the
record to determine that the zone change will not significantly affect this nonsignalized intersection causing the performance to no longer meet city standards.
There is also insufficient evidence in the record to determine that the type and
volume of projected traffic will not have an adverse impact on the livability and
safety of Hawthorne Estates.
APPEAL ISSUE 5:
The Hearings Official misinterpreted the C-1 zone siting
requirements regarding the terms, “convenient walking and bicycling
distance” and “adequate support population”.
If the subject property, located at the very edge of the City limits and Eugene’s
Urban Growth Boundary, is determined to have an “adequate support population”
for C-1 this will hold true for all Campus Industrial sites along Chad Drive. The
interpretation of C-1 as a “floating zone” will open up the flood gates for zone
changes on Chad Drive and other Campus Industrial areas in Eugene.
We concur with the Hearings Official that neither the code nor the Metro Plan
define what is meant by “adequate support population” or “an area conveniently
accessible to the site”. We disagree with the Hearings Official that EC 9.2150
does not “require (or permit) a comparison of the relative advantages of
commercial land or require consideration of existing available commercial
services.” We also disagree with the Hearings Official that the evaluation does
not include the physical ability for people to get to the proposed neighborhood
commercial site by foot or bike. Measuring as the crow flies makes no sense
since people don’t fly.
The Hearings Official has misconstrued the code by limiting evaluation of
“adequate support population” to counting people.
The code does not establish that the “support population” drops proportionally
based on the size of the site. Applying the Hearings Official’s rationale would
result in a 6,000 square foot lot with 49 dwellings within 2 miles of the site
meeting the threshold of an “adequate support population”.
5 acres requires 4,000 people = 800 people per acre. (4000/5=800)
C-1 Minimum Lot Size = 6,000 square feet
6,000 SF = @ 0.14 acres
0.14 x 800 = 112 people
112 / 2.3 people per household = 49 dwellings
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Clearly, this method would allow C-1 zoning anywhere regardless of parcel
specific refinement plans depicting otherwise.
Furthermore, Hearings Official interpretation does not reflect the stated purpose
of the C-1 zone as stated below:
“The C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone is designed to implement the
comprehensive plan by providing commercial areas to serve the day-today needs of the surrounding neighborhood. Neighborhood commercial
areas should enhance rather than intrude on the character of a
neighborhood by providing landscaped buffering and ensuring sufficient
street frontage to provide safe and efficient access. . .”
Neither the Metro Plan nor the Eugene code are meant to allow an unlimited
amount of C-1. The intent is to allow small scale neighborhood-oriented uses in
areas of the city lacking these services and with sufficient density.
The same “support population” should not be used for an endless number of C-1
zone changes.
There are areas of the city that are predominantly residential and lack
conveniently located commercial services. Northeast Eugene is not one of those
areas. In the Coburg/Crescent Subarea there is a large quantity of commercial
services for people living and working north of Beltline and east of Coburg Road.
APPEAL ISSUE 6:
The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1
without concurrently applying the /SR Site Review zoning overlay.
The WAP contains the following policy in support of applying the /SR Site Review
zoning overlay:
“The City shall ensure that future commercial development and
redevelopment in the Willakenzie planning area is sensitive to and
compatible with existing and planned development in the surrounding
area.”2
The Hearings Official erred by determining the adoption of city-wide commercial
standards fully implemented the above WAP policy. If that were the case, the
Council would have eliminated the policy or at the very least not incorporated the
policy into the Land Use Code concurrent with the adoption of the city-wide
commercial standards. The Hearings Official also erred by determining WAP
policies cited in the code as applicable to limited land use decisions are for some
reason not applicable to a zone change application.

2

WAP, Land Use Element, General Policy 2, page 15; also at EC 9.9700(1)(b).
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Per EC 9.4400, the purpose of the Site Review overlay zone is to:
“(1)
(2)

Maintain or improve the character, integrity, and harmonious
development of an area.
Provide a safe, stable, efficient, and attractive on-site environment.”

Per EC 9.8440(7), when the Site Review overlay zone is applied it can include
“any additional specific factors” to the list of approval criteria. Establishing a limit
on the amount of projected traffic that can be generated on the site would impose
a clear method of ensuring future development would be limited to uses that did
not generate excessive traffic. At this point, there is no guarantee the City will
grant an adjustment to city access standards or that the County will approve one
or more driveways on N Game Farm Road.
The Hearings Official erred by not addressing the unique circumstances for
applying the Site Review overlay zone including:
1. Unusual lot configuration – pentagon shape poses unique challenges
in future site design, access and circulation.
2. Lot is bordered on all sides by public right-of-way that creates
uncertainty regarding future access to the site and the determination of
required setbacks and building orientation.
3. Lot is adjacent to a signalized intersection with access restrictions on
portions of the adjacent streets.
4. Lot is separated from R-1 and R-2 zoned properties by public right-ofway, thus citywide C-1 standards addressing landscaping and buffer
requirements for sites adjacent to (touching) residential zoned land will
not apply.
5. City-wide access standards require new development to limit access to
streets with the lowest classification thus access will be restricted to
the west side of the lot facing the narrow section of Old Coburg Road
unless an Adjustment Review (discretionary land use decision) is
granted.
6. There is no evidence in the record that the property owner has
conducted a wetland delineation report or any research related to other
Statewide Goal 5 resources.
In closing, the Association strongly requests denial of the zone change. If the
zone change to C-1 is approved, the Association strongly requests the
application of the Site Review zoning overlay.
Sincerely,
Teresa Bishow
Teresa Bishow, AICP
cc:

Clients
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Attachment D
DECISION OF THE HEARINGS OFFICIAL
FOR THE CITY OF EUGENE, OREGON
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
Applicant/File Name (Number):
Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
Application Summary:
Zone change request for property located at 39875 North Game Farm Road from R-1 LowDensity Residential to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial
Applicant’s Representative:
Karl Mueller, Mueller Planning
Lead City Staff:
Nicholas Gioello, Associate Planner
The following findings and conclusions are based upon written testimony presented before and
following the public hearing held on March 10, 2021 and oral testimony presented during that
hearing, and all documents in the Eugene City planning file for the requested zone change
submitted before the close of the record on March 31, 2021.
Conclusion:
The applicant’s request for a zone change from R-1 Low-Density Residential to C-1
Neighborhood Commercial is approved.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:
A. Background
The applicant submitted a zone change application for the subject property to the City on August
17, 2020. The City deemed the application complete on December 18, 2020. Following public
notice, a public hearing was held on March 10, 2021. The public hearing began with the hearing
official’s explanation of the process and statutory and local procedural requirements for the
hearing. 1 Following this explanation, Associate Planner Nicholas Gioello presented the staff’s
summary and analysis of the application. Following the staff presentation, the applicant, Greg
Harmon, and the applicant’s representative, Karl Mueller, presented the applicant’s case.
Following the applicant’s presentation, several individuals provided oral testimony, one in favor
of the application, seven in opposition to it, and one neutral. Following staff comments and the
applicant’s rebuttal testimony, the record was left open until 5:00 pm on March 17, 2021, for
additional testimony and evidence; until 5:00 pm on March 24, 2021 for evidence and testimony
1

The hearing official’s explanation included a statement that she has had no exparte contacts regarding the
application and has no personal or financial interest in the subject property or the proposed zone change.

Hearings Official Decision (Z 20-9)
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responding to the additional testimony and evidence submitted during the initial open record
period; and until 5:00 pm on March 31, 2021 for the applicant’s rebuttal argument.
B. Site Characteristics
The subject property is an approximately 1.2-acre parcel located between Game Farm Road to
the east, Old Coburg Road to the south, and a short, narrow segment of Old Coburg Road to the
west. That narrow segment of Old Coburg Road extends only to provide an access to the
Hawthorne Estates single-family residential subdivision, located west of the property. North and
east of the property is agricultural land outside the City limits and outside the UGB, under Lane
County jurisdiction. Immediately south of the property is the Stone Bridge Apartment complex.
Partially developed employment, industrial and commercial lands are located further south. The
property is currently developed with a dilapidated, residential structure, which the applicant
plans to remove.
The subject property is designated Campus-Industrial under the Metro Plan and the applicable
Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) and is currently zoned R-1 (low density residential).
C. Description of Request
The applicant requests to change the zoning on the property from R-1 Low Density Residential,
to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial.
D. Evaluation of Request
Eugene Code (EC) Section 9.678(2) requires evaluation of an application for a zone change for
compliance with the following criteria:
EC 9.8865(1): The proposed change is consistent with applicable provisions
of the Metro Plan. The written text of the Metro Plan shall take precedence
over the Metro Plan diagram where apparent conflicts or inconsistencies
exist.
Finding: The Metro Plan diagram designates the subject property “Campus Industrial.” As
stated in the Metro Plan text (page II-G-4), the Metro Plan diagram does not depict C-1 zoning. 2
However, as explained in the planning staff report, the Metro Plan text further explains that the
Neighborhood Commercial zone is intended to serve the day-to-day needs of the surrounding
neighborhood, and that the Neighborhood Commercial zone can be applied where the properties
satisfy the specific minimal locational standards listed at Metro Plan II-G-4 and 5. Those
standards do not require that the C-1 zone be limited to any particular planning designations.
2

The Metro Plan, page II-G-2 describes why certain zones are not depicted on the Metro Plan diagram, as follows:
“Certain land uses are not individually of metropolitan-wide significance in terms of size or location
because of their special nature or limited extent. Therefore, it is not advisable to account for most of them
on the Metro Plan Diagram. The Diagram’s depiction of land use designations is not intended to invalidate
local zoning or land uses which are not sufficiently intensive or large enough to be include on the Metro
Plan Diagram.”

Hearings Official Decision (Z 20-9)
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Given the intent of the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone expressed in the Metro Plan, and
subject to compliance with the locational standards, planning staff state that Neighborhood
Commercial zoning is consistent with the Campus Industrial designation.
Several residents of the adjacent Hawthorne Estates subdivision, as well as the consultant for the
Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners Association (Association), challenge the staff’s analysis and
argue that the proposed C-1 zoning is inconsistent with the Metro Plan for several reasons.
First, the Association also notes, correctly, that in instances where the Metro Plan Diagram does
not designate specific parcels for particular zoning, the Plan is nonetheless considered “parcelspecific” when those parcels are shown on a parcel-specific refinement plan map that has been
adopted as an amendment to the Metro Plan Diagram. In this case, the Association argues that
the Metro Plan Map is actually “parcel-specific” as it relates to the subject property because the
Coburg-Crescent Subarea of the Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) depicts the subject property as
“Campus Industrial” on a parcel-specific map (WAP, page 62). They argue that this parcelspecific Campus Industrial designation precludes the requested C-1 zone and that the Metro Plan
text cannot “override” the WAP designation. (See Bishow March 17, 2021 Written Testimony,
page 2.)
In fact, contrary to the Association’s argument, the parcel-specific WAP plan map does not
preclude C-1 zoning on the subject property. As a ‘parcel-specific’ refinement plan map, the
Coburg-Crescent Subarea Map directly applies the Metro Plan designation of Campus Industrial.
By its terms, that refinement diagram identifies the designation, not the zoning, of the subject
property. 3 Neither the WAP diagram nor text purport to limit the zoning that is allowed under
that specific Campus Industrial designation on the subject property. Like the Metro Plan itself,
the WAP does not discuss or limit the locations of the C-1 zone. 4 That the Campus Industrial
designation is identified on a refinement plan diagram does not negate or in any way impact the
zoning allowed under the Metro Plan.
The neighbors and Association also argue for the need to retain the R-1 zone based both on the
need for residentially-zoned land to satisfy housing demands and their assertion that “retaining
residential zoning will better enhance desirable features of the neighborhood and help ensure
compatible development at a main entrance to Hawthorne Estates.” (Bishow March 9, 2021
written testimony, at page 3.) To that end, the Association cites several Metro Plan Residential
Policies aimed at increasing residential density and providing for housing options. The
Association and neighbors further argue that the applicant has not established how conversion of
residentially-zoned land to commercial zoning impacts the Residential Lands Inventory (RLI)
when, they argue, the City has relied on areas designated for residential use, including the subject
property, to meet its housing needs.
In describing the “Land Use Diagram”, the Willakenzie Plan states “[t]he Willakenzie Land use Diagram is not a
zoning map. In many cases, more than one zoning district would be consistent with the recommended land use
pattern.” (WAP page 18.)
4
While, like the Metro Plan, the WAP does not identify specific locations of the C-1 zone, discussion of land
designations in the Coburg-Crescent subarea recognizes the appropriateness of C-1 uses in the area by stating “[t]he
intent of the plan is to encourage the development of neighborhood commercial uses which will serve future
residential growth in the area and which will provide commercial services for those who live and work in the
Coburg/Crescent residential, office, and/or industrial areas.” (WAP page 63.)
3
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The Metro Plan, however, does not designate the subject property for residential development
and, therefore, the cited residential policies are not applicable approval criteria. Moreover,
because it is not designated for residential development, the subject property is not included in
the RLI. Arguments that the R-1 zone should be retained because it is more appropriate for the
subject property or because the City needs more residentially-zoned land are not germane to
whether the proposed C-1 zone is consistent with the Metro Plan.
In addition to the Metro Plan residential policies, the Association cites one Metro Plan Policy
from the Metro Plan’s Environmental Design Element, which they assert the requested zone
change violates. Policy E.4 states:
“Public and private facilities shall be designed and located in a manner that preserves
and enhances desirable features of local and neighborhood areas and promotes their
sense of identity.”
The Association argues that “[r]etaining residential zoning will better enhance desirable features
of the neighborhood and help ensure a compatible development at the main entrance to
Hawthorne Estates.” (Bishow March 9, 2021 Written Testimony, page 3.)
This Environmental Design Element policy appears to be a directive to the City rather than an
applicable approval criterion for the requested zone change. However, even if it is construed to
be applicable, an argument that the residential zone, which is inconsistent with the Metro Plan
designation, “better” complies with this policy than the requested zone, does not establish that
the requested C-1 zone violates this policy.
Several neighbors also argue that the subject property should retain its residential zoning because
the surrounding area has a sufficient amount of commercially designated and developed land.
Again, the Metro Plan designation allows for the C-1 zoning under the Campus Industrial
designation. Whether neighbors think the area ‘needs’ more C-1 zoned land is not relevant to the
question of whether the proposed zone change is consistent with the Metro Plan.
Several neighbors and the Association further suggest that the Plan designation is either incorrect
or a remnant from the Old Coburg Road realignment that has been overlooked and not yet
reconciled. The Association relies on City Ordinance 20528, adopted in 2014, which established
a new E-1 zone and “identified and resolved plan/zone conflicts related to the Campus Industrial
plan designation” in the area of the subject property. They note that the subject property was not
included in this ordinance and surmise that “one reason could be due to the WAP policy
mandating the gradual transition of R-1 zoned properties on Old Coburg Road for industrial uses.
What the City Council clearly did not do was take action to rezone the subject property to C-1.”
(Bishow March 9, 2021 Written Testimony, page 4.)
The Association’s conjecture does not either negate the Plan designation or establish a basis to
deny the requested zone change. That the City did not ‘take action’ to rezone the property to C-1
in 2014 does not in any way support a conclusion that the City has somehow implicitly
determined that C-1 zoning is inappropriate or preclude the applicant from seeking a zone

Hearings Official Decision (Z 20-9)
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change now. Contrary to the Association’s and other neighbors’ suggestions, the requested zone
change does not provide an opportunity to re-evaluate or overturn the Metro Plan designation.
That designation is simply not at issue. The sole issue under this criterion is whether the change
in zone from R-1 to C-1 is consistent with the Metro Plan’s Campus Industrial designation.
Finally, the Association also argues that the requested zone change does not satisfy the minimal
locational requirements for locating commercial use on the subject property. As noted above, the
Metro Plan text, which describes the purpose of neighborhood commercial facilities, lists the
minimum location standards and site criteria for Neighborhood Commercial facilities. This text
does not support a conclusion that C-1 zoning is not allowed under the Campus Industrial
designation. It does, however, recognize that C-1 zoning is subject to standards and cannot be
implemented in an ad hoc or indiscriminate fashion. The first of the location standards and site
criteria states that neighborhood commercial facilities must be:
“Within convenient walking or bicycling distance of an adequate support population.
For a full-service neighborhood commercial center at the high end of the size criteria,
an adequate support population would be about 4,000 persons (existing or anticipated)
within an area conveniently accessible to the site. For smaller sites or amore limited
services, a smaller support population or service area may be sufficient.”
The neighbors and the Association argue that the application fails to comply with this Metro Plan
requirement.
The City has expressly implemented all of the locational siting requirements into its Commercial
Zone Siting Requirements at EC 9.2150. Compliance with those siting requirements is required
for this zone change request under EC 9.8865(4) and is addressed below under findings of
compliance with that criterion.
As stated above, the requested zone change does not provide an opportunity to revisit the Metro
Plan designation for the subject property. Whether opponents to the requested zone change think
that residential zoning would be more appropriate is not at issue; the Metro Plan does not
designate this property for residential zoning. The requested C-1 zoning is consistent with the
Metro Plan’s text and designation of the subject property, in compliance with this criterion.
EC 9.8865(2): The proposed zone change is consistent with applicable
adopted refinement plans. In the event of inconsistencies between these plans
and the Metro Plan, the Metro Plan controls.
Finding: As described in the Staff Report, the applicable refinement plan is the Willakenzie
Area Plan (WAP). The subject property is located within the Coburg-Crescent Subarea of the
WAP. As described above, the subject property is included in an area along Old Coburg Road
depicted as Campus Industrial in the Coburg-Crescent Subarea map.
The Staff Report states that there are no WAP policies that constitute mandatory approval criteria
or that directly conflict with the requested zone change. It does cite the following General Policy
and Proposed Action as relevant to the requested zone change:

Hearings Official Decision (Z 20-9)
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•

General Policies and Proposed Action for the Willakenzie Area, Land Use Policies and
Proposed Actions (General Policy 2): The City shall ensure that future commercial
development and redevelopment in the Willakenzie planning area is sensitive to and
compatible with existing and planned development in the surrounding area.

•

Proposed Action 2.2: Apply the /SR Site Review suffix to all parcels zoned or designated
for C-1 Neighborhood Commercial or C-2 Community Commercial development in the
Willakenzie planning area, using the Willakenzie Commercial Siting and Development
Guidelines as the review criteria. These guidelines will be used to evaluate commercial
development and redevelopment proposals until such time as the City adopts citywide
commercial development standards or guidelines.

Staff describe this Policy and Proposed Action to be directives to the City and not approval
criteria, and also note that since Proposed Action 2 was adopted in 1992, the City has adopted
the citywide commercial development standards to which that Proposed Action refers.
The Association disagrees that Policy 2 and Proposed Action 2.2 are directed toward the city and
that they do not constitute approval criteria. In its post-hearing testimony, the Association argues
“The City has the sole authority to review proposed zone changes – the above WAP
policy mandates the City to consider during the zone change process whether any
overlay zones are warranted, such as Site Review or Planned Unit Development, to
ensure commercial development is compatible with the surrounding area. This
responsibility should not be dismissed because the City Council adopted citywide
commercial development standards. Concurrent with the adoption of citywide
commercial development standards, the City Council also adopted code amendments
to incorporate specific WAP policies including General Policy 2 above.”
(Bishow, March 17, 2021 Written Testimony at 4.)
As it is written, the WAP General Land Use Policy 2 provides direction to the City. When that
policy was first adopted in 1992, it included “Proposed Actions.” To ensure that commercial
development and redevelopment in the Willakenzie planning area is sensitive to and compatible
with existing and planned development in the surrounding area, one of those proposed actions
was for the /SR Site Review suffix to be applied to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial or C-2
Community Commercial development, using the Willakenzie Commercial Siting and
Development Guidelines as the review criteria. By its terms, that proposed action intended that
the /SR Site Review suffix be used only until such time as the City adopts citywide commercial
development standards or guidelines. In fact, since that proposed action was established in 1992,
the City has adopted citywide commercial development standards. Those standards explicitly
replace the requirement for the former Site Review suffix in Proposed Action 2.2. The now
applicable commercial development standards, codified at EC 9.2170 are intended to ensure that
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commercial development is sensitive to and compatible with other existing and planned
development. 5
As the Association correctly states, Policy 2 is now codified at EC 9.9700(1)(b) (Willakenzie
Area Plan Policies.) However, to the extent that it can be construed to be an applicable approval
criterion under EC 9.9700(1)(b), that code provision does not apply to zone change requests; its
applicability is limited to applications for subdivisions, partitions and site review. (See EC
9.9500.) Nothing in the text or context of this policy indicates that it is intended to constitute an
approval criterion in a quasi-judicial zone change application beyond the implementation of
commercial development standards to ensure that commercial development is sensitive to and
compatible with other existing and planned development.
The Association also argues that the zone change violates WAP Coburg/Crescent Subarea Policy
4, which states:
•

Coburg/Crescent Subarea Policy 4: “The City shall allow for a gradual transition from
existing residential to future industrial use for those areas along Old Coburg Road that
are currently zoned residential but are industrially designated.”

The Association argues that “per the explicit policy above, the City shall allow a gradual
transition to industrial uses. The policy does not provide the basis for C-1 zoning and the
allowance of more intensive commercial uses.” (Bishow March 9, 2021Written Testimony at 6.)
Contrary to the Association’s argument, this policy does not explicitly prohibit C-1 zoned uses in
industrially designated uses. It is unclear what the Association means by “more intensive
commercial uses” allowed in the C-1 zone, however, the language of this policy does not limit or
restrict which zones allowed under the property’s Campus Industrial designation are permissible.
The proposed neighborhood commercial zone (which is, as described in the Metro Plan, the least
‘intensive’ commercial zone) is permitted under the property’s Campus Industrial designation;
and the proposed C-1 zone allows less-intensive uses and more restrictive development standards
to limit impacts on the surrounding areas than other commercial zones. The requested zone
change will facilitate the transition of the subject property from a residential zone, which is not
consistent with the property’s industrial designation, to a C-1 zone that is consistent with that
designation.
5

As stated in EC 9.2170(1), the intent of the Commercial Zone Development Standards is to achieve the following:
“(a) Improve the quality and appearance of commercial development in the city.
(b) Ensure that such development is compatible with adjacent development and is complementary to the
community as a whole.
(c) Encourage crime prevention through environmental design, decrease opportunity for crime, and
increase user perception of safety.
(d) Increase opportunities for use of alternative modes of transportation.
(e) Regulate the intensity of use allowed on a site.
(f) Control the overall scale of commercial buildings.
(g) Promote streetscapes that are consistent with the desired character of the various commercial zones.
(h) Promote safety, attractive, and functional pedestrian circulation systems in commercial areas.”
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The Association also asserts two WAP Residential policies also constitute approval criteria and
prohibit C-1 zoning, including,
•

Residential Policy 1: Maintain the existing low-density residential character of
Willakenzie neighborhoods, while recognizing the need to provide for all income groups
in the city.”

•

Residential Policy 4: Encourage a mixture of housing densities and types to address the
housing needs of a diverse population.

The Association asserts that these policies support the retention of residential zoning on the
subject property. These policies, however, are specifically related to residentially-designated
properties. The subject property is not designated for residential use and, therefore, these policies
do not constitute mandatory approval criteria for the requested zone change.
Two neighbors opposed to the zone change cite to a recent decision in another Willakenzie area
neighborhood, where a City hearings official denied a requested zone change based on a finding
that an applicable WAP policy prohibited the requested C-1 zone in that location. 6 These
neighbors urge the same policy, rationale and conclusion should be applied in this instance.
(Virginia Stark and Steve Pessin March 15, 2021 Post-hearing Written Testimony.) However, in
contrast to the subject property, the property at issue in that case is located in the Oakway
Subarea, and the hearings official’s decision was based on Oakway Subarea Policy 2, which
states that “the city shall limit commercial and general office development to those areas
currently zoned for commercial and general office uses.” The hearing official determined that
this particular WAP policy prohibited the requested commercial zoning for that property.
The subject property is not located within the Oakway Subarea and, therefore, Oakway Subarea
Policy 2 does not apply to the subject property. Nor is there any comparable limitation to
commercial development in the applicable Coburg/Crescent Subarea in which the subject
property is located. Unlike the Oakway Subarea and other WAP specific subarea policies, where
the WAP specifically addresses and limits the types of development allowed on particular
parcels or areas, there are no Coburg/Crescent Subarea policies that specifically restrict the types
of development that may occur consistent with the subject property’s Campus Industrial
designation. 7
Finally, the Association asserts that the following WAP policies support both the retention of
residential zoning and, if the zone change is approved, the addition of the /SR Site Review
overlay to the requested C-1 zone:

6

See hearing official decision on RNS Management LLC Zone Change Request (Z 20-7), November 14, 2020.
See, for example, Gilham Subarea Policy 2, limiting one site to Neighborhood Commercial zoning (WAP, page
23); Harlow Subarea Policy 5, which limits a specified area to General Office zoning (WAP page 30); and Delta
Subarea Policy 1, limiting commercial and general office development to in a specific areas (WAP page 48).
7
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•

Land Use Policy 5 (EC 9.9700(1)(e)): Site review procedures or special development
standards shall be considered for properties which abut or face one another, when the
uses permitted on those properties are potentially incompatible.”

•

Land Use Policy 6 (EC 9.700(1)(f)): Minimize land use conflicts by promoting
compatibility between low-density and higher-density residential land uses as well as
between residential and nonresidential land uses.”

Several neighbors and the Northeast Neighbors Neighborhood Association join the Association
in arguing that, if the zone change is approved, Site Review must be attached to minimize
conflicts between the C-1 zone and the adjacent residential subdivision.
As the Association notes, after the WAP Plan was adopted in 1992, concurrent with the adoption
of the Land Use Code Update (and commercial development standards) in 2002, Land use
Policies 5 and 6 were codified into the Code at EC 9.9700(1)(e) and (f). As discussed above with
regard to EC 9.9700(1)(b), as codified, those policies apply only to applications for subdivisions,
partitions and site review. They do not apply to zone change requests. As continuing WAP
policies, however, they arguably continue to be applicable under this zone change approval
criterion.
Land Use Policy 5’s direction to “consider” “site review procedures or special development
standards” when uses on adjacent properties “are potentially incompatible” and Land Use Policy
6’s promotion of compatibility between residential and non-residential uses in order to
“minimize conflicts” both predate the City’s adoption of commercial development standards.
These standards expressly are intended to explicitly address potential conflicts and ensure that
commercial development is compatible with adjacent uses. As discussed above, to the extent the
WAP originally proposed an action to attach site review to evaluate commercial development
proposals “until such time as the City adopts citywide commercial development standards” the
City resolved that need when it adopted those standards. The now-applicable commercial
development standards implement the objectives expressed in those two policies.
The Association also suggests that EC 9.8440(7) provides authority for the imposition of the /SR
Site Review overlay and that the authority extends to adding “factors” to that Site Review
requirement. However, EC 9.8440(7) provides that when Site Review is applied, in addition to
the other six factors, the Planning Director shall base compliance on “[a]ny additional specific
factors applied at the time the /SR designation was applied.” That provision itself does not
provide any authority to add the /SR overlay absent the express requirement in either the Metro
Plan or refinement plan. 8
8

Even if the WAP required that the Site Review Overlay zone be applied to the C-1 zone in this location, the /SR
Site Review criteria at EC 9.8440 would not facilitate the type of restrictions over future development that the
neighbors desire. Relying on EC 9.8440(7), the Association argues for additional “factors” unrelated to the listed
Site Review criteria to be added to this zone change. However, EC 9.8440(7) does not allow for the parcel-specific
‘factors’ the Association and neighbors desire. Rather, as correctly explained in the March 17, 2021 supplemental
memorandum submitted by staff, before the 2002 LUCU code updates, designation of the /SR Site Review to
specific properties allowed the application of additional standards and requirements. That process was eliminated
when more specific siting requirements for overlay zones were implemented through the LUCU process. EC
9.8440(7) provides the Planning Director authority to continue to require compliance with the specific factors that
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It is apparent that the neighbors and the Association would like additional site-specific
conditions placed on any future development of the subject property to address the conflicts they
perceive could result from future development of the property. However, the requested zone
change is consistent with the WAP without the imposition of the /SR Site Review overlay zone,
and there is no mandatory approval criterion within the WAP that justifies that overlay.
The WAP includes no policies or other requirements that prohibit the requested zone change or
require that the /SR Site Review Overlay zone be attached to the requested zone change. The
proposed zone change is consistent with the applicable refinement plan, in compliance with this
criterion.
EC 9.8865(3): The uses and density that will be allowed by the proposed
zoning in the location of the proposed change can be served through the
orderly extension of key urban facilities and services.
Finding: As explained in the Staff Report, the Metro Plan at Page V-3 defines “key urban
facilities and services” as waste water service, stormwater service, transportation, water service,
fire and emergency medical services, policy protection, City-wide parks and recreation
programs, electric service, land use controls, communication facilities, and public schools on a
district-wide basis.
The application documents the availability of the defined key urban facilities and services. Public
Works referral comments also confirm that wastewater, stormwater, and the existing street
system are available to serve the subject property.
Several neighbors argue that the impacts on urban facilities and services cannot be evaluated
without a concrete development proposal for the property and, therefore, until development is
proposed, the applicant cannot establish compliance with this zone change criterion. However,
notwithstanding the neighbors’ desires for more information about the potential future use of the
property, this zone change criterion is limited to an inquiry over whether the key urban facilities
and services can be extended to serve the proposed zone. It does not require – or permit – any
evaluation of future development. Development impacts will be evaluated under applicable
requirements and development standards at the time development is proposed. As it relates to the
requested zone change, this criterion requires an evaluation of whether the services can be
extended to the site.
Specific to this criterion, numerous neighbors and the Association question the applicant’s
transportation analysis and assert that the uses and densities that would be permitted under the C1 zoning are inconsistent with the street classification of the narrow section of Old Coburg Road
were applied to the /SR Site Review Overlay before 2002. Moreover, the “factors” the Association and neighbors
request, including a traffic trip-cap, access restrictions and landscape requirements (along with “any other issues
raised during the zone change process”) are not actually criteria that could be evaluated under a site review process.
Rather, they would serve as generic development restrictions unrelated to the development standards and any
development that may be proposed in the future. Nothing in the Metro Plan or the zone change criteria codified in
the City’s land use and development code authorizes such restrictions.
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on the west side of the subject property. As an initial argument, they note that the applicant’s
TPRA incorrectly identified the section of Old Coburg Road west of the subject property, which
provides access to the Hawthorne Estates subdivision, as a “major collector” when, in fact, it is
designated and developed as a local street. They further argue that the zone change would allow
“excessive” and “high levels” of traffic along this low-volume, 20-foot-wide street, which the
street system cannot accommodate. They also argue that excessive commercial traffic and
delivery trucks for a future commercial use will overwhelm their neighborhood streets, creating
significant pedestrian and vehicular safety concerns and a significant adverse impact on the
surrounding transportation system. The Association urges that if a zone change is approved, a
“trip-cap” must be included to limit the number of vehicles permitted from any future use of the
property and that access should be limited to North Game Farm Road. 9
As is required of all zone change requests, the requested zone change must comply with OAR
660-012-0060 the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule (TPR). The applicant prepared a TPR
analysis (TPRA), which the City Traffic Engineer evaluated, to determine the impact of the
proposed zone change on the surrounding transportation system. The Association is correct that
the applicant’s TPRA incorrectly identified the short, narrow segment of Old Coburg Road on
the west side of the property as a collector rather than a neighborhood street. However, the City
Engineer’s analysis identified that error, and that error did not result in a substantive change in
the applicant’s or the City engineer’s analysis of the number of trips that could be generated from
a “reasonable worst-case development scenario” under the C-1 zone.
As applicable to this zone change criterion, the TPRA, and the City Traffic Engineer’s
evaluation of it, conclude that the surrounding transportation system can serve the uses and
densities allowed under the C-1 zone. Specifically, the City Traffic Engineer determined that:
“Uses and densities allowed under the proposed C-1 zone generate more traffic than
uses assumed under the current Campus Industrial plan designation. The applicant has
accounted for the increase in traffic over the appropriate planning horizon and
properly evaluated impacts to street classification and mobility performance standards
as required by this rule.
Engineering staff concurs with the consultant’s methodology, traffic study and
findings of no significant affect.”
(March 1, 2021 Referral Comment from Scott Gillespie, PE, page 2.)
When development is proposed for the subject property, the applicant will be required to comply
with all applicable development standards. Many of the neighbors’ concerns will be addressed
through those development standards. However, consideration of traffic impact or details for a
use that has not been proposed are not relevant to this zone change criterion. At this point, the
9

The Association asserts that the ‘trip cap’ and access restriction must be imposed through Site Review. Even if
Site Review were authorized or required for this site, it is unclear how the site review process could be an
appropriate mechanism to implement or enforce a trip cap or access restriction. If any such restrictions are necessary
or warranted, they would be a result of the traffic analysis completed for whatever development is proposed for the
site.
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relevant inquiry is whether the surrounding street system can accommodate the increased amount
of traffic that could be anticipated from a “reasonable worst-case scenario” for development
permitted in the C-1 zone. The applicant’s detailed TPRA establishes the surrounding
transportation system can be extended to serve the uses and density allowed under the C-1 zone,
in compliance with this criterion.
EC 9.8865(4): The proposed zone change is consistent with the applicable
siting requirements set out for the specific zone in:
*****
(f) EC 9.2150 Commercial Zoning Siting Requirements. In addition to
the approval criteria in EC 9.8865 Zone Change Approval Criteria,
the following C-1 Neighborhood Commercial siting requirements
apply:
1) New C-1 zones shall be located within convenience walking or
bicycling distance of an adequate support population. For new C-1
areas between 4-1/2 and 5 acres, an adequate support population is
4,000 people (existing or planned) within an area conveniently
accessible to the site.
Finding: As noted above, the Metro Plan lists the minimum location standards and site criteria
for Neighborhood Commercial facilities. The first of the location standards and site criteria states
that neighborhood commercial facilities must be:
“Within convenient walking or bicycling distance of an adequate support population.
For a full-service neighborhood commercial center at the high end of the size criteria,
an adequate support population would be about 4,000 persons (existing or anticipated)
within an area conveniently accessible to the site. For smaller sites or more limited
services, a smaller support population or service area may be sufficient.”
The City has implemented this Metro Plan requirement by clarifying that for new C-1 areas
between 4.5 and 5 acres, an “adequate support population is 4,000 people existing or planned
within an area conveniently accessible to the site.”
Neither the code nor the Metro Plan define either an “adequate support population” for
smaller sites or “an area conveniently accessible to the site” or explain how those qualities are
to be measured. In a recent Planning Commission decision applying this code provision to a
site that was, like the subject site, less than 4 acres in size, the Planning Commission
determined that it was not necessary to “determine a specific number of people that constitute
an adequate support population for this site.” 10 It also determined that “two miles is a
convenient bicycling distance” and that the applicant’s narrative describing the site and
surrounding residential areas, along with maps that showed by the current zoning of the
surrounding area and future land use designations, were sufficient to establish that the area
had an adequate support population to accommodate the requested C-1 zone.
10

Final Order of the Eugene Planning Commission on Appeal of Hearings Official Decision: RNS Management
LLC (Z 20-7), at page 8.
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In this case, as stated in the staff report, the applicant’s narrative explains that “the site is
conveniently located to nearby single-family and multi-family residential uses and
employment uses and is located on the transportation network serving these uses.” While
acknowledging the Planning Commission’s recent interpretation of this provision as “setting
the baseline for the level of details required to ensure that the necessary support population is
in place,” the Planning Staff also conducted its own evaluation to conclude that there is an
adequate support population to warrant C-1 zoning at this location. As summarized in its
March 17, 2021 post-hearing memorandum, staff explained its methodology:
“The first component of the siting standards at EC 9.2150(1) states that “New C-1
zones shall be located within convenient walking or bicycling distance of an adequate
support population.” As the terms “convenient walking and bicycling distance” are not
defined, staff relied on code context from other approval criteria (e.g. EC 9.8515(6)
Tentative Subdivision Approval Criterion) for convenient walking distance of a
quarter mile and convenient biking distance of 2 miles. As it relates to the term
“convenient,” staff considered convenient to mean connected to pedestrian or bicycle
facilities, such as sidewalks or bike lanes. The area surrounding this proposed zone
change is well developed with a series of interconnected sidewalks and bicycle
facilities.
“The second component of the siting standards at EC 9.2150(1) state that “For new C1 areas between 4-1/2 and 5 acres, an adequate support population is 4,000 people
(existing or planned) within an area conveniently accessible to the site.” Here, staff
simply applied the ratio of people and land (4000 people /5 acre) to the total area of
the subject property (1.2 acres.) Based on this calculation, an adequate support
population would be 960 people. Staff notes that if 4.5 acres is used as a baseline in
the calculation, the adequate support population rises to 1,067.
Although the Planning Commission has found that it is unnecessary to “determine a specific
number of people that constitute an adequate support population”, and although this criterion
allows consideration of both existing and planned populations, the City’s staff report provides
a detailed quantification of the surrounding existing residential population, which
demonstrates that there is more than an adequate support population currently in place to
satisfy this standard.
The Association disagrees with the City’s methodology and conclusions, arguing in their
initial hearing memorandum,
“Based on the [City of Eugene] Office of Sustainability, it is reasonable to interpret
the “convenient’ distances for pedestrians as ¼ to ½ mile and for bicyclists a mile.”
“The subject property is located at the edge of the Eugen UGB. On the east side is
rural land and the I-5 corridor. To the north and west is low-density residential uses
and to the south apartments. There are about 3,869 dwellings within 1 mile of the
subject property as a bird flies.”
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“However, pedestrians and bicyclists don’t fly so the analysis needs to evaluate the
physical ability for people to get where they are going by foot or bike. Physical
barriers hindering access include Beltline, I-5 and older subdivisions with long cul-desacs or dead end streets. Based on a network analysis for pedestrians and bicyclists,
there are only 244 dwellings within a quarter mile and 303 within a half mile.
Extending out a full mile, there are only 1,351 dwellings.”
(Bishow March 9, 2020 written testimony, page 9-10.)
The Association adds that there are also existing commercial businesses and vacant
commercial land within a one-mile radius “in a more central location with a higher
concentration of dwellings that would better serve the neighborhood.” In subsequent
testimony, the Association objects to the City’s staff’s proportional calculation. It also adds
that the same “support population” should not be used for “an endless number of zone change
applications” and that the “C-1 siting requirements do not prevent the City from taking into
account existing available commercial services in the vicinity of the site proposed for C-1
zoning. (Bishow March 17, 2021 Written Testimony.) Several other neighbors also argue that
there are other commercial uses in the area that can adequately or better serve the support
population.
The express language of EC 9.2150 does not support the Association’s interpretation of its
scope or requirements. Nor does it require (or permit) a comparison of the relative advantages
of commercial land or require consideration of ‘existing available commercial services.’
While in this particular instance the Association and neighbors would prefer a very restrictive
interpretation of “support population” as applied to this immediate area to support its
opposition to a non-residential use of the subject property, in fact this code provision applies
city-wide and considers both existing and future populations. The Planning Commission has
determined that current zoning and future land use designations can be used to determine
whether an area has an adequate support population, and that a two-mile bicycling radius is
reasonable. The restrictive quantification of the number of residents who the Association
believes should be included, based on “the physical ability for people get where they are
going by foot or bike” based on current neighborhood street configurations is not consistent
with the language of the code provision or the Planning Commission’s interpretation of it.
Based on the Planning Staff’s detailed evaluation of the current population, there is an
adequate support population within an area conveniently accessible to the site to support the
requested C-1 zone on the subject property, in compliance with this siting standard.
2) New C-1 areas larger than 1.5 acres shall be located on a collector
or arterial street.
3) Existing neighborhood commercial areas shall not be allowed to
expand to greater than 1.5 acres unless the development site abuts a
collector or arterial street.
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Finding: The subject site is less than 1.5 acres in size and is not an existing neighborhood
commercial area and, therefore, these siting requirements are not applicable.
EC 9.8865(5) In cases where the NR zone is applied based on EC 9.2510(3),
the property owner shall enter into a contractual arrangement with the City
to ensure the area is maintained as a natural resource area for a minimum of
50 years.
Finding: The NR zone does not apply to the subject property and, therefore, this criterion is not
applicable.
Transportation Planning Rule
Pursuant to Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-012-0060, Statewide Planning Goal 12
(Transportation) requires that zone change applications specifically address compliance with
Goal 12. OAR 660-012-0060 requires:
(1) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive
plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would
significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility, then the
local government must put in place measures as provided in section (2) of
this rule, unless the amendment is allowed under section (3), (9), or (10) of
this rule.
Finding: The requested zone change is subject to section (9) of OAR 660-012-0060, which
states:
(9)

Notwithstanding section (1) of this rule, a local government may find
that an amendment to a zoning map does not significantly affect an
existing or planned transportation facility if all of the following
requirements are met.
(a) The proposed zoning is consistent with the existing comprehensive
plan map designation and the amendment does not change the
plan map;
(b) The local government has an acknowledged TSP and the proposed
zoning is consistent with the TSP; and
(c) The area subject to the amendment was not exempted from this
rule at the time of an urban growth boundary amendment as
permitted in OAR 660-024-0220(1)(d), or the area was exempted
from this rule but the local government has a subsequently
acknowledged TSP amendment that accounted for urbanization of
the area.
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The City of Eugene’s Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan (2035 TSP) is the City’s
acknowledged local transportation system plan. Chapter 3 of the 2035 TSP, entitled “Needs
Assessment and Evaluation”, provides:
The needs assessment and resulting projects… that establish a transportation system
adequate to meet the identified local transportation needs are based upon the land use
designations established by the Metro Plan. Because the 2035 TSP is based on the Metro
Plan land use designations, any zone allowed within the land use designation is consistent
with both the Metro Plan and this 2035 TSP.
As discussed above, the requested zone change is consistent with the existing Metro Plan
Campus Industrial designation for the subject property; no Plan amendment is requested.
However, as explained in the Public Works Referral Comments and the Staff Report, the 2035
TSP relied on the Campus Industrial designation, which does not anticipate the entire scope of
traditional commercial uses. As explained in the staff report:
“In this case, the 2035 TSP was prepared with the assumption of a Campus Industrial
land use designation for this property, which does not anticipate traditional
commercial uses permitted under C-1 zoning. While the requested C-1 zone is unique
in that it is allowed in any area plan designation, the C-1 zone was not included in any
of the plan designation assumptions made in the preparation of the 2035 TSP. Uses
and densities allowed under the proposed C-1 zone may generate more traffic than
uses assumed under the current Campus Industrial designation. Therefore, in this case,
zoning standards must be used in the Transportation Planning Rule evaluation and
directly compared to existing impacts based upon the Metro Plan designation.
The applicant’s consultant prepared a TPRA based upon the projected trip generation
from a reasonable worst-case development scenario for this site considering the
existing Campus Industrial designation and comparing that to possible worst-case
scenarios with the proposed C-1 zoning. The worst-case scenario depicted for the
Campus Industrial designation is a mixed-use commercial development with a high
turnover restaurant and general offices, with a building area of 26% of site, with
13,590 square feet of ground area at two stories for a total of 27,181 square feet of
commercial space. This scenario was compared to the likely worst-case development
scenario for the C-1 zone, depicted as a 5,000-sf high-turnover sit-down restaurant and
commercial building with a mix of small retail and office uses that would likely be
operated as a shopping center. The analysis found the proposed C-1 zoning has the
potential to generate 139 additional PM trips when compared to the Campus Industrial
designation of the Metro Plan.
Public Works Engineering staff reviewed the submitted analysis and provided referral
comments with findings of applicability and compliance for subsections (1) through
(11) of OAR 660-012-0060 * * *. As demonstrated in those findings, the applicant
has accounted for the increase in traffic over the appropriate planning horizon and
properly evaluated impacts to street classification and mobility performance standards
as required by this rule. Engineering staff concurs with the consultant’s methodology,
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traffic study and findings of no significant affect. Additionally, Lane County, who has
jurisdiction over the roads adjacent to the property, expressed no concerns or
objections with the proposed zone change.
Public Works staff found the increased number of vehicle trips in a worst-case
scenario of possible development generated by the prosed zone change does not
degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it
would not meet the performance standards identified in the 2035 TSP.”
The results of the “reasonable worst-case development scenario” do not indicate that the traffic
generated by a use allowed in the C-1 zone would necessarily, or even likely, generate the
amount of traffic reflected in those results. While the applicant’s TPRA results are plausible, it is
equally plausible that there will be no more traffic generated than would be generated by any
given allowed industrial use. Actual traffic impacts will be evaluated based on the actual
developed proposed. However, based on the staff’s analysis and Public Works Referral
Comments, and pursuant to OAR 660-012-0060(9), the zoning map amendment resulting from
approval of the requested zone change will not significantly affect an existing or planned
transportation facility, and the measures otherwise required under OAR 660-012-0060(2) do not
apply to this application.
DECISION
Based on the above analysis and findings, the Hearings Official APPROVES the application for a
zone change of the subject property from R-1 Low Density Residential to C-1 Neighborhood
Commercial.

Virginia Gustafson Lucker
Hearings Official
Dated this 5th day April, 2021.
Mailed this _____ day of April, 2021.
SEE NOTICE OF HEARINGS OFFICIAL DECISION FOR STATEMENT OF APPEAL
RIGHTS
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Attachment E

Memorandum
Date:

May 6, 2021

To:

Nick Gioello, Associate Planner

From:

Scott Gillespie, PE

Subject: Z 20-9 Harmon Gentry Zone Change Appeal, Issue #4
This memo is in response to the written appeal statement from Bishow Consulting dated April 16,
2021, more specifically Appeal Issue #4. Appeal Issue #4 expresses concerns about the location of
site access, intersection performance standards, street capacity, street classification and general
impacts to Hawthorne estates subdivision. The appeal issue and excerpts from the written statement
are included below for ease of reference in bold italics, with staff comments related to each that
follow.
APPEAL ISSUE 4:
The Hearings Official erred by determining the surrounding transportation system can be
extended to serve the uses and density allowed under the C-1 zone and that the zone change
will not significantly affect an existing transportation facility pursuant to
OAR 660-012-0060.
The surrounding transportation system is not proposed to be extended. The applicant’s engineer
demonstrated the proposed zone change is consistent with the current adopted Eugene 2035
Transportation System Plan (2035 TSP) and there is no significant effect, as defined by the
Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), to existing or planned facilities.
Staff would also clarify the small segment of Old Coburg Road (west frontage) is classified as a local
street. The applicant’s Transportation Planning Rule Analysis (TPRA) erred in identifying it as a major
collector. An error in our publicly accessible mapping software lead the applicant’s engineer to
believe it was classified as a higher order street. City staff verified the local classification as shown on
the adopted street classification map and the mapping error has since been corrected. Staff would
also note the Public Works referral comments (March 1, 2021) and the subsequent staff report to the
Hearings Official correctly identified the street classification. The TPRA contained the appropriate
level of evidence, analysis and recommendations regardless of the misclassification shown in Table 1.
All staff analysis and determination of no significant effect were based upon the local street
classification.
The applicant also stated during the final open-record period:
“Finally, there is nothing in the record to suggest that access to the site from
Game Farm Road will ultimately be granted.”
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We concur. Access could be restricted to Old Coburg Road (west frontage) classified as a
Local Street and improved according to low-volume residential street standards.
Access to the local street segment of Old Coburg road (west frontage) will not be restricted and is
allowed outright in accordance with Eugene Code. The City’s access management standards
generally require access to be taken from the local street frontage, unless adjustment review approval
were to be applied for and granted to allow access to adjacent streets of higher classification at the
time of future development. Furthermore, a final determination for site access is not a matter
germane to the TPR criteria or directly addressed in the City’s 2035 TSP. An assumption for site
access must nonetheless be made for the purposes of the theoretical traffic study and is discussed in
greater detail below.
The applicant’s traffic engineer prepared a TPRA dated July 2020 that assumed access would
comply with city code standards requiring access to occur on the lowest street classification in this case the narrow section of Old Coburg Road (west frontage).
The applicant’s engineer correctly assumed that access would be taken from the local street section
of Old Coburg Road (west frontage). The engineer’s assumption of access taken from the local street
abutting the site is the most appropriate and the most conservative approach to estimating vehicular
impacts based on that access being permitted outright under applicable access connection standards.
The engineer must assume a specific point where site generated vehicle trips will ingress and egress
the roadway system. The engineer assumed the appropriate site access location and distributed the
site generated traffic accordingly. While the specific point of access for potential future site
development is not addressed in the TPR or the City’s 2035 TSP, the applicant’s engineer made an
appropriate and conservative assumption in preparation of the TPRA.
Twenty feet of paving width as exists along the west frontage of Old Coburg Road allows for two, 10foot wide travel lanes which is consistent with local and collector street design standards that routinely
accommodate more traffic than is expected to use the local section of Game Farm Road.
The July 2020 TPRA concluded that with access restrictions on Game Farm Road the Old
Coburg Rd @ Old Coburg Rd intersection performance would drop from the existing Level of
Service (LOS) B to LOS E. The City standard for a non-signalized intersection is LOS E thus
the conclusion that the zone change would not degrade the performance of the existing
intersection such that it would not meet the City standard.
As discussed above, the applicant’s engineer assumed points of access consistent with City access
management standards. The TPRA performed a Level of Service (LOS) analysis based on the
assumptions in the study to determine if the additional vehicular traffic would have a “significant effect”
on the transportation system, thereby triggering the need for additional mitigation measures under the
applicable TPR criteria. One trigger for mitigation measures is when a land use amendment (such as
a zone change) would result in a degradation of the performance of an existing or planned
transportation facility such that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP.
The City uses LOS as the measure of performance. LOS is a measure of overall intersection delay
and appropriate for long range transportation planning purposes. The City’s 2035 TSP establishes a
minimum performance standard of LOS E for all intersections.
The analysis showed the projected level of service at the intersection of Old Coburg Road @ Old
Coburg Road would degrade to a LOS E. The projected LOS E is consistent with the City’s minimum
performance standard. Therefore, the proposed zone change was determined to not have a
significant impact and is consistent with the 2035 TSP and TPR criteria.
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The Hearings Official did not address evidence in the record that the projected traffic on Old
Coburg Road (west frontage) will exceed the range acceptable for the Local Street
classification. This section of Old Coburg Road was only improved as a 20-foot wide street
suitable for low volumes of traffic.
The local section of Old Coburg road was constructed in accordance with the City’s local street design
standards. The projected volumes on the local section of Old Coburg Road are consistent with the
range in the local street design standards. The street would be classified as a medium volume
residential street and there is no upper limit to the volume of traffic. The current geometry and street
widths can appropriately and safely accommodate the projected volume of traffic expected from the
proposed zone change.
To expand on street classification, the other primary criteria for determining significant affect is when a
land use amendment would result in types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the
functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility. The City’s adopted street
classification map identifies Old Coburg Road (west frontage) as a local street. The City uses a
ranking system of five factors to determine the appropriate classification of existing and planned
streets. Projected volume is only one of the five factors. The projected volume of Old Coburg road is
consistent with a local street classification and the zone change does not warrant a change in
functional street classification.
Public Works staff would also note that local street design standards are one of many metrics and
guidance the City uses to determine the appropriate width and classification of a street. The range of
volumes in the local street table are used to proactively guide the design of new streets. The range of
widths is not applied retroactively to regulate land use processes or amendments. Street
classification is a separate function as discussed above.
Hawthorne Estates only has two access points for 120 homes. One is at the intersection of Old
Coburg @ Cape Hatteras and the second is at Cumberland Drive @ Crescent Avenue. The
Hearings Official did not account for any negative affects the zone change would have at the
non-signalized intersection of Cumberland Drive @ Crescent Avenue. There is insufficient
evidence in the record to determine that the zone change will not significantly affect this nonsignalized intersection causing the performance to no longer meet city standards. There is
also insufficient evidence in the record to determine that the type and volume of projected
traffic will not have an adverse impact on the livability and safety of Hawthorne Estates.
Hawthorne Estates has two public streets that provide access to the neighborhood. Alternative points
of access are appropriate for a neighborhood of this size. Cumberland Drive is a local street on the
north side of Hawthorne estates. The TPRA did not include this intersection, or any intersection on
Crescent Dive in the study area, because TPRA did not identify an increase in trips to that intersection
and it is not within the immediate vicinity of the subject property. The study would not have required
analysis or discussion of an intersection that was not directly impacted by the zone change. This is
consistent with Institute of Transportation Engineers standard practice and supported by Public Works
staff. The TPRA demonstrates the proposed amendment will not increase the volume of traffic at this
intersection; not increasing traffic as a result of the proposed amendment is evidence of not affecting
the intersection.
The livability or adverse impacts to specific neighborhoods is not directly addressed by the TPR. The
TPR is intended to ensure conformance with an adopted transportation system plan, which originally
accounted for planned growth and the impacts to existing neighborhoods. Furthermore, the
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Transportation System Plan is focused on regional mobility and transportation policy. The adoption of
the 2035 TSP already enabled the planned growth identified in the comprehensive plan. It addressed
city-wide impacts from planned growth and identified existing and planned facilities to accommodate
that growth within the confines of established performance standards. The 2035 TSP does not
identify any planned facilities within the Hawthorne Estates subdivision, nor does it provide any
analysis of their specific needs. The applicant has demonstrated the proposed land use amendment
is consistent with the assumptions in the 2035 TSP and is therefore consistent with the planned
impacts and needs of the Hawthorn Estates subdivision.
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Attachment F

DRAFT FINAL ORDER OF THE EUGENE PLANNING COMMISSION
ON APPEAL OF HEARINGS OFFICIAL DECISION: GREG HARMON AND LINDA GENTRY (Z 20-9)
____________________________________________________________________________________
I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The subject Zone Change application for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9), was deemed
complete on December 18, 2020 requesting a Zone Change from R-1 Low-Density Residential to C-1
Neighborhood Commercial for the subject property. A public hearing was scheduled for February 10,
2021. On January 26, the applicant requested a time extension for 30 days to amend the application
materials and submit additional information. The initial public hearing was held on March 10, 2021.
Following the public hearing, the Hearings Official granted a request to leave the public record open for
additional public testimony; the applicant’s final rebuttal was submitted on March 31, 2021. On April 5,
2021, the Hearings Official issued a decision approving the requested Zone Change without conditions
of approval. On April 16, 2021, Bishow Consulting, LLC appealed the Hearings Official’s decision on
behalf of the Hawthorne Estates Lot Owners Association. The appeal includes six assignments of error.
The Eugene Planning Commission held a public hearing on this appeal on May 18, 2021 and deliberated
on [INSERT DATES].
The Final Order of the Eugene Planning Commission regarding this appeal is based on the record and
limited to the issues raised in the appellant’s written appeal statement, in accordance with applicable
procedural requirements of the Eugene Code (EC).
II.

RECORD BEFORE THE PLANNING COMMISSION

The record before the Planning Commission consists of all the items that were placed before, and not
rejected by, the Planning Commission prior to its final decision on this appeal. Due to COVID-19
restrictions, Planning Commission meetings on this matter were held virtually. The record in this
appeal was provided electronically to each of the commissioners. Under EC 9.7655, appeals to the
Planning Commission are “on the record,” that is, the Planning Commission is limited to consideration
of the record before the Hearings Official. In addition, appeals to the Planning Commission are “limited
to issues raised in the record that are set out in the filed statement of issues.” The Planning
Commission’s decision on the appeal is based upon consideration of all relevant evidence and
argument within the record.
III.

PROCEDURAL ISSUES

Bias and Conflicts of Interest
[Any bias or conflicts of interest declared by any members of the Planning Commission during the
public hearing will be disclosed here]
Final Order: Zone Change Approval for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
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Rejection of Testimony
[Any rejection of testimony by the Planning Commission will be inserted here]
IV.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The appeal before the Planning Commission raised six appeal issues. Summaries of the Hearings
Official decision, and arguments about the appeal issues are provided below followed by the
conclusion of the Planning Commission on each issue.
Appeal Issue 1: The Hearings Official erred by determining, “That the Campus Industrial
designation is identified on a refinement plan does not negate or in any way limit the zoning
allowed under the Metro Plan”.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant argues the Hearings Official erred in finding that a parcel-specific refinement plan
designation of Campus Industrial does not limit the allowed zoning. The appellant asserts that the
Hearing Official erred by determining that the Metro Plan text explaining how the Metro Plan diagram,
at a metropolitan scale, does not show neighborhood commercial (C-1) uses is applicable to parcel
specific neighborhood refinement plan diagrams at a tax lot scale.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official concludes on page 5 of the decision that the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone
is consistent with the Campus Industrial designation of the Metro Plan. In both the discussion and
footnote on page 2 of the decision, the Hearings Official discusses the Metro Plan text which clearly
explains that Neighborhood Commercial is intended to serve the day-to-day needs of the surrounding
neighborhood and the standards in Metro Plan II-G-4 and 5 do not require C-1 zoning be limited to any
particular land use designations.
On page 3 of the decision, the Hearings Official notes the Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) does not
preclude C-1 zoning on the subject property and specifically that the Coburg-Crescent Subarea Map in
the WAP directly applies the Metro Plan designation of Campus Industrial, while making the distinction
that “the WAP does not discuss or limit the locations of the C-1 zone”. The Hearings Official further
notes in footnote 4 on page 3 of the decision the WAP does not identify specific locations of the C-1
zone. On page 10 of the decision, the Hearings Official concludes, “The WAP includes no policies or
other requirements that prohibit the requested zone change”.
The Hearings Official therefore found that the applicant had satisfied the zone change approval criteria
at EC 9.8865(1) and (2) because the requested zone change is consistent with the Metro Plan and WAP.
Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Issue 1 and concludes that the Hearings Official correctly determined the applicant has satisfied the
relevant approval criteria at EC 9.8865(1) and (2) because the requested zone change is consistent with
the Metro Plan and WAP.
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Appeal Issue 2: The Hearings Official erred by determining the Metro Plan text related to
Neighborhood Commercial takes precedence over the parcel-specific Campus Industrial plan
designation of the subject property without identifying any apparent conflicts between the
plan text and plan diagram.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant contends that the parcel specific WAP diagram, which depicts the subject property as
Campus Industrial, is not overridden by the Metro Plan text. Because the WAP as adopted by ordinance
included findings that the refinement plan was consistent with the Metro Plan, the appellant asserts
that the Hearings Official should have identified a conflict or inconsistency between the Metro Plan
text and the diagram.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The appellant appears to assume that in order to find that C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zoning is
consistent with the subject property’s Campus Industrial designation, the Hearings Official was
required to find a conflict between the text of the Metro Plan and the parcel-specific WAP diagram,
and then find that the Metro Plan text controls. However, instead of finding a conflict between the
Metro Plan and the WAP, the Hearings Official read the two plans consistently with one another and
determined that the applicant’s request for a zone change for the property to C-1 Neighborhood
Commercial complies with both the Metro Plan and the WAP.
The Hearings Official concludes on page 5 of her decision that the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone
is consistent with the Campus Industrial designation of the subject property. In both the discussion and
footnote on page 2 of the decision, the Hearings Official discusses the Metro Plan text which clearly
explains that Neighborhood Commercial is intended to serve the day-to-day needs of the surrounding
neighborhood and the standards in Metro Plan II-G-4 and 5 do not require C-1 zoning be limited to any
particular land use designations.
The Hearings Official additionally explains that the parcel specific land use diagram in the WAP does
not preclude C-1 zoning on the subject property, noting specifically that the refinement plan diagram
identifies the designation, not the zoning, of the subject property. The Hearings Official determined on
page 3 of the decision, “That the Campus Industrial designation is identified on a refinement plan
diagram does not negate or in any way impact the zoning allowed under the Metro Plan”.
The Hearings Official notes specifically that the Coburg-Crescent Subarea Map in the WAP directly
applies the Metro Plan designation of Campus Industrial, while making the distinction that “the WAP
does not discuss or limit the locations of the C-1 zone”. The Hearings Official further notes in footnote
4 on page 3 of the decision the WAP does not identify specific locations of the C-1 zone.
Following a thorough analysis of applicable portions of the Metro Plan and the WAP, the Hearings
Official concluded that the proposed zone change to C-1 Neighborhood Commercial is consistent with
the Metro Plan, the WAP, and the subject property’s Campus Industrial designation.
Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Issue 2 and finds that the Metro Plan text related to the Neighborhood Commercial zone can be read
consistently with the parcel-specific plan designation of Campus Industrial for the subject property.
Final Order: Zone Change Approval for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
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The Hearings Official correctly identified no conflict between the plan designation of Campus Industrial
and the requested C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zoning. The Planning Commission therefore
concludes that the Hearings Official correctly determined the applicant has satisfied the relevant
approval criteria at EC 9.8865(1) and (2), because the requested Zone Change is consistent with the
Metro Plan and WAP.
Appeal Issue 3: The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1 in direct
conflict with the Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) policy that the City shall allow for a gradual
transition of the subject property from residential to industrial use.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant contends that the Zone Change to C-1 is in conflict with the WAP, specifically
Coburg/Crescent Subarea Policy 4, which states:
The City shall allow for a gradual transition from existing residential to future industrial
use for those areas along Old Coburg Road that are currently zoned residential but are
industrially designated.
The appellant quotes from the Metro Plan the following text (page I-4):
Where conflicts exist among the Metro Plan, local comprehensive plans, refinement
plans, and existing zoning, each jurisdiction will have to establish its own schedule for
bringing the zoning and refinement plans into conformance with the Metro Plan or the
applicable local comprehensive plan.
The appellant argues that during City Council adoption of the WAP, Council identified the plan/zone
conflict for the subject property and decided to allow a gradual transition to industrial use, however,
Council did not provide policy direction that the subject property shall be allowed to transition to
commercial use.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official addresses this issue on page 7 of the decision, concluding that Coburg/Crescent
Subarea Policy 4 does not restrict or limit which zones are allowed within the Campus Industrial
designation. The Hearings Official also discusses on page 4 of the decision the adoption of Ordinance
20528 in 2014 by City Council, which established a new E-1 Campus Industrial zone, stating, “That the
City did not ‘take action’ to rezone the property to C-1 in 2014 does not in any way support a
conclusion that the City has somehow implicitly determined that C-1 zoning is inappropriate or
preclude the applicant from seeking a zone change now.” The Hearings Official also notes that the C-1
zone allows less-intensive uses and more restrictive standards than other commercial zones, which will
limit impacts to the surrounding area (consistent with the intent of the policy). She further concludes
that the requested zone change will facilitate the transition of the subject property from a residential
zone, which is not consistent with the property’s industrial designation, to a C-1 zone that is consistent
with that (Campus Industrial) designation.
The Hearings Official determined the Metro Plan text related to Neighborhood Commercial takes
precedence over the parcel-specific Campus Industrial plan designation of the subject property. The
Hearings Official also identified no conflict between the WAP plan designation of Campus Industrial
Final Order: Zone Change Approval for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
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and the proposed C-1 zoning.
Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Issue 3 and concludes that the Hearings Official did not err in determining that the requested Zone
Change to C-1 is consistent with the WAP plan designation and the related WAP policy to allow for
gradual transition from residential to industrial uses. The Hearings Official was correct in determining
that the relevant approval criterion at EC 9.8865(2) is met.
Appeal Issue 4: The Hearings Official erred by determining the surrounding transportation
system can be extended to serve the uses and density allowed under the C-1 zone and that the
zone change will not significantly affect an existing transportation facility pursuant to OAR
660-012-0060.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant asserts that the Hearings Official erred by not addressing evidence in the record that
projected traffic on the west frontage of Old Coburg Road will exceed the range acceptable for a Local
Street. The appellant also asserts that the Hearings Official erred in determining the Zone Change will
not significantly affect the non-signalized intersection at Cumberland Drive and Crescent Avenue,
causing the level of performance to not meet City standards, since there is insufficient evidence in the
record to make such a determination.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official discusses the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) (OAR 660-012-0060) on pages
15 through 17 of the decision. The Hearings Official notes the applicant’s Transportation Planning Rule
Analysis (TPRA) included a “reasonable worst-case development scenario”, which Public Works staff
concluded would not degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility and the
Hearings Official found the analysis to be plausible and concluded as such. The Hearings Official also
noted that actual future traffic impacts will be evaluated at such time as a specific development plan is
proposed.
The Hearings Official addresses compliance with the related approval criterion at EC 9.8865(3),
regarding the orderly extension of key urban services and facilities, on pages 10-12 of the decision.
She notes that the relevant inquiry is whether the surrounding street system can accommodate the
increased amount of traffic that could be anticipated from a “reasonable worst-case scenario” for
development permitted in the C-1 zone, and concludes that the applicant’s detailed TPRA establishes
the surrounding transportation system can be extended to serve the uses and density allowed under
the C-1 zone, in compliance with this criterion.
In response to the appellant’s assertions in the appeal statement, Scott Gillespie, Civil Engineer 2,
Public Works, provided responsive and clarifying information in a memorandum dated May 3, 2021.
The memorandum provided additional information regarding access to the site, projected level of
service at key intersections, safety of existing roads and projected level of traffic volumes. This
additional information further confirms that the Hearings Official was correct in determining the
requested Zone Change will not significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility and is
consistent with the Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan and OAR 660-012-0060(2), without the
need for a trip cap or other mitigation measures.
Final Order: Zone Change Approval for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
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Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Issue 4 and concludes that adequate information regarding traffic volume and impacts existed in the
record to determine that the relevant approval criteria are met. The Hearings Official did not err in
determining that the surrounding transportation system can be extended to serve the uses and density
allowed under the C-1 zone under the approval criterion at EC 9.8865(3), and that the Zone Change will
not significantly affect an existing transportation facility pursuant to OAR 660-012-0060. The relevant
requirements under TPR are therefore met without the need for a trip cap or other mitigation
measures.
Appeal Issue 5: The Hearings Official misinterpreted the C-1 zone siting requirements
regarding the terms, “convenient walking and bicycling distance” and “adequate support
population”.
Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant disagrees with the Hearings Official’s statement regarding EC 9.2150, that it does not
“require (or permit) a comparison of the relative advantages of commercial land or require
consideration of ‘existing available commercial services.’” The appellant also disagrees with the
Hearings Official regarding the determination that evaluation of an “adequate support population”
does not include the physical ability for people to get to the proposed neighborhood commercial site
by foot, and also misconstrued the code by limiting the evaluation of adequate support population to
counting people.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearings Official addresses this issue on pages 12-14 of the decision, noting on page 12 there is no
definition in the code defining “adequate support population”. The Hearings Official discusses the
recent Planning Commission decision in RNS Management, LLC (Z 20-7) regarding the determination
that it is not necessary to determine a specific number of people that constitute an adequate support
population and that 2 miles is a convenient bicycling distance.
On page 14 of the decision the Hearings Official agreed with staff’s detailed evaluation and evidence
(also see Staff Memorandum, March 17, 2021) and concludes there is an adequate support population
to warrant C-1 zoning for this site. The Hearings Official correctly concludes that this code provision
considers both existing and future populations and applies City-wide.
Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Issue 5 and concludes that there is substantial evidence in the record demonstrating an adequate
support population within a convenient walking and bicycling distance for the subject site. The
Hearings Official did not misinterpret the applicable siting requirements for the C-1 zone, and the
relevant approval criteria and siting standards are EC 9.8865(4) and EC 9.2150 are therefore met.
Appeal Issue 6: The Hearings Official erred by approving the zone change to C-1 without
concurrently applying the /SR Site Review zoning overlay.
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Summary of Appellant’s Argument
The appellant asserts that the following WAP policy supports applying the /SR Site Review overlay zone
to the property:
The City shall ensure that future commercial development and redevelopment in the
Willakenzie planning area is sensitive to and compatible with existing and planned
development in the surrounding area.
The appellant argues that if the Hearings Official’s finding is correct that the adoption of City-wide
commercial standards fully implemented the WAP policy, then at the time of the City-wide adoption of
the commercial standards, City Council would have eliminated the policy or at the very least not
incorporated the policy into the Land Use Code. The appellant additionally argues that the Hearings
Official erred in determining that codified WAP policies are not applicable to the Zone Change
application. Although not directly stated in the appeal issue, the appellant’s argument appears to raise
concern that the Hearings Official erred in determining that WAP policies are not applicable to the
Zone Change application at all.
Hearings Official’s Decision
The Hearing Official addresses this policy directly on page 6 of the decision, concurring with staff’s
finding that this WAP General Land Use Policy section as written provides direction to the City. When
the General Land Use Policy was first adopted in 1992 it included Proposed Actions, which were
intended to ensure commercial development in the Willakenzie area was sensitive to and compatible
with existing and planned development in the surrounding area. Since that time, the City has adopted
commercial development standards City-wide (codified in EC 9.2170) that require new commercial
development be sensitive to and compatible with other existing and planned development. The
Hearings Official also acknowledges that WAP Policy 2 is also codified at EC 9.9700(1)(b) (Willakenzie
Area Plan Policies). However, the Hearings Official correctly articulates in her decision on page 7
specifically that Policy 2:
“…to the extent that it can be construed to be an applicable approval criterion
under EC 9.9700(1)(b), that code provision does not apply to zone change requests;
its applicability is limited to applications for subdivisions, partitions and site review.
(See EC 9.9500) Nothing in the text or context of this policy indicates that it is
intended to constitute an approval criterion in a quasi-judicial zone change
application beyond the implementation of commercial development standards to
ensure that commercial development is sensitive to and compatible with other
existing and planned development.”
The Hearing Official discusses the applicability of the WAP in this case on pages 5 through 10 of the
decision, citing the staff report which states no WAP policies constitute mandatory approval criteria
but some policies are “relevant” to the requested Zone Change (see Staff Report, March 2021). The
Hearings Official concludes on page 10 of the decision that the “The WAP includes no policies or other
requirements that prohibit the requested zone change or require that the /SR Site Review Overlay zone
be attached to the requested zone change”.
Planning Commission’s Determination
The Planning Commission has considered the arguments made by the appellant with regard to Appeal
Final Order: Zone Change Approval for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9)
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Issue 6 and concludes that the Hearing Official correctly considered and determined that WAP Policy 2
provides direction for the City and does not constitute a mandatory approval criterion for Zone Change
approval, and that the adoption of commercial development standards in EC 9.2170 obviate the need
for applying Site Review overlay zone to commercial properties. The relevant approval criterion at EC
9.8865(2) is therefore met without imposition of the /SR Site Review overlay zone.
V.
CONCLUSION
The Eugene Planning Commission has reviewed the record and the appeal issues articulated by the
appellant and has voted to affirm the decision of the Hearings Official to approve the Zone Change for
Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9). Accordingly, the Hearings Official’s decision on the Zone
Change application for Greg Harmon and Linda Gentry (Z 20-9) is hereby affirmed and the application is
approved without conditions. The Hearings Official’s decision, included as Attachment A, is hereby
adopted by reference and incorporated into the Planning Commission’s final decision.
The foregoing findings and conclusions are adopted as the Final Order of the Eugene Planning
Commission on Appeal of the Hearings Official’s Zone Change approval for Greg Harmon and Linda
Gentry (Z 20-9) on this [INSERT DATE] 2021.

____________________________
Chris Ramey, Chair
Eugene Planning Commission
Attachment A: Hearings Official’s Decision, dated April 5, 2021
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
May 18, 2021
To:

Eugene Planning Commission

From:

Nicholas Gioello, Associate Planner, Eugene Planning Division

Subject:

Public Hearing: Appeal of the Hearings Official’s Decision on Laurel Ridge PUD (City files
PDT 18-3, SDR 18-3, TIA 18-4 and ARA 20-28)

ACTION REQUESTED
On May 18, 2021 the Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on an appeal of the Eugene
Hearings Official’s decision approving concurrent applications for Laurel Ridge PUD (City files: PDT 183, SDR 18-3, TIA 18-4 and ARA 20-28). The approval includes concurrent applications for Tentative
Planned Unit Development, Standards Review, Traffic Impact Analysis and Adjustment Review.
The appeal was filed by the Laurel Hill Valley Citizens (LHVC) neighborhood association. As discussed in
greater detail below, pursuant to the Planning Commission’s Final Order(s) on prior appeals of the
subject applications, the deadline for a final decision is June 30, 2021.
BRIEFING STATEMENT
On July 26, 2018, the applicant applied for tentative PUD approval of a 122-lot, single-family residential
subdivision on the undeveloped subject property, consisting of approximately 98 acres, located to the
east of the intersection of East 30th Avenue and Spring Boulevard. For reference, maps showing the
vicinity of the surrounding area are included as Attachments A and B.
The Eugene Hearings Official held a public hearing on the applicant’s original proposal on October 23,
2019. Following the public hearing and open record period, the Hearings Official issued a decision
denying the PUD application on November 21, 2019. That decision was appealed to the Eugene
Planning Commission by both the applicant and the LHVC neighborhood association. During the appeal
process, the applicant invoked Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.522, which allows the applicant to
offer an amendment or to propose conditions of approval that would make the application consistent
with the plan and applicable regulations. ORS 197.522 also allows the City to extend the time
limitations of ORS 227.178 (which otherwise would have required final action within 120 days), and to
set a new timeline for local review and a final decision.
The Planning Commission’s Final Order on the initial appeal, dated January 6, 2020, made the
following determinations:
•

The Planning Commission found the applicant properly invoked ORS 197.522 and was
entitled to amend the application.
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•

•
•

Per ORS 197.522, the Planning Commission established a time frame for review of the
applicant’s amended tentative PUD application, which required the applicant to submit
amended materials by June 30, 2020 and the City to issue final approval by December
30, 2020. (These dates were revised by the Planning Commission’s subsequent Final
Order issued in October 2020, with a new final decision deadline set for June 30, 2021.)
The Planning Commission remanded the decision back to the Hearings Official to hold a
new public hearing and reopen the record to accept new evidence and argument
related to the amended application.
The Planning Commission placed both the appeals by the applicant and the Laurel Hill
Valley Citizens neighborhood association on hold. More specifically, the Planning
Commission’s final order states that if the applicant or LHVC wish to appeal the Hearings
Official's decision on remand, the applicant and/or LHVC may, within the time limits
outlined in EC 9.7655, amend their appeal statements to raise new issues related to the
Hearings Official's decision on remand.

In accordance with ORS 197.522 and the Planning Commission’s Final Order(s), the applicant
submitted an amended application and supporting evidence proposing a clustered residential
development consisting of 372 multi-family units and 2 single-family units with public streets,
associated infrastructure, wetland preservation, and conservation areas. For reference, a reduced
version of the applicant’s revised site plan is included as Attachment C.
The Hearings Official held a public hearing on remand on March 17, 2021, to consider the amended
application. The Hearings Official considered all testimony submitted through the close of the record,
as well as the applicant’s submitted materials and the staff report, and issued a decision granting
conditional approval of the revised application on April 22, 2021. For reference, the Hearing Official’s
decision that is now the subject of this appeal is included as Attachment D. On May 10, 2021, LHVC
appealed the Hearings Official’s decision to the Planning Commission. For reference, the written
appeal statement from LHVC is included as Attachment E.
Because of the unique process and timeline invoked under ORS 197.522, and in the interest of
providing the Planning Commission with ample time to consider the amended application and appeal,
staff set the public hearing date for May 18, 2021. The May 18th public hearing date provides sufficient
time for public notice and several subsequent meetings for Planning Commission deliberations.
However, given tight turn around between the appeal deadline of May 10, 2021 and the due date for
publication of this Agenda Item Summary (on May 11, 2021, seven days in advance of the hearing), this
AIS does not include the summary of appeal issues and staff response typically provided by staff.
Those items will be provided separately, in advance of the Planning Commission’s deliberations.
PLANNING COMMISSION’S ROLE
The Eugene Planning Commission serves our community in two main roles. One role is to assist the
Eugene City Council in making recommendations on legislative efforts to create or modify our
community’s policies and code requirements related to land use. The other role is to serve as a “quasijudicial” body to make decisions on individual land use applications in the context of the Eugene Code
(EC). In this case, the Planning Commission is being asked to act like a judge rather than a policymaker.
The Planning Commission must decide whether to affirm, reverse, or modify the Hearings Official’s
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decision based on the approval criteria for the subject applications on appeal.
The first step will be a public hearing, during which the Planning Commission will have an opportunity
to hear from any interested parties who wish to make arguments based on the existing record. The
Planning Commission will also review any relevant written testimony that may be received, however,
the basis of the appeal is limited to the issues raised during the Hearings Official’s review of the
amended application and set out in the written appeal statement; no new issues or evidence is allowed
(see EC 9.7655).
The Planning Commission is tentatively scheduled to hold additional meetings as needed to reach a
final local decision on this application and appeal. This portion of the process is referred to as
deliberations and action. In reaching a final decision, and according to the appeal procedures at EC
9.7680, the Planning Commission should ask itself the following question as it considers each appeal
issue: given the information in the record at the time of the Hearings Official’s decision, did the
Hearings Official correctly evaluate the application(s), and make a decision consistent with the
applicable approval criteria for the subject applications on appeal?
STAFF’S ROLE
Planning staff will be present throughout the public hearing and deliberations to assist the Planning
Commission. Staff will advise the Planning Commission with regard to process, location of materials in
the record, legal matters, and interpretation of land use code requirements. Staff may provide advice
and recommendations based on their professional expertise and familiarity with the application and
record of materials to date; the Planning Commission may choose whether or not to follow staff
recommendations at their discretion. Staff will also assist the Planning Commission in drafting the final
written decision on this appeal (the “Final Order”).
In addition to supporting the Planning Commission, staff also serves as a contact for applicants,
neighbors and other interested parties. In this role, staff will often hear from people who may be
directly impacted by a particular project or decision. When concerns are raised, staff works to help
people better understand how to frame a concern in terms of the approval criteria. Staff listens
carefully to all concerns, seeks to fully understand the issues and impacts of land use applications, and
attempts to provide the best service possible to everyone involved. While all issues are important, staff
also makes every effort to help our community understand that all land use decisions must be made
based on the approval criteria located in the Eugene Code and our community’s adopted plans and
policies.
SUMMARY OF APPEAL ISSUES
As previously discussed above, staff will provide a summary of appeal issues and staff responses to
assist the Planning Commission, prior to the first deliberation meeting.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff will provide a recommendation prior to the first deliberation meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Vicinity Map
B. Zoning Map
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C. Applicant’s Revised Site Plan
D. Hearings Official Decision, dated April 22, 2021
E. Written Appeal Statement, dated May 10, 2021
The application materials and file are available to review for any interested parties. As a courtesy,
materials may also be available on the City’s website at:
https://pdd.eugene-or.gov/LandUse/SearchApplicationDocuments?file=PDT-18-0003
To protect the health of staff and community members, staff can provide digital materials or make
appointments to view a physical set of materials at the Eugene Planning Division offices. The Planning
Commission will receive a full set of record materials separately for review, prior to the public hearing.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Please contact Nicholas Gioello, Associate Planner, Eugene Planning Division, by phone at
(541) 682-5453, or by e-mail at Ngioello@eugene-or.gov
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Laurel Ridge PUD
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Attachment B

Laurel Ridge PUD

Overlay Map
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Attachment D
DECISION OF THE HEARINGS OFFICIAL
FOR THE CITY OF EUGENE, OREGON
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS REVIEW
TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
ADJUSTMENT REVIEW
Application File Name (Number):
LaurelRidge PUD (PDT 18-3/SDR 18-3/TIA 18-4/ARA 20-28)
Application Summary:
Request for approval of a tentative planned unit development (PUD), Standards Review, Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA) and Adjustment Review for a clustered 372-unit multi-family residential
development with public streets, two single-family dwellings, associated infrastructure, wetland
preservation and conservation areas
Applicant/Owner:
Steve King, Environ-Metal Properties, LLC
Applicant’s Representatives:
Rick Satre, The Satre Group
Bill Kloos, Law Office of Bill Kloos, PC
Lead City Staff:
Nicholas R. Gioello, Associate Planner
The following findings and conclusions are based upon testimony presented at the public hearing
held on March 17, 2021 and all documents in the Eugene City planning file for the requested
LaurelRidge PUD/SDR/TIA/ARA submitted before the close of the record on April 7, 2021,
including testimony and documents submitted before, during and after the public hearing.
Conclusion:
The applicant’s request for approval of a residential planned unit development (PUD), Standards
Review, Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) and Adjustment Review is approved, subject to the
following conditions:
Tentative Planned Unit Development (PDT 18-3)
1. A geotechnical analysis from a certified engineer, with specific recommendations for
design and construction standards, shall be provided with any applications for Privately
Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) permits, as well as building permits and site
development permits for the initial construction of infrastructure, and residences on
individual lots. The development proposed with each permit shall adhere to the
Hearings Official Decision (PDT 18-3/SDR 18-3/TIA 18-4/ARA 20-28)
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recommended standards for design and construction as contained in the applicant's
submissions of the Geotechnical Investigation and Geological reports from June 29, 2020,
the Geotechnical Engineering Report from August 1, 2018 and the Technical Memorandum
from July 30, 2019.
2. The Final PUD plans shall include a note indicating that the existing slope inclinometers
shall remain, and readings will continue to be taken through Spring 2021 with documentation
provided as necessary for any related future permits for the construction of the proposed
Frontage Road.
3. Prior to issuance of occupancy permits for dwellings in Phase 1, in the area adjacent to
Everglade Avenue right-of-way and along the west boundary line adjacent to the Ribbon
Trail, a Forest Edge Planting consisting of 6 canopy trees, 6 understory trees, 6 shrubs and a
complete hydro-seeded ground cover of perennials, per each 1,000 square feet of area shall
be installed and maintained as part of the Forest Management Plan. All plantings shall be
native species. This requirement shall also be noted, with conceptual planting details
provided on the Final PUD plans.
4. The Final PUD site plans shall include the following conditions of approval as notes
related to tree preservation and replanting requirements for the areas of multi-family
development:
o All building permits for construction on the site shall include a site plan in compliance
with the approved tree preservation plan. The building permit submittal shall include
sufficient detail to verify that no more than 30 percent of the Critical Root Zones (CRZ)
of trees to be preserved will be impacted by construction activities on the lot, or a report
from a certified arborist verifying that the proposed construction activities can otherwise
be conducted in a manner that does not threaten the survival of the trees to be preserved.
The building permit shall include tree protection fencing to be erected at the perimeter of
the CRZ’s for all trees to be preserved (or an alternative location as approved by the
City).
o Protective fencing for trees identified to be preserved shall be installed, subject to
inspection by the City, prior to beginning any construction related activities. All
protective tree fencing shall remain in place until completion of all construction
activities; any relocation or removal of the protective fencing shall only occur with prior
approval by the City.
o No excavation, grading, material storage, staging, vehicle parking or other construction
activity shall take place within the identified tree protection areas without prior approval
by the City.
o The removal of trees indicated ‘to be removed’ is not required; removal may occur at the
applicant or future owners’ discretion.
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o All trees to be removed on the site shall be replaced with a minimum of one tree for every
tree removed. Replacement trees shall be non-invasive species, with a minimum caliper
of 2 inches for deciduous trees and a minimum height of 5 feet for coniferous trees and
planted in the same general area as depicted on the approved landscape plans. Planting,
watering and general maintenance of replacement trees shall be conducted by the
property owner in manner that ensures their establishment and long-term survival.
In the event that any tree planted on the site becomes severely damaged, diseased or dies,
it shall be replaced by a similar species of tree within the vicinity of the lost tree and in
accordance with the approved landscape plan.
5. The areas designated on the site plans as Forest Management Area shall be managed for
forestry uses consistent with the applicant’s proposed Forest Management Plan (submitted
February 4, 2021).
6. Forest Management Areas (shown in green) on the applicant’s tentative plans shall be
clearly indicated as being non-buildable open space areas on revised, Final PUD site plans
and any final plat creating the proposed Lots 6 and 7. The developable areas on these lots
shall be limited to the areas of potential construction impact as depicted on the tentative
plans (shown in white for the two proposed homesites, utilities, public improvements,
driveways and grading on Sheets 9.4 and 9.5).
7. Protective fencing is required at the boundary of impact areas along the edge of Forest
Management Areas, in association with the two homesites, the main east-west utility
corridor and any secondary utility runs elsewhere in the Forest Management Area (shown as
the boundary between green and white on the applicant’s tentative plans), to be installed
prior to, and for the duration of, any construction related activity within the depicted impact
areas. The protective fencing shall also be shown at these locations on revised, Final PUD
site plans. All protective tree fencing shall remain in place until completion of all
construction activities; the installation, and any relocation, removal, or modification of the
protective fencing shall require prior City approval. Protective fencing shall be that which is
typical for tree protection and erosion control purposes.
8. Any necessary permits for construction related activity, including development of the
proposed homesites, utility installation, public improvements and other site development,
shall include a detailed site plan showing the location, size and species of any trees to be
removed or otherwise impacted within and along the protective fencing boundary.
9. No excavation, grading, material storage, staging, vehicle parking or other construction
activity shall take place within the identified Forest Management Areas except as necessary
to conduct authorized tree inspection, inventory, management and removal or replanting
activity. Maintenance of previously installed logging roads is acceptable.
10. Tree removal within the designated Forest Management Areas shall be limited to the
following: removal of invasive and non-native species; and dead, fallen, dying, damaged or
otherwise unhealthy trees. Any trees proposed for removal within the Forest Management
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Areas beyond the designated areas of potential construction impact are subject to review and
approval of a tree removal and restoration plan (the 5-Year Plan) to ensure consistency with
these conditions of approval, prior to any tree removal activity.
11. Any proposed tree removal shall be accompanied by a site plan and written evaluation
(the 5-Year Plan) from a Certified Forester or Arborist showing the extent of tree removal
pursuant to these conditions of approval. The size, species and health/condition of the
tree(s) to be removed shall be shown, along with a replacement planting plan consistent with
the Forest Management Plan. The tree(s) to be replanted shall be replaced according to the
approved 5-Year Plan. Replacement trees shall be native species, and the planting, watering
and general maintenance of replacement trees shall be conducted by the property owner in
manner that ensures their establishment and long-term survival.
12. Any private, separately recorded CC&Rs, deed restrictions or covenants related to the
proposed Forest Management Plan and Areas may not conflict with conditions of approval
established in the Final PUD Performance Agreement or as notes on the approved Final
PUD site plans. In the event of any inconsistency or conflict, the City’s conditions of
approval shall prevail and govern activity related to construction or on-going management
of these areas.
13. The owner(s) of the Forest Management Area lots shall submit any proposed
amendments to the currently approved 5-Year Plan to the City for review and approval. Any
subsequent 5-Year Plan shall be submitted to the City for review and approval 60-days prior
to the expiration of the current 5-Year Plan. Failure on the part of the owner(s) to submit a
subsequent 5-Year Plan to the City for review and approval shall have the effect of
curtailing all Forest Management Plan activities in the Forest Management Areas until such
time that a new 5-Year Plan is submitted and approved by the City. A 5-Year Plan shall be
valid for 5 years from the date of City approval and shall expire thereafter.
14. On the final plat, the applicant shall dedicate public slope easements for any fills or cuts
that extend beyond the public right-of-way. The final plat shall be consistent with the
approved PEPI plans.
15. The following restriction shall be shown on the final plat, “No building, structure, tree
or other obstruction shall be placed or located on or in a Public Utility Easement.”
16. The Final PUD site plans shall include a note which indicates that the configuration and
size of public improvements will be subject to review and approval by the City Engineer in
accordance with procedures in Eugene Code Chapter 7 for Privately Engineered Public
Improvements during the PEPI permit process.
17. The applicant shall provide documentation that EWEB has received a financial
guarantee, ensuring water will be provided to each lot in the plat, prior to final plat approval.
18. An updated site plan, depicting a vision clearance area at the intersection of Spring
Boulevard and Frontage Road will be required at the time of Final PUD approval.
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19. At the time of site development, the applicant shall conform to the source control
standards in the current Stormwater Management Manual for any used identified in EC
9.6795(2)(a)-(h).
20. Public stormwater improvements shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the Privately Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) process and the Public Improvements
Design Standard (PIDS) Manual.
21. The Final PUD site plans shall include a table that lists all buildings proposed for height
increase and the amount of height increase for each building, similar to the table shown in
the applicant’s submitted Multi-Family Standards Supplement dated September 9, 2020.
22. The Final PUD site plans shall include details on all bicycle parking enclosures and
demonstrate consistency with all applicable requirements of EC 9.6105 Bicycle Parking
Standards.
23. The following note shall be added to the Final PUD site plans: “Building elevations are
conceptual only. Compliance with Building Articulation standards at EC 9.5500(7) will be
confirmed at time of building permit review.”
24. The Final PUD site plans shall include a note that all landscaping in the multi-family
area must demonstrate consistency with all applicable landscaping standards at EC 9.6205
through 9.6255 as part of the building permit process.
25. The Final PUD site plans shall include the following note: “Prior to planting street trees,
the applicant shall obtain a Street Tree Planting Permit from the Urban Forestry
Department.”
26. The Final PUD site plans shall include the following note: “Compliance with the
Common Open Space standards at EC 9.5500(9)(a) will be ensured at time of building
permit.”
27. The Final PUD site plans shall be modified to clearly delineate pedestrian paths leading
to the entrances of all bicycle storage facilities and trash enclosures, consistent with EC
9.6730(2)(c).
28. Prior to the issuance of any occupancy permit for the proposed development, the
applicant shall provide information which demonstrates that recycling and garbage areas
comply with EC 9.6740 Recycling and Garbage Screening.
Standards Review (SDR 18-3)
29. The applicant shall obtain an Erosion Prevention permit prior to the initiation of any
development activities in the Riparian Setback and Riparian Corridor as shown on the site
plans.
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30. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall submit a revised planting list that uses
species from the Native and Non-Native Plant List, Exhibit F to Ordinance No. 20351,
locating them in places identified as suitable by the Wetland Indicator Status and Site
Suitability information; or, the applicant shall provide analysis to demonstrate additional
characteristics such as soils and hydrology on the site that make each selected plan species
appropriate for its proposed location. Conceptual planting details shall also be shown on the
Final PUD site plans.
31. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall add the following note to the final site
plans: “Any areas within the Riparian Setback and Riparian Corridor shall be replanted
within 90 days of any clearing or vegetation removal activities.”
32. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall submit an updated site plan that shows
staging areas for heavy machinery that are located outside of the /WR conservation areas.
The site plan shall also depict how heavy machinery will access the “construction impact
area” and provide a written explanation of how impacts are being limited to the minimum
necessary to complete the work.
33. Prior to Final PUD approval, the following note shall be added to the site plans: “Heavy
machinery may only be used in the /WR conservation areas between June 15 and September
30 and will not be used outside of the area shown on this site plan for staging and access to
the ‘construction impact area’.”
34. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall add a note to the final site plans that
states, “Petroleum products, chemicals, or other deleterious materials used in the
construction process shall not be allowed to enter a stream or wetland that is within a /WR
conservation area.”
35. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall add a note to the final site plans that
states, “All lighting within the /WR conservation area shall meet the lighting standards
under EC 9.4980(8).”
36. Prior to Final PUD approval, the applicant shall submit a written statement that
confirms that the proposed street design complies with EC 9.4980(10)(d)- (f).
Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA 18-4)
37. Roadways proposed in Phase 1 of the PUD (the Frontage Road, Emergency Vehicle
Access and southerly portion of Road A) shall be designed and bonded before issuance of
any Phase 1 building permits. The Phase 1 roadways shall be constructed and accepted by
the City of Eugene and Lane County prior to occupancy of any units in Phase 1.
38. Roadways shown in Phase 2 of the PUD (the northly portion of Road A and
Brackenfern Road) shall be designed and bonded before issuance of any building permits for
the units identified in Phase 2. Phase 2 roadways shall be constructed and accepted by the
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City prior to the occupancy of any units identified in Phase 2.
39. Sidewalks shall be constructed concurrent with Privately Engineered Public
Improvements or Lane County Facility Permits as shown on the PUD site plans. Sidewalks
abutting Lots 1-5 may be constructed concurrent with development permits as required in
EC 7.385.
40. The applicant shall obtain a Lane County Facility Permit for the construction of the
Frontage Road and any other improvements as required. All improvements within Lane
County right of way are subject to applicable Lane County codes and standards.
A. Background
The applicant, Steve King, Environ-Metal Properties, LLC (applicant) submitted a tentative
Planned Unit Development (PUD) application for a 122-lot single-family residential subdivision
on the subject 98-acre property on July 26, 2018. 1 Following a public hearing on that application,
a city hearings official denied the application on November 21, 2019. Both the applicant and the
Laurel Hill Valley Citizens (LHVC) appealed that decision to the Eugene Planning Commission.
During the pendency of that appeal, the applicant invoked ORS 197.522, which allows an
applicant to offer an amendment or propose conditions of approval to make an application
consistent with the applicable criteria. 2
As explained in the staff report for the current proceeding, on January 6, 2020, the Planning
Commission considered four appeal issues and made the following determinations:
•
•

•
•

Issue 1 – The Planning Commission found the applicant properly invoked ORS 197.522
to amend the application.
Issue 2 – Pursuant to ORS 197.522, the Planning Commission established a time frame
for review of the applicant’s amended tentative PUD application, which initially required
the applicant to submit amended materials by June 30, 2020 and required the City to issue
final approval by December 30, 2020.
Issue 3 – The Planning Commission remanded the decision back to the Hearings Official
to hold a new public hearing and reopen the record to accept new evidence and argument
to the amended application.
Issue #4 – The Planning Commission placed both appeals by the applicant and the Laurel
Hill Valley Citizens neighborhood association on hold. 3

1

As explained by the applicant in a chronological overview, the subject property was annexed into the city in 2007.
The applicant submitted two earlier applications for PUD approval for the subject property and adjacent land in
2012 and 2015, both of which were denied. (See Bill Kloos, Applicant’s Written Summary of Proceedings, March 8,
2021.)
2
ORS 197.522 also allows the City to extend the time limitations of ORS 227.128, which otherwise require final
action on an application with 120 days, and to set a new timeline for local review and final decision.
3
The Planning Commission’s January 6, 2020 order states:
If the applicant or LHVC wish to appeal the Hearings Official's decision on remand, the applicant and/or
LHVC may, within the time limits outlined in EC 9.7655, amend their appeal statements to raise new issues
related to the Hearings Official's decision on remand.
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On October 13, 2020, the Planning Commission revised its January 6, 2020 order to set a new
final decision deadline of June 30, 2021.
Since the Planning Commission’s initial January 6, 2020 order, the applicant has substantially
revised its PUD request, and has now amended its application to request concurrent PUD,
Standards Review, Traffic Impact Analysis Review and Adjustment Review, for a clustered 372unit multi-family residential development with public streets, two single-family dwellings,
associated infrastructure, wetlands preservation and conservation areas.
Following public notice on the revised application, a public hearing on remand was held on
March 17, 2021. The public hearing began with the hearings official’s explanation of the hearing
process and the statutory and local procedural requirements for the hearing. 4 Following the
introductory explanation, Associate Planner Nicholas Gioello presented the planning staff’s
summary of the application. Following the staff presentation, the applicant’s representative, Rick
Satre, and the applicant’s attorney, Bill Kloos, presented testimony on behalf of the applicant.
Following the applicant’s presentation, three members of the Laurel Hill Valley Citizens
Response Committee (LHVC) presented consolidated testimony. Following the LHVC
testimony, two individuals spoke in favor of the application.
At the close of the public hearing, the record was left open for a period of seven days, until 5:00
pm on March 24, 2021, for additional testimony and evidence; until 5:00 pm on March 31, 2021
for evidence and testimony responding to the additional testimony and evidence submitted
during the initial open record period; and until 5:00 pm on April 7, 2021 for the applicant’s
rebuttal argument related to the new testimony and evidence.
B. Site Characteristics
The subject property includes a 98.31-acre single tax lot, located in the southeast area of Eugene,
in what is known as the Laurel Hill or Laurel Hill Valley neighborhood. To the west of the
Laurel Hill Valley is Hendricks Hill and to the east is Moon Mountain. The property is located
along the southern edge of Laurel Hill Valley, and includes a portion of the Laurel Hill
Valley/Moon Mountain ridgeline. It is heavily sloped and ranges in elevation from a low of 560
feet in a drainage way near the northwest corner to a high of nearly 950 feet near the southeast
corner.
The property is vegetated with a mixture of coniferous and hardwood cover and open areas
without tree cover but vegetated with a mixture of native and non-native grasses and invasive
materials. It has been heavily logged in the past and includes remnants of logging roads. It also
includes several Goal 5-inventoried riparian corridors, some containing wetland areas.
The property is bordered to the north by a combination of vacant, developed and approved-butnot-yet developed residential properties. To the east is property outside the UGB and designated
forest land, which was recently acquired by the City as part of the city-wide ridgeline park
system. The property to the south, along the ridgeline, is designated Parks and Open Space
4

The hearing official’s explanation included a statement that she has had no ex parte contacts regarding the
application and has no personal or financial interest in the subject property.
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(POS) with additional forest land further south. Immediately west of the subject property is cityowned parkland and city-owned right-of-way, with residential development further to the west.
Within the total 98.31-acre site, 74.76 acres are zoned R-1/WR/PD, Low-Density Residential
with Water Resources Conservation and Planned Unit Development overlays. The remaining
23.55 acres is zoned Park, Recreation, and Open Space. (PRO).
The site characteristics are more fully described below within the context of the applicable
approval criteria.
C. Description of Request
The applicant requests approval of a tentative residential Planned Unit Development (PUD)
Standards Review, Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) and Adjustment Review. 5
As noted above, as it was originally configured, the applicant requested approval of a 122-lot,
single-family residential subdivision. Since invoking ORS 197.522 on appeal, the applicant has
substantially revised its request to address concerns raised by the city and to respond to the
hearing official’s bases for denial of the original application. As it is currently proposed, the
applicant now requests approval of a clustered, 372-unit multi-family residential development
with public streets, two single-family dwellings, associated infrastructure, wetlands preservation
and conservation areas.
As presently configured, the proposed residential development clusters 372 multi-family
dwelling units and associated streets and site improvements into five proposed lots (Lots 1
through 5) on 37.49 acres in the western third of the property. Within the development area,
12.42 acres are proposed to be set aside as a conservation area. The remaining 60.82 acres are
proposed to be comprised of two lots (Lots 6 and 7), each with one single-family dwelling and
otherwise set aside as a 59.80-acre Forest Management Area (FMA), to be managed through a
Forest Management Plan (FMP). Lot 6 is proposed to be 5.21 acres located on the north side of
Road A and west of Brackenfern Road, with a defined single-family homesite area of 0.51 acres
and the remainder included within the FMA. Lot 7 is proposed to be 55.61 acres located on the
south side of Road A and the east side of Brackenfern Road, also with a defined single-family
homesite area of 0.51 acres and the remainder within the FMA. A utility corridor runs through
this area and is proposed to be restored as part of the FMP. Combining the 59.80-acre FMA and
the 12.42-acre conservation area within the clustered residential area, over 73% of the site is
proposed to be in open space.
As proposed, the PUD is accessed via three public local residential streets. “Frontage Road” is
proposed to provide access to the subject property from the nearest available public right-of-way
connection point at Spring Blvd, west of the site. Frontage Road connects to “Road A”, which is
proposed to provide a circuitous route through the property, providing access to the housing
clusters, to be located on either side of the road. Toward the east end of Road A, Brackenfern
5

The applicant requests review of the PUD based on the city’s general approval criteria (EC 9.8320 et seq) rather
than the needed housing approval criteria (EC 9.8325).
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Road is proposed to extend north from Road A, to connect to a planned but not-yet-constructed
portion of Brackenfern Road in the approved development abutting the subject property to the
north. Road A continues past Brackenfern Road to provide access to the dwelling proposed to be
located on Lot 7. When it is complete, Brackenfern Road will terminate at Road A.
D. Evaluation of Request
The applicant requests concurrent approval of the 374-unit multi-family residential PUD,
Standards Review, Traffic Impact Analysis and Adjustment Review, which require review for
compliance with the following applicable criteria:
1. Request for Planned Unit Development (PUD)
The applicant’s PUD request requires evaluation for compliance with the following criteria:
EC 9.8320(1) The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted policies of the
Metro Plan.
Finding: The Metro Plan text and diagram designates 74.76 acres of the subject property as
“Low Density Residential.” As described in Metro Plan Residential Land Use and Housing
Policy A.9 (page III-A-8), Low Density Residential development includes development up to 10
dwelling units per acre. 6 Within the R-1 zoned portion of the site, the proposed development
consists of 372 multi-family units clustered on the western third of the site and 2 single-family
homes located in the eastern two-thirds of the site, for a density of 5 units per acre.
The remainder of the property, approximately 23.55 acres, is zoned Park, Recreation, and Open
Space (PRO), consistent with the Metro Plan designation of Parks and Open Space. No
development is proposed for the PRO-zoned portion of the site.
The LHVC argues that the density is actually much greater than indicated and allowed. They
argue that the applicant’s density must be based solely on the approximately 25 acres the
applicant proposes to develop on the western third of the site; and that the preservation area
within the western portion of the site and the entire eastern portion of the site that is proposed for
forest management must be excluded from the density calculation. Considering only the 25 acres
that are proposed for development, they argue that the density of the proposed development will
be 14.8 units per acre, which exceeds both the 10 units per acre allowed under Metro Plan’s R-1
designation and the more restrictive density of 5 units per acre required under the South Hills
Study (SHS) (discussed below).
LHVC provides no legal authority or support for their desired calculation of the proposed
density. The R-1 zoned portion of the property consists of 74.76 acres. As further discussed
below in relation to the SHS density restriction, the entire R-1-zoned acreage is properly
6

EC 9.2700 states that “the purpose of the R-1 Low-Density residential zone is to implement the Metro Plan by
providing areas for low density residential use. The R-1 zone is designed for one-family dwellings with some
allowance for other types of dwellings and is also intended to provide a limited range of non-residential uses that can
enhance the quality of low-density residential areas.”
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considered in determining density. The applicant and city have correctly calculated the proposed
density at 5 units per acre consistent with the density allowed under the Metro Plan and under
the SHS.
The applicant and the planning staff have identified the following policies within the Metro Plan
Residential Land Use and Housing Element as relevant to the proposed PUD:
Policy A.2: Residentially designated land within the UGB should be zoned consistent
with the Metro Plan and applicable plans and policies; however, existing agricultural
zoning may be continued within the area between the city limits and the UGB until
rezoned for urban uses.
Policy A.10: Promote higher residential density inside the UGB that utilizes existing
infrastructure, improvements the efficient of public services and facilities, and conserves
rural resource lands outside the UGB.
Policy A.12: Coordinate higher density residential development with the provision of
adequate infrastructure and services, open space, and other urban amenities.
Policy A.13: Increase overall residential density in the metropolitan area by creating
more opportunities for effectively designed in-fill, redevelopment, and mixed use while
considering impacts of increased residential density on historic, existing and future
neighborhoods.
Policy A.17: Provide opportunities for a full range of choice in housing type, density,
size, cost and location.
The staff report describes how the proposed PUD generally furthers these policies. In addition,
other Metro Plan policies direct attention to the need to accommodate residential growth within
the UGB (Policy A.28) and to encourage a mix of structure types within residential designations
(Policy A.18). As several community members testified, this proposed development responds to
the city’s growing and urgent need for additional housing, in furtherance of these policies.
However, while the proposed development furthers these policies and is consistent with the
Metro Plan’s objectives for residential development and an increase in the amount and range of
available housing types, none of these policies constitute mandatory approval criteria for the
proposed development. By their terms, they are directives to the City to guide the City in
implementing the Metro Plan.
Both the staff and the applicant also site the following Environmental Resources Policy as
relevant:
Policy C.12: Property owners may pursue efforts to protect natural vegetation and
wildlife habitat areas on their land to conserve these areas, e.g., through conservation
easements, public acquisition, donation, land trusts, etc.; and local governments are
encouraged to assist in these efforts.
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As described in the applicant’s narrative and discussed in the staff report, through open space
conservation areas in the clustered residential development and an extensive Forest Management
Area (FMA), the proposed PUD protects more than 73% of the site’s natural vegetation. Through
a proposed Forest Management Plan (FMP), the property owner’s efforts will provide significant
protection, preservation and restoration of the natural vegetation and habitat areas within that
FMA. However, while the Metro Plan policy encourages the type of efforts the applicant has
proposed, this policy does not establish a mandatory approval criterion for this application.
The applicant and LHVC both cite several policies in the Metro Plan Land Use as applicable to
the proposed development, including:
Policy F.4: Require improvements that encourage transit, bicycles, and pedestrians in
new commercial, public, mixed use, and multi-unit residential development.
Policy F.22: Construct and improve the region’s bikeway system and provide bicycle
system support facilities for both new development and redevelopment/expansion.
Policy F.26: Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated with adjacent
land uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and convenience of walking.
Policy F.27: Provide for a continuous pedestrian network with reasonably direct travel
routes between destination points.
The applicant’s narrative explains how the proposed development furthers each of these policies.
During the public hearing, a representative of the LHVC testified that the proposed development
is inconsistent with Metro Plan because it “fails to adequately encourage transit of bicycles and
pedestrians and does not improve or connect bikeway systems and the pedestrian environment is
not well integrated or continuous.” (Tim Bradshaw March 23, 2021 hearing testimony written
transcript, page 2). However, beyond listing these policies, the LHVC’s written testimony does
not otherwise directly explain how they believe the proposed development violates these
policies. 7
In fact, while these policies can be read to support both the applicant’s proposed system of
pathways and pedestrian/bicycle connections and the LHVC’s desire for more or better
connections to the city’s system, none of the policies cited by the applicant and LHVC constitute
mandatory approval criteria for the proposed development. Rather, as with the policies listed
above, they provide direction to the city to guide the City’s implementation through its
development code. The LHVC’s objections to those implementing criteria are discussed below.
The applicant also cites numerous additional Metro Plan policies, and describes how the

7

The LHVC also site as applicable Policy F.24: Require bikeways to connect new development with nearby
neighborhood activity centers and major destinations. As with the other policies they list, the LHVC provide no
explanation as to how this policy constitutes an approval criterion or how the application is inconsistent with it.
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proposed development furthers those policies. 8 Again, however, while the applicant’s narrative
explains how the proposed development furthers each of these policies, none of these policies
include mandatory approval criteria for this application.
The proposed PUD is consistent with the applicable provisions of the Metro Plan.
EC 9.8320(2) The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted refinement plan
policies.
Finding: As stated above, the South Hills Study refinement plan is applicable to the subject
property. The subject property is also within the boundary of the Laurel Hill Plan and, therefore,
that Refinement Plan is also applicable.
South Hills Study
Ridgeline Park Section
The “Purpose Statements and Recommendations” of the Ridgeline Park section of the South
Hills Study includes the following the Specific Recommendation:
That all vacant property above an elevation of 901’ [feet] be preserved from an intensive
level of development, subject to the following exceptions:
1. Development of individual residences on existing lots: and
2. Development under planned unit development procedures when it can be
demonstrated that a proposed development is consistent with the purposes of
this section.
Finding: A portion of the subject property is located above 901 feet. As noted in the staff report
and as depicted on the applicant’s site plans, the proposed development preserves that entire
portion of the site from any residential development. An existing utility easement extends across
a significant portion of the area above 901 feet and the remainder will be left fully undisturbed,
consistent with this policy.
Even though none of the property above 901 feet is proposed for any development, because a
portion of the site is located above 901 feet in elevation, the city has determined the applicant
must also demonstrate consistency with at least one of the following purposes of the Ridgeline
Park section:
1. To ensure preservation of those areas most visibly a part of the entire community;
2. To protect areas of high biological value in order to provide for the continued health
of native wildlife and vegetation;
3. To ensure provision of recreational areas in close proximity to major concentrations
of population;
4. To provide connective trails between major recreational areas;
8

The applicant also lists the following Metro Plan policies as relevant to the proposed development: Growth
Management Policy 1; Environmental Resources Element Policies C.9, C.12, C.13, C.21, C.25, and C.32;
Environmental Design Element Policy E.2; and Public Facilities and Services Element Policy G.1.
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5. To provide connective passageways for wildlife between important biological
preserves;
6. To contribute to Eugene’s evergreen forest edge; and
7. To provide an open space area as a buffer between the intensive level of urban
development occurring within the urban service area and the rural level of
development occurring outside the urban service area.
As noted above, of the subject property’s total 98.31 acres, 23.55 acres are designated Parks and
Open Space (POS) in the Metro Plan and zoned Park, Recreation, and Open Space (PRO). The
23.55 acres of PRO-zoned land contains the highest elevation on the site and is the most visible
portion of the site. That entire acreage will remain fully preserved as open space, with no
development. Accordingly, the proposed development is consistent with Purpose 1 - To ensure
preservation of those areas most visibly a part of the entire community.
Although this policy requires consistency with only one of these Ridgeline Park section
purposes, as staff describe, the proposed development is also consistent with Purpose 2: To
protect areas of high biological value in order to provide for the continued health of native
wildlife and vegetation. As noted above and discussed in more detail below, the proposed FMA
will protect 59.80 acres of the development site’s total 98 acres. In addition, within the
approximately 37-acre multi-family residential development area, 12.42 acres will be preserved
in a conservation area. Together, 72.22 acres, over 73% of the site, will be protected. The
proposed FMA also provides protection of approximately 96% of the identified Goal 5
riparian/wetland conservation areas on the site. These open space areas and related protections
will preserve existing trees and vegetation while providing a visual buffer along the southern and
eastern portions of the site, consistent with the goal of ensuring protection of the most visible
portions of the ridgeline.
Density
As the staff report explains, the Purpose Statement of the South Hills Study Density section
states the intent to “ensure adequate provisions for development, accommodate anticipated
growth, and achieve a balance between the level of development and the provisions of public
services.” The following Specific Recommendation of the Density Section applies to the subject
property:
That in the area east of Friendly Street the maximum level of new development per gross
acre be limited to 5 units per acre (the maximum figure of 5 dwelling units per gross
acre being subject to positive findings under the planned unit development criteria).
Finding: The subject property is located east of Friendly Street, so is limited to 5 units per acre.
The applicant proposes to develop 372 multi-family units and two single-family residential
dwellings on approximately 74.76 acres of residentially zoned land. The proposed density of five
units per acre complies with this recommendation.
As noted above, the LHVC argue that the applicant should be required to consider only the
fraction of the 74.76 acres of residentially zoned land on which residential development will
actually occur in calculating the density. Because the applicant’s proposal clusters the
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development in a 37-acre portion of the site, LHVC argues that only that portion of the property
should be included in calculating the density. Under LHVC’s calculations, the density of that
portion of the site will be 14.8 units per acre.
LHVC cite no authority for their desired calculation. In fact, all 74.76 of this private property is
designated for residential development and zoned R-1. The calculation of the allowed density is
based on the number of units per acre divided by the entire size of the R-1 zoned property. That
the applicant is utilizing the PUD process (as is required for the subject property) to protect – for
the entire community’s benefit – more than 73% of the property does not negate its zoning or
preclude the applicant from considering that R-1 zoned property in the density calculation. 9 In
fact, the purposes of the PUD overlay include providing “flexibility in architectural design,
placement and clustering of buildings” and enhancing “the opportunity to achieve higher
densities.” The applicant’s proposed clustering achieves the 5 unit per acre allowed under the
SHS while also protecting the majority of the site’s natural features.
Consistent with this South Hills Study policy, the density of the proposed development is 5-units
per acre.
Development Standards
Properties subject to the Ridgeline Park standards are subject to the following development
recommendations:
That planned unit development procedures shall be utilized for the following purposes:
1.
To encourage clustering of development in areas characterized by:
a. Shallowest slopes
b. Lowest elevations
c. Least amount of vegetation
d. Least amount of visual impact.
2.
To encourage preservation as open space those areas characterized by:
a. Intermediate and steep slopes
b. Higher elevations
c. Significant amounts of vegetation;
d. Significant visual impact.
Finding: As depicted on the applicant’s site plans and described in the staff report, the PUD
procedures are being utilized to preserve as open space the area of the site with the highest
elevations and to cluster development in areas with lower elevations. Consistent with this policy,
the proposal clusters the multi-family units in the lower elevations in the western third of the site
and preserves the higher elevations in the remaining two-thirds of the site.
That adequate review of both on-site and off-site impact of any development by a
qualified engineering geologist occur under any of the following conditions:
9

To assess the city’s needs for residentially-zoned land, the city’s Residential Lands Inventory (RLI) considers the
acreage of all the city’s residentially zoned land in calculating the amount of land available for residential
development. If only the portion of the property to be developed were considered in determining density, the
remaining undeveloped property would still be considered available for development at an R-1 level density.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All formations
Soil depth of 40 inches or above
Slopes of 30 percent and above
Basalt flows
Soil depth of 40 inches or above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent
Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent
Basalt flows
Soil depth of 20 to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above
Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

Finding: As noted in the staff report, based on the applicant’s original Geotechnical
Engineering report, prepared for the 2018 application, the city determined that both Conditions 1
and 5 noted above exist on the subject property and that, therefore, an “adequate review” of both
on-site and off-site impacts is required by a qualified engineering geologist, to demonstrate
compliance with this applicable SHS policy. 10
As explained in the application and staff report, the applicant provided a Geotechnical
Investigation report conducted by Branch Engineering, Inc., dated June 20, 2020 and a Geologic
Observations, Reconnaissance and Slope Inclinometer Monitoring report, dated June 29, 2020.
The applicant’s engineering consultants conducted both on-site and off-site explorations,
additional test pit excavations, and off-site borings for the placement of inclinometers to monitor
hillside stability. The consultants also coordinated with City Parks and Open space staff to access
city-owned land adjacent to the western boundary of the site and below the historic slide area to
excavate two (2) exploratory test pits. The recommendations in these most recent
geotechnical/geological reports were utilized in developing the current site plan.
The applicant’s Geotechnical Investigation report, along with Lane County’s referral comments
that indicate previous landslide and stability issues along the Frontage Road near 30th Avenue,
confirms that a “Level 3” analysis (as described in EC 9.6710) is appropriate due to potential
stability problems. As discussed below, a “Level 3” analysis as required under EC 9.6710 is
exempted for this application under EC 9.6710(3)(f) (which exempts areas on the City’s adopted
Goal 5 inventory), the substance of the applicant’s “Level 3” analysis is helpful in demonstrating
compliance with the requirement under this SHS policy.

10

The applicant’s Geotechnical Engineering Report conducted by Branch Engineering, Inc., dated August 1, 2018.
The report included field observations, subsurface explorations and data analyses collected on the site between 2011
and 2013 consisting of five exploratory borings, 29 test pits, USGS Eugene Topographic Maps, Lane County Area
Web Soil Surveys, DOGAMI Digital Geologic Map, LIDAR data, Geologic Hazard and Geotechnical Recon by
Gary C. Sandstorm, and review of plans and documentation from Lane County’s Department of Public Works.
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Based on the submissions of the Geotechnical Investigation and Geological reports from June 20
and 29, 2020 and the Geotechnical Engineering Report from August 1, 2018 and the Technical
Memorandum from July 30, 2019, the applicant’s documentation constitutes a “Level 3” analysis
of the site as that term is described in EC 9.6710.
Staff note that during the past review process in 2018 and 2019, Lane County Transportation
staff expressed concern that construction of the Frontage Road must occur in a manner that
assures the slope stability of 30th Avenue and the northeast off-ramp to Spring Boulevard. Lane
County had provided a memorandum noting that it will be necessary for the developer to
provide more detail including further geotechnical analysis showing that the stability of the 30th
Avenue embankment will not be negatively impacted. With the more recent materials submitted
by the applicant, Lane County has provided additional referral comments, dated January 27,
2021, documenting that they have worked with the applicant’s Geotechnical Engineer at Branch
Engineering to ensure that the proposed frontage roadway would not negatively impact the past
slope embankment repairs. Based on the geotechnical and geological reports provided by the
applicant, Lane County has evaluated that the risk of failure is now relatively low. Lane County
staff indicates that any outstanding geological concerns can be mitigated through their required
Facility Permit process.
The most recent materials submitted provide site-specific geotechnical designs and
recommendations for streets, building foundations, retaining walls and bridge spans. Design
recommendations for the construction of the East 30th Avenue embankment and adjacent off-site
area are also provided. The report also gives site-specific design recommendations for the entire
site and demonstrates that streets, foundations and other necessary infrastructure can be built as
proposed and be contained within the impact areas shown with no additional cut and fill. The
updated Geotechnical Report notes that prior to submittal of applications for Privately
Engineering Public Improvements (PEPI), building permits or improvements, more detailed
geotechnical design recommendations will be generated as development plans become finalized.
To ensure compliance with the SHS policy, staff recommend the following condition of
approval:
•

A geotechnical analysis from a certified engineer, with specific recommendations for
design and construction standards, shall be provided with any applications for Privately
Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) permits, as well as building permits and site
development permits for the initial construction of infrastructure, and residences on
individual lots. The development proposed with each permit shall adhere to the
recommended standards for design and construction as contained in the applicant's
submissions of the Geotechnical Investigation and Geological reports from June 29,
2020, the Geotechnical Engineering Report from August 1, 2018 and the Technical
Memorandum from July 30, 2019.

The applicant’s Geotechnical Engineering Reports accurately identify areas of concern and
mitigation measures that may be needed, in compliance with this SHS policy. The recommended
condition (adopted as Condition 1) is warranted to ensure compliance with the applicant’s stated
intent and to ensure specific recommendations correspond to detailed geotechnical design
recommendations generated as development plans are finalized.
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The geotechnical report demonstrates that construction of the development is feasible, provided
that the recommendations provided in the Geotechnical reports are followed. The report also
recommends that due to the site topography and the grading on the site, retaining walls or other
alternatives may be utilized to stabilize steep slopes in some locations. The report concludes that,
“Our findings presented above provided an adequate understanding of the
geologic/geotechnical risks on the site, which are primarily slope hazards that we
encountered in numerous projects in the Eugene and regional areas. BEI has shown the
proposed project plan will not adversely impact on or off-site slope stability risks
provided that the final design incorporates the recommendations in this report and
oversight from the geotechnical engineer of record is provided during construction. The
site is geotechnically and geologically suitable for the proposed development, and the
following recommendations are provided to mitigate the slope risks and will be further
refined as project plans move from the planning to the design phase.”
(Applicant Geotechnical Report, June 20, 2020, page 20.)
Additionally, the Geologic Observations, Reconnaissance, & Slope Inclinometer Monitoring,
dated June 29, 2020, reviewed geologic mapping and explorations in order to provide
recommendations for site development based on geologic conditions. The report notes that two
slope inclinometers were installed in April 2020, along the proposed access road alignment to
determine subsurface conditions. As addressed in the report, minor displacement was detected in
B-6 and appreciable movement has been detected in boring B-7. The report notes that readings of
boring B-6 and B-7 should continue through Spring 2021. Based on that recommendation, staff
recommend the following additional condition of approval:
•

The Final PUD plans shall include a note indicating that the existing slope inclinometers
shall remain, and readings will continue to be taken through Spring 2021 with
documentation provided as necessary for any related future permits for the construction
of the proposed Frontage Road.

This condition (adopted as Condition 2) is warranted to ensure compliance with the
representations in the applicant’s reports.
The LHVC disagree with applicant’s geotechnical analysis, and the city’s findings based on it.
In particular, they express continuing concerns regarding the potential for slope failure, based on
the geotechnical analysis they provided during the initial application review. Those concerns are
addressed below in findings of compliance with EC 9.8320(6).
Based on the above analysis and the applicant’s Geotechnical Investigation and Geological
reports, and referral comments provided by City Public Works and Lane County staff, the
applicant’s engineering geologist has adequately reviewed both on-site and off-site impacts of
the proposed development, in compliance with this SHS recommendation.
That developments be reviewed to encourage clustering of open space elements of
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different developments in order to preserve the maximum amount of continuous open
space.
Finding: The proposed development protects more than 73% of the subject property (72.22
acres of the site’s total 98.31 acres) as natural open space area. 59 acres of the total site are
“clustered” to maximize the amount of continuous open space in a designated Forest
Management Area. The 59 acres of continuous open space are achieved by clustering the multifamily units on 37.49 acres within the western third of the site. Within those 37.49-acre, the
applicant also proposes 12.42 acres of open space, which provides connection to the adjacent
Ribbon Trail area to the west. In the eastern two-thirds of the site, 59.8 acres of open space
provide a connection to the adjacent Moon Mountain Park and Coryell Ridge. Most of the open
space areas are directly connected to each other or connected to adjacent off-site open space, in
compliance with this recommendation.
That developments be reviewed in terms of scale, bulk and height to ensure that
development blends with rather than dominates the natural characteristics of the south
hills area.
Finding: As proposed, the site’s highest elevations, at the ridgeline along the southern portion
of the site, will remain as undeveloped open space. With a density of 5 units per acre, combined
with the clustering of the development to designate over 73% of the property as open space, the
proposal will minimize the overall visual impacts from the allowed R-1 level of development of
this site. Even within the developed portion, the residential development will include 12.42 acres
of open space and existing trees within the open space, further blending with the natural
characteristics of the South Hills area.
As explained in the staff report, the proposed townhomes are narrow, 2 and 3-story buildings
with pitched roofs, bringing down the overall appearance and bulk. The apartments are low,
square shaped buildings with structured parking on the lower levels, buried into the hillside, and
2 and 3-story apartment buildings above the parking. Eave heights are limited to 30 feet on most
of the buildings. 11 Building locations are broken into groups of between two and five attached
buildings that stair-step up the hillside, located at the lowest elevations and shallower slopes,
which helps the buildings blend with the natural characteristics of the site. This approach
reduces long continuous roof lines and walls, and provides openings between buildings, which
reduces the visual impact and scale of the development.
To further ensure the development blends with rather than dominates the area’s natural
characteristics, the proposed townhomes on Lot 4 near the north property line and adjacent to the
developed residential area in the Henricks Hill development include significant amounts of
landscaping. The proposal includes an L-1 Low Screen landscaping buffer with one canopy tree
per 30 lineal feet between these units and the north property line and an approximately 7-foot
wide L-3 High Screen buffer, with one canopy tree per 30 lineal feet. An additional
approximately 12-foot wide natural area with existing trees will be retained as a buffer. The
applicant further proposes to plant an additional 17 conifer trees in this buffer area.
11

As addressed in findings of compliance with EC 9.8320(10)(k), the applicant has requested flexibility in height
for some buildings (as shown on Sheet 3.1-A of the plans).
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Combined, this buffer area is between 40 and 100 feet between the residential buildings and the
north property line.
Similar buffer areas are proposed for the entire multi-family area. As depicted on the applicant’s
site plans, Sheet 12.0-A, the entire developed area will be surrounded by landscaped areas. The
proposed amounts of vegetation screening will contribute to the development blending in with
rather than dominating the natural characteristics of the south hills area.
That all proposed road locations be reviewed to ensure minimum grade disturbance and
minimum cut-and-fill activity, particularly in those areas most visible due to slope,
topographic or other conditions.
Finding: This recommendation does not require that road locations result in no impacts, but
rather requires that the road locations be reviewed to ensure that they minimize disturbances. As
explained in the applicant’s narrative and summarized in the staff report, the site’s topography
and the applicant’s objective to minimize the amount of cut and fill required drove the
applicant’s decisions regarding the proposed street layout. The applicant explains that roads are
generally proposed along old logging roads previously cut into the site. Only one public street,
“Road A” is proposed to extend through the site. Narrower private drives are proposed to provide
access to the clusters of multi-family buildings. Curbside sidewalks along Road A are proposed
to reduce cut and fill on steep slopes. While the LHVC objects to Road A crossing a Goal 5
resource, in fact it crosses Goal 5 resources in only two locations, and is designed with bridges to
better preserve the resource area. Road disturbances are expected to impact less than 10% of the
site. The applicant’s proposed road locations are sensitive to topography, slopes and the site’s
other natural conditions, and are designed to minimize grade disturbance and cut-and fill activity,
in compliance with this standard.
That planned unit development review shall be based upon a recognition of both public
and private interest. In areas of significant conflict (e.g., locating development in a
highly visible area as opposed to a less visible area or in an area of significant
vegetation as opposed to a relatively open area) which could be resolved through the use
of an alternative development plan, primacy shall be given to the public interest in any
determinations.
Finding: The PUD process facilitates flexibility in development design to account for a
property’s unique characteristics. This recommendation requires that for PUDs subject to the
SHS, review of the proposed PUD must recognize both the public and private interest. This
standard considers how, not whether, the property is to be developed. In this instance there are
numerous public and private interests that have influenced both the applicant’s design and the
community’s response.
The subject application originally proposed 122 single-family residences spread out over the
entire 98-acre development site. Both the city and residents of the nearby existing developed
South Hills neighborhoods expressed concerns regarding the impacts of the development on the
natural environment. In response, the applicant has now proposed an alternative development
plan that responds to the public’s interest in the preservation of the natural environment. The
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revised plan also, however, proposes much denser development than originally proposed, in the
form of multi-family units. The surrounding neighbors now object to the proposed denser, multifamily development. While they favor a plan that maximizes the preservation of a large portion
of the site, they also argue that the SHS, as well other applicable criteria, require that the
development include only single-family homes in a much less dense development than now
proposed.
In contrast to the surrounding neighbors’ desire to retain lower density, single family homes in
their neighborhood, other community members provided significant testimony supporting the
proposed development as urgently needed to respond to the public’s interest in addressing the
severe housing shortage in the community. Numerous community members testified to the
urgent need to provide more housing, and specifically multi-family housing, to meet the growing
needs of the area’s changing population.
As it applies to this criterion, the proposed development adheres to both the language and intent
of this SHS recommendation by considering both the public and private interests. It gives
primacy to the public interest in both maximizing preservation and complying with the city’s
need for increased density and multi-family housing. The result is a development plan that
respects and adheres to the SHS’s allowed density of five units per acre while at the same time
preserving nearly three quarters of the development site in a completely undeveloped state.
All developments shall be reviewed for potential linkage with or to the ridgeline park
system.
Finding: The City’s ridgeline park system surrounds the proposed development site to the
northeast, east and south. As described in the staff report, the City recently purchased adjacent
ridgeline park parcels to further extend the Ridgeline system of parks and trails. In general, the
ridgeline system offers offer hiking trails, wildflower-filled upland prairies, oak woodland,
conifer forests and views of the confluence of the middle and coast forks of the Willamette
River, Mount Pisgah, Coryell Ridge, the Laurel Hill Valley and Spencer Butte. Staff explains,
however, that the recently acquired park lands are currently difficult to access.
To comply with this policy, the city staff initially recommended that this development be
required to include a link to the ridgeline park system. As discussed below regarding compliance
with EC 9.6835 (requiring dedication and improvement of accessways), the city determined that
a 10-foot paved public bike and pedestrian that would otherwise be required, could not satisfy
the constitutional requirements for such an exaction. However, as it applies to this SHS
recommendation, staff initially recommended two conditions, one that required a 15-foot wide
public easement for a natural surface trail and a second that required development of a 4-foot
wide natural surface trail that would connect Road A to the southern boundary of the site, where
it would connect to a future Ridgeline Park trail.
The applicant challenged the city’s proposed required connection on several grounds. First, the
applicant noted that this quarter mile natural surface trail would divide the proposed 59-acre
Forest Management Area, which would conflict with the applicant’s intent to restore and
manage the forest. Second, the applicant argued that while this SHS policy requires an
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evaluation of “potential linkage” to the ridgeline park system, there is no adopted city plan that
requires “a linkage trail on this property to a ridgeline trail segment that does not exist now or
will exist at a particular location in the future.” (Bill Kloos, Applicant Memorandum on
Pedestrian Path Exaction, March 17, 2021, page 4.) The applicant noted that while Policy 6 of
the Laurel Hill Area plan states that “Development and expansion of park facilities and bicycle
paths is encouraged” and that “The South Hills ridgeline Park plan should be continued” there
is no mandatory approval criterion that requires a proposed development to provide a trail to
connect to that system. And, finally, the applicant asserted that the city has not demonstrated a
nexus between the impacts of the project and the interests served by the exaction or established
that the costs of the path are roughly proportional to the impacts of the proposed development.
The applicant also explained that the proposed development does, in fact, provide a connection
to the ridgeline trail system:
“The 8-foot wide multi-use path that runs through the entire site, from Spring Blvd. to
connect to Brackenfern, provides the accessway anticipated by this standard.”
“The 8-foot path is shown on the Site Plan and also on Sheet 15.0, Context Connections,
of the Street Connectivity Study.”
“Because this path will connect to Spring Blvd., it will provide a connection to the
ridgeline trail. Put differently, regardless of whether the City locates the ridgeline trail, it
will have to cross the 8-foot wide multi-use path in order to make the connection to the
Ribbon Trail Park. That makes the additional path demanded by the City here redundant.
The City has not explained the increment of utility in having the path in addition to the
proposed multi-use path. It appears to have a minimal additional utility, but it will
remove a lot of trees, disturb steep slopes, disrupt the forestry operation and cost a lot of
money to build and maintain.”
(Bill Kloos, Applicant Memorandum on Pedestrian Path Exaction, March 17, 2021, page 5-6.)
In response to the applicant’s objection and legal argument, the city staff revised their
recommendation. While explaining that staff believe that this development should include a
more direct link to the ridgeline park system than the proposed sidewalks provide, staff have
concluded that current law does not require the developer to provide that connection. As
explained in a March 24, 2021 Supplemental Memorandum, City staff concluded that while
there is public interest in “providing residents of all ages with direct, nonvehicular public access
to City parks and public hiking and mountain biking trails in their area” and that while “[t]here
is a nexus between that public interest and a condition that would require this developer to
dedicate and improve a bicycle-pedestrian easement to provide a direct bicycle/pedestrian
connection from this residential development site to the adjacent park land”, the requirement to
construct the path to the abutting public park land “would be out of proportion to the impact of
the development.”
Accordingly, the staff withdrew the recommended conditions requiring the 4-foot wide natural
surface trail connecting Road A to the southern boundary of the site, where it would connect to a
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future Ridgeline Park trail.
The LHVC initially objected to the city’s original recommendation, arguing that the city’s
recommended 4-foot wide natural surface trail was neither sufficiently convenient nor adequate
to provide citizens the future access to the Ridgeline trail system that they deserve. They argued
that a 10-foot wide paved trail was necessary to provide the required public access.
Following the city’s revised recommendation, the LHVC further object to the city’s analysis,
arguing that a requirement for at least a 4-foot path is necessary to ensure the connections
required by the SHS. LHVC argue that because the developer knew or should have known that
the “site lies within the future path of long-planned hiking and biking trails” before purchasing
the property and that because “the obligation to accommodate public accessways in future
development was reflected in the price paid for the property” there is no “taking” and that the
developer should be obligated to provide a connection to that system. (Tim Bradshaw, LHVC
March 29, 2021 Post Hearing Response Testimony, page 1.) In addition to the applicable SHS
policy, the LHVC argue that the trail linkage to the ridgeline park system as originally proposed
by the city is necessary to meet the criteria of EC 9.9630(1)(b), EC 9.9630(3)(h), EC 9.8320(2),
EC 9.8320(8), EC 9.6835, EC 9.6505(5) and EC 9.6805, the 2035 Transportation System Plan,
the February, 2008 Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan and the Laurel Hill Plan.
To the extent they are applicable, the other code provisions cited by the LHVC are addressed
below. 12 However, contrary to the LHVC argument, this SHS recommendation, which requires
review for potential linkage with or to the ridgeline park system, does not obligate the developer
to accommodate a specific pathway to the ridgeline park system. Neither this SHS
recommendation nor any other applicable city requirement supports the notion that the
applicant’s purchase of the property included an obligation to construct a trail.
As the applicant correctly argues, the multi-use path proposed by the applicant sufficiently
provides for potential linkage to the ridgeline park system. The requirement to construct an
additional 4-foot path to the abutting public park land would not be proportional to the impact of
the development.
That all developments be reviewed to ensure maximum preservation of existing
vegetation.
Finding: The proposed development clusters the residential development on the western third of
the site, mostly within the site’s lower elevation. Within the 37.49-acre development area, 12.42
acres of land are preserved as common open space. 59.80 acres of residentially-zoned land, and
the entire eastern two-thirds of the site, are proposed to be preserved as a Forest Management
Area. These two preserved areas total 72.22 acres of the site’s total of 98.31 acres, more than

12

There are no applicable approval criteria in either the 2035 Transportation System Plan or the February 2008
Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan applicable to this application. Pursuant to EC 9.9500, EC
9.9630(1)(b) and EC 9.9630(3)(h) codify policies of the SHS “for purposes of evaluating applicable adopted plan
policies pertaining to subdivisions, partitions and site review” and are not independent approval criteria for the
proposed PUD.
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73% of the site. Significant amounts of vegetation will be preserved in these areas, especially the
more densely wooded, southern portion of the site.
Within the development area, multiple narrow drive isles are proposed instead of additional
public streets, to limit grading in hillside areas. Only one public street is proposed to extend
through the site, impacting less than 10% of the site. That public street, “Road A”, is proposed to
include curb side sidewalks instead of setback sidewalks, which also reduces ground disturbance
and ultimately increases the amount of preserved vegetation.
Consistent with the site’s residential zoning, the proposed development plan limits ground
disturbance as much as possible and ensures maximum preservation of existing vegetation.
The proposed development satisfies all applicable provisions of the South Hills Study.
Laurel Hill Plan
The subject property is also within the boundaries of and subject to the Laurel Hill Refinement
Plan. The Laurel Hill Plan does not describe its “policies” as independent mandatory approval
standards. Rather, as defined in that refinement plan, “policies” “[a]re adopted by the City
Council as guidance for decision-making related to the plan area. City Program, actions, and
decisions such as zone changes, traffic pattern changes, and capital improvements, will be
evaluated on the basis of their ability to implement these policies, as well as other adopted City
goals and policies.” (Laurel Hill Valley Plan, page 12.) However, even though they are not
mandatory approval criteria, these policies require consideration. 13
The following Laurel Hill Plan policies are applicable to the proposed PUD:
Land Use and Future Urban Design
Policy 1: Approval of Valley Development will take into consideration:
a.
Density. The appropriate density for residential development shall be determined
based on 1) the provision of the Metropolitan Area General Plan [MetroPlan]
calling for an overall density range of one to ten units per acre; and 2) provisions
of the South Hills Study, including those limiting density to five units per acre for
sites above 500 feet in elevation.
b.
Size. Large apartment complexes (over thirty-two units) are objectionable because
their dominance would alter entirely the character of the Valley. Approval of
apartment complexes larger than 32 units will depend upon the feasibility of
providing adequate urban services, streets, schools, and transportation.
c.
Dispersal. Planned Unit Developments composed primarily of multiple family
dwelling units shall be separated and dispersed and not abutting.

13

The Willakenzie Area Refinement plan (WAP) includes the same definition of “policy” as does the Laurel Hill
Plan. LUBA has determined that policies subject to this definition in the WAP must be considered, even though they
are not independently applicable mandatory approval criteria. In Bothman v. City of Eugene, 51 OR LUBA 426, 439
(2006), LUBA found that “the exact nature and extent of the role played by any WAP policy depends, presumably,
on the actual text and context of the particular policy.”
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Finding: As discussed above, the South Hills Study refinement plan restricts the density allowed
on the proposed PUD site to 5 units per acre. The PUD’s proposed density satisfies that
restriction.
The proposed development includes 372 multi-family units. Consequently, the considerations of
subsection (b) are applicable to this proposed development. In compliance with that subsection,
and as further evaluated below in findings of compliance with EC 9.8320(5), including EC
9.6800 through EC 9.6875, the applicant has fully considered the availability of all urban
services, schools, streets and transportation services and has demonstrated that they available to
serve the site.
Because the proposed development is composed primarily of multi-family dwelling units,
subsection (c) is also applicable. As described in the applicant’s narrative and reflected on the
site plans, the multifamily units are dispersed into clusters, with the 192 townhomes broken up
into 43 clusters and the 180 apartment units broken up into 9 clusters. None of the clustered units
will exceed 32 units. Significant open space, which includes existing riparian corridors and
wooded hillsides, will separate the clusters from each other and from adjacent properties. Within
the multi-family area, over 12 acres are set aside as open space. Accordingly, the applicant has
sufficiently considered the separation and dispersal of the multi-family development in
furtherance of this subsection.
Policy 5: New land divisions shall be planned to respect the existing topography and
ensure solar potential to the extent possible. Developers shall be encouraged to
investigate techniques other than grid-type division of land when planning for
development.
Finding: As depicted on the applicant’s site plans and summarized in the staff report, the site
contains challenging topography with slopes ranging from 5% to 50%. As explained in the
applicant’s narrative, the applicant has designed the location and configuration of the residential
development on the property to reflect and respect that topography. As depicted, the
development is located in the western third of the site, on the site’s lower elevations; and the
public streets accessing the development have been designed to limit the ground disturbance
based on the topography. Streets have been located to limit impacts to the riparian corridors and
include only two, bridged riparian street crossings. Streets have been located along remnant
logging roads that have already scarred the hillsides and streets are designed with a narrow
profile and curbside sidewalks to reduce cut and fill.
As discussed above and detailed in the applicant’s narrative, the building designs are unique and
designed in specific response to the site’s challenging topography. The proposed townhomes
have been designed with a narrow profile and arranged to run parallel to the hillside, with each
adjacent unit stair-stepping down the sloping topography. The apartment buildings have been
designed to be burrowed into the hillside, with structured parking at street grade underneath the
apartments themselves.
The proposed land division to accommodate the proposed development respects the site’s
topography to the extent possible, in furtherance of this policy direction.
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Policy 6: The Laurel Hill Plan supports the South Hills Study Standards. In general,
alteration of land contours shall by minimized to retain views of natural features and
retain as much of the forested atmosphere as possible. Aside from purely aesthetic
considerations, these hillsides demand care in development because the topsoil is thin
and the water runoff is rapid. Proposed developments shall respect the above
considerations. The Valley hillside policy applies to all land with an average slope, from
toe to crest, of 15% or greater. (A 15-percent slope is one in which the land rises 15 feet
per 100 horizontal feet).
a. If, in the opinion of the responsible City official, an adverse conservation or
geological condition exists upon a parcel of land proposed for a subdivision, or
before any major hillside clearing, excavation, filling or construction is
contemplated, the requirements of the Uniform Building Code, Chapter 70,
Excavation and Grading, and those sections of the code relative to foundation design
may be invoked.
b. Considerable latitude shall be allowed the developer in the shaping, depth, and
required street frontages of lots where it is necessary to preserve the terrain.
Finding: The findings of compliance with the South Hills Study policy regarding the geologic
stability of the subject property also establish compliance with this Laurel Hill Plan policy.
Specifically, and as further described above and explained in the staff report, Public Works staff
confirms that the applicant’s geotechnical analysis complies with this and related applicable SHS
recommendations.
Transportation
The Laurel Hill Plan includes three applicable Transportation policies related to the Glenwood
collector, which currently is planned to terminate at the site’s northern boundary.
Policy 1. No arterial or limited access road will be allowed within the boundaries of the
Valley which would connect the Glenwood interchange on Interstate 5 to 30th Avenue or
Spring Boulevard.
Policy 2. No arterial or limited access road will be allowed within the Valley except as
necessary to serve Valley residents, as it would physically divide and thus destroy the
neighborhood.
These policies were included in the original, 1972 Laurel Hill Plan. In 1982, the following
Transportation policy was added to the “East Laurel Hill Area” section of the Laurel Hill Plan:
Policy: The Glenwood collector shall be designed to avoid breaking up large and
existing properties, improve the intersection alignment of the Laurel Hill-Glenwood overpass and maintain safe site distance. It shall serve as the primary access to future
residential development south of the node, but terminate and diffuse into other roads
serving the area. No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.
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Finding: Policies 1 and 2 prohibit arterials or limited access roads within the Laurel Hill Valley,
and specifically prohibit arterial or limited access that would connect to the Glenwood
interchange at I-5 to either 30th Avenue or Spring Boulevard. The proposed development
includes no arterials or limited access roads. Where it adjoins the subject property, what is
referred to as “Glenwood” or the “Glenwood Connector” has been renamed “Brackenfern Road.”
As it is currently planned, an as-not-yet-developed future extension of the Brackenfern collector
terminates at the northern subject property’s boundary. Within the subject property, Brackenfern)
is proposed to be designed and constructed as a local residential street.
In its Street Connectivity Study, the applicant describes the proposed development’s connection
to Brackenfern, and the remainder of the street layout, as follows:
“There are three proposed streets in the project. The first street, Frontage Road, provides
a direct connection between the LaurelRidge property and the nearest available public
right -of-way connection point at Spring Blvd. The second street, Road A, provides a
direct route through the LaurelRidge property providing access to the proposed housing
clusters, located on both sides of the road. The third street, Brackenfern Road, connects
Road A to a planned but not yet constructed Brackenfern Road in the development
abutting LaurelRidge on its north side.”
(Amended Application, Street Connectivity Study, - Supplemental Written Statement, July 29,
2020, Page 2.)
As the development’s street layout relates to 30th Avenue, the Street Connectivity Study states:
“The right-of-way for East 30th Avenue, which is under Lane County jurisdiction, abuts
the LaurelRidge property to the southwest. East 30th Avenue is a limited access arterial.
As such, there is no opportunity for a direct street connect from LaurelRidge to 30th.
However, as noted above, the proposal includes a new public street, Frontage Road,
which will connect the LaurelRidge property to the city street system at Spring Boulevard
and run parallel to 30th Avenue at the base of 30th Avenue’s existing embankment.”
(Amended Application, Street Connectivity Study, - Supplemental Written Statement, July 29,
2020, Page 5.)
Based on the proposed street configuration, because the Glenwood Connector (aka the
Brackenfern connector) terminates at the property’s northern boundary, the city has determined
that the proposed development is consistent with the 1982 policy. 14
The LHVC and other residents of the Laurel Hill Valley strenuously oppose the City’s
interpretation of the 1982 policy. They interpret this policy to unequivocally prohibit any street
system that would connect the Glenwood Connector to 30th Avenue, regardless of how direct or
indirect that connection might be. The LHVC argue that the term “No connection to 30th Avenue
14

In its initial staff report, the city staff failed to include the 1982 policy in its analysis. During the open record
period, the city staff corrected that error, and in its March 24, 2021 Supplemental Memorandum, staff acknowledged
and discussed the applicability of this policy.
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shall be made” is clear and absolute on its face, and that it expressly prohibits any street
configuration that would result in a through connection between the beginning of the Glenwood
Connector and 30th Avenue. In Response Testimony, the East Ridge Village owners further
assert,
“As to the future of Brackenfern Road, the Laurel Hill Plan policy states precisely that
the “Glenwood collector” (now Brackenfern Road) would “terminate and diffuse into
other roads serving the area. (underlining added.) Nowhere is there any indication that
any portion of Brackenfern Road, existing or future, would be anything other than a
“collector.” Planning Division staff apparently ignored this provision of the policy in
their analysis and then misrepresented the proposed extension of Brackenfern Road to the
proposed PUD as a “local residential street.” Staff’s incorrect representation of
Brackenfern Road is just one of the several staff errors leading to the misconstrual of the
applicable Laurel Hill Plan policy and Land Use Diagram.
“This part of the policy, which staff seems to have overlooked, adds weight to the proper
interpretation of the policy because the policy dictates unequivocally that the “collector
street” will “terminate” and that “other” roads are to serve the neighborhood area beyond
the terminus of the collector. There is no mention or implication that these “other” roads
were intended or permitted to provide a “connection” to 30th Avenue. In contrast, if the
“other” roads were to include a connection to W. 30th, they would as a consequence serve
areas far beyond the area just beyond the terminus of the “Glenwood collector”.
(Thomas Bruno, Response Testimony on behalf of East Ridge Village owners, March 31, 2021,
at page 4.)
The question of whether the proposed street system complies with the 1982 policy depends on
the meaning of “No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.” While the LHVC and other
neighbors argue that the term is “unequivocal and clear on its face”, without understanding its
context, in fact its meaning is not clear. Read without any context, “No connection to 30th
Avenue shall be made” would mean that no street may connect to 30th Avenue; it would require a
street with no connection. 15 Hence, meaning of the sentence is not clear and unequivocal, and
both ‘sides’ of this issue add qualifiers to advance their interpretation. Essentially, the city and
the applicant interpret the term “No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made” to mean that “No
connection from the Glenwood Connector to 30th Avenue shall be made.” The LHVC and other
neighbors interpret the sentence to mean that “No connection between the Glenwood Connector
and 30th Avenue shall be made.”
Determining of meaning of this sentence requires an examination of its context. It is not a
separate policy and cannot be read in isolation from the rest of the policy of which it is a part.
The topic of the policy is the Glenwood Connector, and its purpose is reflected in the language of
the Laurel Hill Plan to which the policy is directed. Specifically, the first “Neighborhood Goal”
of the Transportation section of the original Laurel Hill Plan states:
15

The city has many streets that connect to 30th Avenue – including streets that ultimately provide access to the
neighbors to the west of the proposed development.
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“To allow no connector street linking major roads at either end of the Valley to run
through the Valley. The objection is based on the additional noise generated from such
roads, aggravating the documented high noise levels already created by Interstate 5
freeway. A convenient interchange already links 30th Avenue to the freeway near Lane
Community College. Two minutes of traveling time saved would not offset the
environmental damage done along the full length of the Valley.”
The “Introduction” to the Transportation section of the 1982 East Laurel Hill Area amendment
states:
“The commercial/residential development node area in East Laurel Hill will have the
Glenwood collector as its primary access. The extension of the proposed Glenwood
collector shall be in an alignment and located to extend southward from the terminus of
the Glenwood Boulevard approach in a southeasterly direction. It will be aligned as
nearly as possible along the eastern boundary of Tax Lot 400 so as not to negatively
affect the Lowe property (Tax Lot 400) and continue southward along the boundary of
the Merrill property and Tax Lot 1100. It will take into consideration the safest and most
efficient intersection with Laurel Hill Drive, and be designed sensitive to topography,
vegetation, and safe access.”
The 1982 Transportation policy immediately follows this introduction statement.
As described in the original 1972 Plan, the drafters sought to prohibit any arterial or limited
access road through the Laurel Hill valley, and therefore specifically prohibited any arterial or
limited access road that would “connect the Glenwood interchange on Interstate 5 to 30th
Avenue or Spring Boulevard. Essentially, they didn’t want Glenwood – or any arterial or limited
access road – creating a ‘short-cut’ that divided the valley.
When the Plan was updated in 1982 the drafters recognized that the Glenwood Connector was
the “primary access” to the Laurel Hill neighborhood south of the Laurel Hill-Glenwood
overpass, but reiterated the intent of Policies 1 and 2 by clarifying that, in as much as it would be
the ‘primary access’, that access would not create a “short cut” through the valley to connect to
30th Avenue. Instead, the 1982 policy required that it was to “terminate and diffuse into other
roads serving the area.” Read in the context of the rest of the policy – and the rest of the Laurel
Hill Plan - the final sentence of that 1982 policy “No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made”
refers to the Glenwood Connector – and reinforces the 1972 policies that prohibit that Glenwood
Collector itself from connecting to 30th Avenue.
As a whole, the 1982 policy is directed only at the Glenwood Connector and prohibits that
connector from becoming a major thruway through the Laurel Hill Valley to the arterial at 30th
Avenue. Consistent with the 1972 policies, the 1982 policy reinforced that even as it was
extended to serve as the primary access to the Laurel Hill area, the Glenwood Connector would
terminate and not connect to 30th Avenue. That policy, however, does not, prohibit all vehicular
access between the termination of the Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue. Instead, by its
terms, the 1982 policy requires that the Glenwood Collector “terminate and diffuse” to other
streets. Those other streets that it “diffuses” to are not addressed in the policy. – The policy
neither speaks to nor prohibits their connections to 30th Avenue.
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Consistent with the city’s interpretation, the 1982 policy directs that no connection be made from
the Glenwood Connector to 30th Avenue. The LVHC and other neighbors’ interpretation that the
policy prohibits any vehicular connection between the Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue is
not supported by the Plan goals or the language of this policy.
Moreover, as stated above, while they must be considered and provide valuable guidance, the
Laurel Hill Plan policies must be read in context with other approval criteria. To read the 1982
Transportation policy as requiring that “No connection between the Glenwood Connector and
30th Avenue shall be made” (i.e., prohibiting all vehicular connection) would be inconsistent
with the City’s street connectivity and emergency vehicle access requirements.
Specifically, as discussed in more detail below, the city’s street connectivity requirements at EC
9.6815(1) require connectivity in order to create a street system that, in part, does not create
excessive travel lengths, efficiently and safely accommodates emergency vehicles, and ensure
streets are interconnected. Interpreting the Laurel Hill Plan 1982 Transportation policy to
prohibit all vehicular access between the terminus of the Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue
is inconsistent with the purpose of the city’s street connectivity standard, and the specific
requirements that implement that purpose. Such an interpretation would also and, significantly,
disrupt emergency access to residents of this area that is designated and zoned for residential
development. As the staff explained in their March 24, 2021 supplemental memorandum (page
5):
“Staff also notes that referral comments from the Eugene Fire Marshal’s Office ***
indicate that the Eugene Fire Code D106.3 require two fire apparatus access roads for the
full development of this site as proposed. Phase 1 of the project, with 197 dwelling units,
may utilize the one access road shown from 30th Avenue if all buildings are provided
with sprinklers. Phase 2 of the proposed development will not comply with the fire
apparatus access road requirements, as the portion of Brackenfern Road to the north of
the property is not yet constructed and thus does not provide the required second access.
Brackenfern Road extending to the north can meet this requirement provided the road
does not dead end at the property line, but rather continues and connects with an existing
City street.”
While refinement plan policies must be considered, that consideration must respect all plan and
code criteria. The city’s interpretation of the 1982 Transportation policy – which prohibits the
Glenwood Collector from being extended to connect as a major street through the Laurel Hill
Valley to 30th Avenue – is both consistent with the language of the policy and respects other
applicable city requirements. Conversely, the LHVC and other neighbor’s interpretation, which
would prohibit all vehicular connection between the Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue, is
inconsistent with other applicable city requirements.
In fact, as it is proposed and designed, the proposed development fully achieves and implements
the 1982 policy: the design and function of the Glenwood Collector (now Brackenfern)
terminates as a collector at the southern boundary of the approved development north of the
subject property and becomes a local street as it enters the subject property. In accordance with
the design requirements of the city’s local neighborhood street classification, it will be a local
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street from the property’s northern boundary until it fully terminates and ‘diffuses’ at Road A.
Road A is also proposed to be a local street that includes a circuitous and relatively narrow
design to provide access to the planned residential development and provides the necessary street
connectivity for both residents and emergency vehicles between Frontage Road (which
ultimately connects to Spring Street and then 30th Avenue) at its west end and the terminus of
Brackenfern Road at its east end. 16
The applicant agrees that the proposed development complies with the Laurel Hill Plan
transportation policies. However, the applicant urges that, if ultimately the 1982 policy is
determined on appeal to preclude vehicular access between the end of Brackenfern Road and
30th, that an alternative condition be attached to this approval to, effectively, restrict Brackenfern
to allow its use only by pedestrians, cyclists and emergency vehicles. As proposed, this
alternative condition would require a 1-foot reserve strip and barrier at the east end of Road A.
Although the applicant’s requested alternative condition would resolve an interpretation of the
1982 policy that prohibited vehicular access between Brackenfern and 30th Avenue, it would also
create issues regarding compliance with numerous mandatory criteria included under EC 9.8320,
including the Street Connectivity requirements of 9.6815, the cul-de-sac/turnaround standards at
EC 9.6820, and Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) required under EC 9.8320(5)(c). As the
development is proposed, the alternative condition would result in noncompliance with these
approval criteria.
The Laurel Hill 1982 Transportation policy prohibits street connection from the Glenwood
Connector to 30th Avenue. That policy does not prohibit vehicular connection between the
Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue. The proposed development’s local street system
complies with this policy, as well as the other two policies directed at restricting the connection
of the arterial or limited access roads, including the Glenwood Collector, to 30th Avenue.
Policy 4: All future construction in the Valley or East Laurel Hill shall include adequate
off-street parking to accommodate not only permanent residents but a reasonable number
of visitors. Although on-street parking should be discouraged, in some areas pull-out
facilities for parking should be developed, particularly where congestion exists.
Finding: As explained in the staff report, the R-1 parking standards require a minimum of one
parking space for each dwelling. In furtherance of this policy, as depicted on the site plan, offstreet parking is included for all proposed multi-family units. For the townhomes, parking bays
are provided, with a minimum of one space per dwelling unit plus additional spaces for visitors.
For the apartments, structured parking is provided underneath the apartment building, with a
minimum of one space per dwelling unit. On-street parking along one side of the proposed
streets will further accommodate visitors.

16

As discussed under EC 9.6870 regarding the city’s street width requirements, based on the applicant’s Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA), the number of adjusted daily trips (ADTs) generated by the proposed development would
classify Frontage Road and Road A as medium volume, local residential streets, while Brackenfern Road would be
classified as a low volume residential street. The applicant has proposed to develop each of them to medium volume
local residential street standards.
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East Laurel Hill Area
Policy 6: Development and expansion of park facilities and bicycle paths is encouraged.
The South Hills ridgeline park plan shall be continued.
Finding: As explained in the staff report, the east end of the subject property is included in the
East Laurel Hill area. The LHVC argue that the proposed development fails to provide adequate
bicycle paths and compromises the development and expansion of the ridgeline park system and
the development and expansion of park facilities.
While this plan policy “encourages” the development and expansion of park facilities and
bicycle paths, and states that the South Hills ridgeline park plan “shall” be continued, those
policies are directed to the city, and not to the development of private property. However, to the
extent this policy is even applicable to the proposed facility, the proposed development will not
interfere with the existing or planned park facilities. As noted above, the site abuts City of
Eugene South Hills ridgeline facilities on three of its four sides. To the west is Ribbon Trail. To
the east is Coryell Ridge. To the northeast is Moon Mountain Park. Access to the Ribbon Trail is
proposed via the proposed Frontage Road and its sidewalk. The applicant also proposes to extend
the connection to the currently unconstructed but planned Brackenfern Road within the East
Ridge Village PUD. As discussed above, the sidewalks along Frontage Road, Road A and
Brackenfern Road will be 8 feet wide to accommodate needed pedestrian connections.
The proposed development satisfies all applicable provisions of the Laurel Hill Refinement Plan.
EC 9.8320(3) The PUD will provide adequate screening from surrounding
properties including, but not limited to, anticipated building locations, bulk,
and height.
Finding: As further discussed in the staff report, 23.55 acres in the southern and eastern portion
of the subject property are zoned Parks, Recreation, and Open Space (PRO) and will remain in
its natural undeveloped state, with existing vegetation providing a significant screening function.
Goal 5 resources and their proposed 40-foot setback, which run along the north property line and
northwest portion of the site will provide a natural screening function to developed areas north of
the site. Most of the entire perimeter of the site will retain existing vegetation either in the
proposed Lot Conservation Area or the Forest Management Area.
However, in the areas of the site adjacent to the abutting Everglade Avenue right-of-way and
along the western boundary of the site, there are gaps in these protected areas. To provide
vegetative screening in these areas, the applicant proposes a Forest Edge Planting scheme of six
canopy trees, six understory trees, six shrubs and a complete hydro-seeded ground cover of
perennials, consisting of all native species, per each 1,000 square feet of area. In order to ensure
this Forest Edge Planting will occur, the staff recommend the following condition of approval:
•

Prior to issuance of occupancy permits for dwellings in Phase 1, in the area adjacent to
Everglade Avenue right-of-way and along the west boundary line adjacent to the Ribbon
Trail, a Forest Edge Planting consisting of 6 canopy trees, 6 understory trees, 6 shrubs
and a complete hydro-seeded ground cover of perennials, per each 1,000 square feet of
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area shall be installed and maintained as part of the Forest Management Plan. All
plantings shall be native species. This requirement shall also be noted, with conceptual
planting details provided on the Final PUD plans.
This condition (adopted as Condition 3) is warranted to ensure adequate screening from the
surrounding properties.
The LHVC and residents of the adjacent developed neighborhoods to the west and north object
that the proposed development provides inadequate screening and that the location of the
proposed development is too close to their residences and that the bulk and height of the multifamily buildings are not adequately screened from their properties. One neighbor argues that the
development will ‘dwarf’ her property. She also argues that clustered units on Lot 4 and 3 do not
create an adequate buffer to residences to the north and that multifamily units are “incompatible”
and that the units on lots 3 and 4 should be replaced by single family homes or shifted south.
(Marie Meredith Written Testimony, March 1, 2021.) Another neighbor argues against
“jamming” the units on Lot 4 immediately up against her adjacent property; and asserts that the
site is not suitable for multi-family units. (Cecilia Radeski Written Testimony, March 1, 2021.)
The LHVC argue that “cramming high-rise buildings as close as possible to the Hendricks Hill
neighbors” does not provide adequate screening. (Tim Bradshaw March 23, 2021 hearing
testimony transcript, page 2.)
However, notwithstanding the neighbors’ objections, the perimeter plantings will provide
extensive screening of the proposed residential development from surrounding residentially
zoned and developed properties, including a 35-foot vegetated buffer that will buffer this
residential development from the adjacent residential development. Additionally, the multifamily units have been designed for the subject property. As proposed, the townhomes are
narrow, 2- and 3-story buildings with pitched roofs, bringing down the overall appearance and
bulk. The apartments are low, square shaped buildings with the lower level being structured
parking buried into the hillside and 2 and 3-story apartment buildings above. On most buildings,
eave heights are limited to 30 feet. 17 As described in the applicant’s narrative and depicted on the
site plan, building locations and configurations were chosen in response to the topography
restraints and Goal 5 resources.
The neighbors stress now, as they did in the previous version of the application, that the subject
property has challenging topography and significant, valuable natural features. Previously, the
city agreed with the neighbors that, spreading single-family residences across the 98-acres of the
subject property failed to comply with numerous applicable criteria related to preservation of the
site’s natural features. In response, to maximize protection of the site’s natural features, the
applicant has clustered the development in an area close to existing residential development. The
existing neighbors now object that the development is too crowded and too close to their already
developed properties. However, through this clustering, the allowed density will be consolidated
in the area of the site that allows the greatest preservation of the greatest amount of natural space.
The applicant is now proposing to preserve over 73% of the site, and the allowed residential
destiny and development is concentrated adjacent to the adjoining neighborhood that has already
17

The applicant’s request for a height increase for specified buildings is addressed below at EC 9.8320(10)(k).
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been developed. This both minimizes the impacts and facilitates a development that can satisfy
all of the applicable approval criteria.
While the proposed development provides the required “adequate screening from surrounding
properties”, this criterion does not anticipate or require that adjacent residences be fully screened
from view of one another or that they share size or style. As with the developed surrounding
neighborhoods, the subject property is zoned for the residential use proposed. To the extent it is
necessary or warranted, this screening will buffer the proposed residential neighborhood from
the adjacent residential uses.
Subject to compliance with the conditions of approval noted above, the proposed PUD will
provide adequate screening from surrounding properties, in compliance with this criterion.
EC 9.8320(4) The PUD is designed and sited to minimize impacts to the
natural environment by addressing the following:
(a)

Protection of Natural Features.
[* * * * *] 18
2.
For areas included on the City’s acknowledged Goal 5
inventory:
a. The proposed development’s general design and character,
including but not limited to anticipated building locations,
bulk and height, location and distribution of recreation space,
parking, roads, access and other uses, will:
(1)
Avoid unnecessary disruption or removal of
attractive natural features and vegetation, and
(2)
Avoid conversion of natural resource areas
designated in the Metropolitan Area General Plan to
urban uses when alternative locations on the property
are suitable for development as otherwise permitted.
b. Proposed buildings, road, and other uses are designed and
sited to assure preservation of significant on-site vegetation,
topographic features, and other unique and worthwhile
natural features, and to prevent soil erosion or flood hazard.

Finding: As a whole, EC 9.8320(4) requires that a PUD be designed and sited to minimize
impacts to the natural environment and in that design, it requires the applicant to “address” three
specific requirements: protection of natural features, tree preservation and restoration and
replacement. It does not require a specific process or mandate for how those three objectives are
to be satisfied, and in fact by its terms, provides flexibility to balance and achieve these
objectives “to the greatest degree attainable or achievable.”
Because the subject property is located on the City’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, 19 EC
18

EC 9.8320(4)(a)(1) applies to areas not included within the City’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory and, therefore,
is not applicable to this application.
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9.8320(4)(a)(2a) requires that the development’s “general design and character, including but not
limited to anticipated building locations, bulk, height, location and distribution of recreation
space, parking, roads, access and other uses, be designed to “avoid” both “unnecessary”
disruption or removal of attractive natural features and vegetation and conversion of designated
natural resource areas to urban uses “when alternative locations on the property are suitable for
development as otherwise permitted.” It also requires that buildings, roads and “other uses” be
designed to preserve significant on-site vegetation, topographic features and other “unique and
worthwhile” natural features, and to prevent soil erosion or flood hazard.”
As discussed above, and as summarized in detail in the staff report as it relates to this criterion,
23.55 of the subject property are designated and zoned for open space and, consistent with EC
9.8320(4)(a)(2a)(2), because alternative, R-1 zoned locations on the property are available, the
applicant’s proposed development fully “avoids” any conversion of that natural resource area to
urban use. In addition, consistent with EC 9.8320(4)(a)(2a)(1), the applicant’s proposed
development seeks to avoid disruption or removal of “attractive natural features and vegetation”
by preserving over two-thirds of the site as a 59.80-acre Forest Management Area (FMA). As
discussed below in relation to the tree preservation and restoration requirements of EC
9.8320(4)(b), the applicant has proposed a Forest Management Plan (FMP) over that entire
FMA. To minimize “unnecessary” disruption or removal of “attractive natural features and
vegetation, development is clustered in the western third of the property. Within the 37.49 acres
proposed for development, 12.42 acres are proposed as an open space ‘conservation area’. In
total, over 73% of the property’s 98.31 total acres are proposed for protection.
Several area residents, as well as the LHVC, assert that the proposed development violates this
criterion. While supporting the preservation of the open space zoned-area and other natural areas,
they assert that the proposed development does not go far enough to ensure that the areas
designated for preservation and permanently preserved.
It is clear that the LHVC and other neighbors would prefer less, or no, development on the
subject property. However, the property on which the residential development is proposed is
zoned R-1 and has, for the last 40 years, been designated for residential development. This
criterion does not prohibit development. Rather, it requires the applicant’s development design
avoid “unnecessary” disruption or removal of “attractive natural features and vegetation. To the
extent such “disruption or removal” is critical to achieve the planned and designated residential
development of the site, this criterion does not preclude it. At the same time, this criterion
requires that the applicant design the development to “preserve significant on-site natural
features.” To that end, within the area to be developed, the applicant’s proposal designates 12.42
(of the total 37.49-acre development site) as a Conservation Area. Further, as discussed below
regarding tree preservation, within that 37.49 acres the applicant has proposed extensive
protections to ensure preservation of natural features “to the greatest degree attainable or
achievable.”
As noted above, this PUD criterion does not require a specific process or mandate for how a
development application must minimize impacts to the natural environment. In this case, the
19

The subject property is designated on the City’s April 12, 1978 Goal 5 Scenic Sites Working Paper as a “Natural
Site of Visual Prominence and Prominent and Plentiful Vegetation.”
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applicant’s proposed preservation of over two-thirds of the project site with the development
anticipated by the R-1 zone clustered in an area adjacent to already developed residential
neighborhoods, is designed to minimize impacts to the natural environment by avoiding
unnecessary disruption of attractive natural features and vegetation and by protecting the area
designated for open space “to the greatest degree attainable or achievable.” Subject to
compliance with the conditions discussed below regarding tree preservation within the
development area and continued compliance with the FMP within the FMA, the proposed
development provides the protection of natural features anticipated by this criterion. 20
(b)

(c)

Tree Preservation. The proposed project shall be designed and sited
to preserve significant trees to the greatest degree attainable or
feasible, with trees having the following characteristics given the
highest priority for preservation:
1. Healthy trees that have a reasonable chance of survival
considering the base zone or special area zone designation and other
applicable approval criteria;
2. Trees located within vegetated corridors and stands rather than
individual isolated trees subject to windthrow;
3. Trees that fulfill a screening function, provide relief from glare, or
shade expansive areas of pavement;
4. Trees that provide a buffer between potentially incompatible land
uses;
5. Trees located along the perimeter of the lot(s) and within building
setback areas;
6. Trees and stands of trees located along ridgelines and within view
corridors;
7. Trees with significant habitat value;
8. Trees adjacent to public parks, open space and streets;
9. Trees located along a water feature;
10. Heritage trees.

Restoration or Replacement.
[* * * * *] 21
2. For areas included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, any
loss of significant natural features described in criteria (a) and (b) above
shall be consistent with the acknowledged level of protection for the
features.

Finding: EC 9.8320(4)(b) requires that PUDs be designed and sited to minimize impacts to the
natural environment through tree preservation “to the greatest degree attainable or feasible” and
EC 9.8320(4)(c) requires restoration and replacement of “significant natural features” in a way
that is consistent with subsections (a) (protection) and (b) (preservation.)
20

Further compliance with this standard with regard to the design of the proposed development to prevent soil
erosion and for flood control is addressed below in findings regarding EC 9. EC 9.8320(6).
21
EC 9.8320(4)(c)(1) applies to areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory and is, therefore,
not applicable to this application.
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The city’s interpretation of the requirements of these criteria are based on the then-hearing
official’s analysis and findings in his review of the applicant’s previous development proposal.
As described in the staff report:
“Based on the Hearings Official’s decision, staff agrees that the applicant does not need
to provide a precise tree survey in areas of the site that will not be developed. For those
areas that will be developed, the survey should locate and identify the significant trees.
Data on size of a tree is relevant to the extent of identifying significant trees to be saved
near construction and ground disturbance areas. Data on the health of a tree is relevant to
the extent of identifying trees for removal due to health issues of the tree. Data on tree
species is relevant to the extent of identifying non-native and invasive tree species. The
CRZ of trees is relevant to the extent of identifying those trees in protected areas near
construction and ground disturbance areas that may be impacted.”
Based on the original hearing official decision and the city’s analysis, the applicant proposes to
address these criteria through a Tree Preservation and Replacement Plan for the 37.49-acre
development area and through a Forest Management Plan for the 59.80-acre FMA.
As reflected in the application and as summarized by staff, to prepare and evaluate these plans,
the applicant relied on compiled information on trees on the property through field surveyed
trees inventoried in 2013 and 2020, together with LIDAR tree information. With this data, the
applicant has provided a comprehensive representation of existing tree conditions for the
property. The field survey and LIDAR data identified an estimated 10,349 trees on the property.
The applicant provided a full field tree survey in the areas of the site proposed for development,
in proposed buffer areas where development comes closest to the adjacent residential
development, in the footprint of the two single-family dwellings, and along the utility easement
that runs east through the FMA. The applicant’s site plan (Plan Sheet 9.1) depicts which
surveyed trees will remain and which will be impacted. As depicted, the site plans assume all the
trees on the lots associated with the single-family dwellings will be impacted.
The applicant’s field survey indicates many of the trees are not of high quality. The site has not
been replanted, managed or maintained. Logging, burning, grazing, mowing, brush-cutting and
thinning on the property over many years have negatively affected trees on the site. Trees
currently on the site are random, naturally occurring re-growth trees. Many trees have been
damaged by ice storms, heavy snowfall and wind and many are in general decline. The site also
includes trees that are non-native such as, cherries, apples and hollies. The applicant’s site plan
(Sheet 9.1) indicates all trees in the Goal 5 conservation areas will not be impacted.
Tree Preservation and Replacement for Proposed Residentially-Developed Area
For the 37.49 acres proposed for development (Lots 1 through 5), the applicant has submitted a
Tree Preservation Report (dated June 30, 2020), Tree Preservation Plan (Sheets 9.1 through 9.5)
and conceptual Landscape Plan (Sheet 12.0-A, revised January 11, 2021).
As described in the application and summarized in the staff report, the conceptual landscape plan
indicates that areas of proposed landscaping within the common areas will meet the standards for
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L-1 Basic Landscape, L-2 Low screen Landscape and L-3 High Screen Landscape. All trees to
be removed are in or adjacent to construction areas associated with the development. The areas
proposed for residential construction have been located to result in the least amount of impact to
the Goal 5 resource areas and, to the extent feasible, in the less steeply sloped areas of the site.
These locations also limit the impacts to trees in the area. The applicant’s written statement
indicates all trees removed for the construction of buildings, roads and infrastructure and two
Goal 5 crossings will be replaced. To the extent practical, healthy stands of trees are designated
for preservation at the highest elevation in the southern portion of the developed area, and stands
of trees between building clusters will remain as buffers and provide screening between the
proposed development and the adjacent developed residential properties. There are no identified
incompatible land uses or trees with particularly significant habitat values. Although trees are
proposed to be removed along the west property line adjacent to the Ribbon Trail, the applicant
has identified no significant trees in that location. The applicant’s surveys have identified no
heritage trees on the site.
The LHVC and other neighbors object to the extent of tree removal the development will
necessitate, arguing that “[t]hey remove virtually all of the trees on the buildable section of the
site, they run a road over protected Goal 5 riparian area in 2 places.” (Tim Bradshaw March 23,
2021 hearing testimony transcript, page 2.) These objections do not acknowledge the more than
12 acres of this portion the property that will be preserved or the efforts made to minimize road
disruption. Moreover, they do not address how the proposed development fails to comply with
these criteria. Rather, they appear to be based on a premise that development at a density of 5
units per acre, as well as the development of multi-family structures, will necessarily result in
excessive destruction of the site’s natural features.
Because it is undeveloped, the site is presently heavily vegetated. However, it is designated for
residential development and under the applicable provisions of the R-1 zone and the SHS, it may
be developed at a density of 5 units per acre. To the extent the neighbors feel that R-1 zoning or
SHS density is inappropriate for this site, the existing zoning is not at issue in this case. Given
the property’s residential zoning and the applicant’s concerted effort to cluster the development
on the western third of the site in order to maximize the preservation of eastern two-thirds, the
development has been designed and sited to preserve significant trees to the greatest degree
attainable or feasible.
To ensure compliance with the applicant’s landscaping and tree preservation plans in the
development area, staff have recommended several related conditions of approval, as follows:
•

The Final PUD site plans shall include the following conditions of approval as notes
related to tree preservation and replanting requirements for the areas of multi-family
development:
o All building permits for construction on the site shall include a site plan in
compliance with the approved tree preservation plan. The building permit submittal
shall include sufficient detail to verify that no more than 30 percent of the Critical
Root Zones (CRZ) of trees to be preserved will be impacted by construction activities
on the lot, or a report from a certified arborist verifying that the proposed construction
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activities can otherwise be conducted in a manner that does not threaten the survival
of the trees to be preserved. The building permit shall include tree protection fencing
to be erected at the perimeter of the CRZ’s for all trees to be preserved (or an
alternative location as approved by the City).
o Protective fencing for trees identified to be preserved shall be installed (subject to
inspection by the City) prior to beginning any construction related activities. All
protective tree fencing shall remain in place until completion of all construction
activities; any relocation or removal of the protective fencing shall only occur with
prior approval by the City.
o No excavation, grading, material storage, staging, vehicle parking or other
construction activity shall take place within the identified tree protection areas
without prior approval by the City.
o The removal of trees indicated ‘to be removed’ is not required; said removal may
occur at the applicant or future owners’ discretion.
o All trees to be removed on the site shall be replaced with a minimum of one tree for
every tree removed. Replacement trees shall be non-invasive species, with a
minimum caliper of 2 inches for deciduous trees and a minimum height of 5 feet for
coniferous trees and planted in the same general area as depicted on the approved
landscape plans. Planting, watering and general maintenance of replacement trees
shall be conducted by the property owner in manner that ensures their establishment
and long-term survival.
In the event that any tree planted on the site becomes severely damaged, diseased or
dies, it shall be replaced by a similar species of tree within the vicinity of the lost tree
and in accordance with the approved landscape plan.
These conditions (adopted as Condition 4 and its subparts) will ensure compliance with the
applicant’s representations and are warranted to ensure that the development will be designed
and sited to preserve significant trees in the clustered development area to the greatest degree
attainable or feasible.
Forest Management Plan and Areas
The applicant’s proposed FMA will protect approximately 2/3 of the property as an undeveloped
protected area. The applicant has proposed an FMP for this area, with the intent to restore this
area with a full canopy of native species in diverse stands of uneven age native trees. As
explained in the applicant’s detailed FMP and summarized in the staff report, the applicant’s
stated goals of the FMP are to:
o
o
o
o

Remove invasive species that are crowding out tree growth.
Remove dead, down, dying and damaged trees to make room for replanting.
Remove non-native species to make room for planting native species.
Plant and encourage growth of native species.
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o Reestablish and maintain full canopy of forested area as viewed from neighboring
areas and lower elevations in the City.
(LaurelRidge Forest Management Plan, February 4, 2021, page 2.)
The FMP proposes City review and approval of the removal of any tree with the exception of the
trees within the two single-family sites, trees within the utility easements that cross the Forest
Management Area, trees on the perimeter of the site removed as necessary to install security
fencing, any five trees on a forest lot annually.
Both the applicant and staff acknowledge the FMP is a unique approach to address the unique
issues presented here related to the applicant’s proposal to preserve 60 acres of the project site.
And, while the city’s traditional tree-preservation approach has historically favored preservation,
rather than restoration, the consideration of an alternative approach is contemplated through the
flexibility allowed through the PUD process. As it is proposed, the plan will encourage active
forest management of the site in the future while providing a framework for how trees are
assessed for removal and achieving the goal of restoring the site to a full canopy of healthy
native trees.
The FMP explains that “revenue generated from selective harvesting over time will fund
rehabilitation effort.” The LVHC and area neighbors repeatedly characterize this proposal as a
plan for “commercial logging.” The LVHC further argues that
“The future preservation of natural features in the FMP area, including trees, open space,
and Goal 5 water resources, is not adequately addressed by the current FMP presented by
the applicant and should be significantly strengthened before it can be said to meet
approval criteria. Above all, to meet approval criteria, the FMP area must be designated
and indisputably protected as permanently non-buildable open space. To ensure it
remains undeveloped, the FMP area could be zoned as Parks, Recreation, andOpen
Space, granted under a permanent conservation easement to the city, or deeded
permanently to a third party for management. Otherwise * * * the FMP area is not
permanently protected from future development and density of the entire 98 acres will
exceed the South Hills Study limits.
(LVHC March 23, 2021 Post Hearing Response, page 2.)
They further assert that the proposed 5-year Plan review methodology would constitute an
improper deferral of compliance with the PUD standards, arguing that through those 5-year plan
reviews, decisions will be made regarding the future of the FMA without public input.
A review of the detailed Forest Management Plan refutes the characterization of it as a tool for
“commercial logging.” It is not. The LHVC is correct that the FMP is not intended to exclusively
“preserve” the site, which would be an option that would be permissible under this criterion.
However, strict preservation would also not facilitate the restoration also allowed under this
criterion. As it is drafted, the FMP will facilitate removal of non-native and invasive species and
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dead or damaged trees and the addition of native species in order to “reestablish and maintain [a]
full canopy of forested area as viewed from neighboring areas and lower elevations of the City.”
The LHVC concern that, because of its private ownership, “the FMP area is not permanently
protected from future development and density of the entire 98 acres will exceed the South Hills
Study limits” is also unwarranted. As discussed above, 23.55 acres is zoned PRO and, therefore,
is not subject to development. The density of the proposed development is based on the entirety
of the 74.76-acre R-1 zoned portion of the property. Regardless of the FMP, under the property’s
current zoning, no further development is permitted.
While objecting that the FMP is inconsistent with this criterion, neither the LHVC nor any
neighbors establish that, as proposed, the FMP violates any specific requirement of this criterion.
In fact, by its terms, this criterion requires that the PUD be designed to minimize impacts and
that the measures be implemented to minimize those impacts through protection, preservation
and restoration “to the greatest degree attainable or feasible.” It does not create a concrete
mandate as to how that protection, preservation and restoration are to be completed.
Responding to the neighbor’s concerns that the FMP’s 5-year plan reviews defer compliance
with requirements of EC 9.8320(4), in its March 24, 2021 Supplemental Memorandum, staff
recommended that if the 5-year plan reviews are construed to result in a deferral of compliance
with the applicable approval criterion, an additional condition could be added to require that all 5
year plan reviews be subject to a Type II review procedure. The neighbors responded to the staff
recommendation by asserting that such deferral would, instead, require denial of the application
or, at the very least, the subsequent 5-year plans would require a Type III review to evaluate the
FMP for compliance with EC 9.8320(4).
The 5-year plan reviews included in the FMP do not, in any respect, defer compliance with any
requirement of EC 9.8320(4). As the applicant correctly responds, “the FMP approach allows a
degree of flexibility from the unequivocal preservation standards that is warranted to meet the
restoration and enhancement objective purpose of PUDs.” (Bill Kloos, April 2, 2021 Applicant
Final Written Argument, page 3.) The FMP spells out how that flexibility will be implemented,
and provides for 5-year Plan reviews so the city can exercise its administrative function to ensure
that, as the preservation and restoration efforts are managed, the FMP continues to comply with
EC 9.8320(4). It does not defer, until a later date, whether the FMP will comply with the
criterion, and there is no legal basis to require subsequent discretionary review of those Plans for
compliance with this criterion. By its present terms, the FMP does comply. The city’s
administrative review of the 5-year plans will provide an affirmative mechanism to ensure
continued compliance as the FMP is implemented to achieve its objectives to preserve and
restore the 60-acre forest “to the greatest degree attainable or feasible.” They do not contemplate
or allow modifications to the FMP. 22
22

As noted in the staff report, as part of the FMP, the applicant suggested a Forest Management Area Covenant to
ensure that the Forest Management Area is managed consistent with the FMP. The staff responded, correctly, that
there is no mechanism for a covenant to address continued compliance with or changes to the FMP. Continued
compliance is ensured through conditions of approval. To the extent the applicant requests changes to the FMP in
the future, such changes would require a modification to the approved Plan through the city’s modification
procedures.
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To ensure compliance with the FMP, as it is written, staff recommend that the Forest
Management Areas and areas of impact as depicted on the applicant’s site plans on proposed
Lots 6 and 7 (see Sheets 9.4 and 9.5, dated June 30, 2020 for detail) be subject to the following
additional conditions of approval as follows:
•

The areas designated on the site plans as Forest Management Area shall be managed for
forestry uses consistent with the applicant’s proposed Forest Management Plan
(submitted February 4, 2021), and subject to the additional conditions of approval listed
below.

•

Forest Management Areas (shown in green) on the applicant’s tentative plans shall be
clearly indicated as being non-buildable open space areas on revised, Final PUD site
plans and any final plat creating the proposed Lots 6 and 7. The developable areas on
these lots shall be limited to the areas of potential construction impact as depicted on the
tentative plans (shown in white for the two proposed homesites, utilities, public
improvements, driveways and grading on Sheets 9.4 and 9.5).

•

Protective fencing is required at the boundary of impact areas along the edge of Forest
Management Areas, in association with the two homesites, the main east-west utility
corridor and any secondary utility runs elsewhere in the Forest Management Area (shown
as the boundary between green and white on the applicant’s tentative plans), to be
installed prior to, and for the duration of, any construction related activity within the
depicted impact areas. The protective fencing shall also be shown at these locations on
revised, Final PUD site plans. All protective tree fencing shall remain in place until
completion of all construction activities; the installation, and any relocation, removal, or
modification of the protective fencing shall require prior City approval. Protective
fencing shall be that which is typical for tree protection and erosion control purposes.

•

Any necessary permits for construction related activity, including development of the
proposed homesites, utility installation, public improvements and other site development,
shall include a detailed site plan showing the location, size and species of any trees to be
removed or otherwise impacted within and along the protective fencing boundary.

•

No excavation, grading, material storage, staging, vehicle parking or other construction
activity shall take place within the identified Forest Management Areas except as
necessary to conduct authorized tree inspection, inventory, management and removal or
replanting activity. Maintenance of previously installed logging roads is acceptable.

•

Tree removal within the designated Forest Management Areas shall be limited to the
following: removal of invasive and non-native species; and dead, fallen, dying, damaged
or otherwise unhealthy trees. Any trees proposed for removal within the Forest
Management Areas beyond the designated areas of potential construction impact are
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subject to review and approval of a tree removal and restoration plan (also referred to as
the 5-Year Plan) to ensure consistency with these conditions of approval, prior to any tree
removal activity.
•

Any proposed tree removal shall be accompanied by a site plan and written evaluation
(also referred to as the 5-Year Plan) from a Certified Forester or Arborist showing the
extent of tree removal pursuant to these conditions of approval. The size, species and
health/condition of the tree(s) to be removed shall be shown, along with a replacement
planting plan consistent with the Forest Management Plan. The tree(s) to be replanted
shall be replaced according to the approved 5-Year Plan. Replacement trees shall be
native species, and the planting, watering and general maintenance of replacement trees
shall be conducted by the property owner in manner that ensures their establishment and
long-term survival.

•

Any private, separately recorded CC&Rs, deed restrictions or covenants related to the
proposed Forest Management Plan and Areas may not conflict with conditions of
approval established in the Final PUD Performance Agreement or as notes on the
approved Final PUD site plans. In the event of any inconsistency or conflict, the City’s
conditions of approval shall prevail and govern activity related to construction or ongoing management of these areas.

•

The owner(s) of the Forest Management Area lots shall submit any proposed
amendments to the currently approved 5-Year Plan to the City for review and approval.
Any subsequent 5-Year Plan shall be submitted to the City for review and approval 60days prior to the expiration of the current 5-Year Plan. Failure on the part of the owner(s)
to submit a subsequent 5-Year Plan to the City for review and approval shall have the
effect of curtailing all Forest Management Plan activities in the Forest Management
Areas until such time that a new 5-Year Plan is submitted and approved by the City. A 5Year Plan shall be valid for 5 years from the date of City approval and shall expire
thereafter.

These conditions (adopted as Conditions 5-13) are warranted to ensure compliance with the
FMP.
Subject to these conditions of approval, the applicant’s proposed FMP for the FMA and its
proposed landscaping and preservation plans for the clustered development area protect natural
features and provide for the sites preservation and restoration in compliance with EC
9.8320(4)(a)-(c).
(d)

Street Trees. If the proposal includes removal of any street tree(s), removal
of those street tree(s) has been approved, or approved with conditions
according to the process at EC 6.305.

Finding: There are no existing street trees proposed for removal and, therefore, this criterion is
not applicable.
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EC 9.8320(5): The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems through
compliance with the following:
(a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public
Ways (not subject to modifications set forth in subsection (11) below).
Findings: EC 9.8320(5)(a) requires compliance with the standards for streets, alleys and other
public ways set forth in EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875. Each of those standards are addressed as
follows:
EC 9.6805 Dedication of Public Ways.
EC 9.6805 permits the City to require dedication of public ways for bicycle and/or pedestrian use
as well as for streets and alleys, as a condition of any development, provided the City makes
findings to demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. The applicant’s dedication
of public streets must conform to the adopted right-of-way map and EC Table 9.6870. As
explained below in findings regarding EC 9.6870 and EC 9.6505(3), and as further discussed in
the Public Works referral comments regarding compliance with this requirement, the City
accepts the applicant’s proposal to comply with the right-of-way and payment requirements in
EC 9.6870 and is not requiring any additional right-of-way dedication or special setback for the
proposed PUD.
EC 9.6810 Block Length
EC 9.6810 requires that block length for local streets must be no greater than 600-feet in length,
subject to exceptions. EC 9.6810(1) allows an exception when
“physical conditions preclude a block length of 600 feet or less. Such conditions may
include, but are not limited to, topography or the existence of natural resource areas such
as wetlands, ponds, streams, channels, rivers, lakes or upland wildlife habitat area, or a
resource on the National Wetland Inventory or under protection by state or federal law”.
As explained in the applicant’s narrative, the site’s physical conditions preclude compliance with
this standard. As the applicant explains, the site’s linear topography, riparian corridors and lack
of adjacent street or right-of-way on the west, south and east sides of the property substantially
limits street location options. In addition, the location of Brackenfern Road on the adjacent
property to the north is predicated by a previously approved Planned Unit Development (PDF
02-02 East Ridge Village PUD) and the topography of that development site.
Public Works staff concludes that an exception to the 600-foot maximum block length standard
is warranted, due to a combination of factors including riparian corridors and wetlands, steep
slopes, protected open space areas, the off-site location of Brackenfern Road, and the related
street connectivity exceptions otherwise recommended below.
EC 9.6815 Connectivity for Streets
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(a) All streets and alleys shall be public unless the developer demonstrates that a
public street or alley is not necessary for compliance with this land use code or
the street connectivity standards of subparagraphs (b) through (f) of this
subsection.
The applicant proposes construction of three public streets, in compliance with this standard.
(b) The proposed development shall include street connections in the direction of all
existing or planned streets within 1/4 mile of the development site. The proposed
development shall also include street connections to any streets that abut, are
adjacent to, or terminate at the development site.
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with this standard are adopted as
follows:
As shown in the applicant’s site plans there are several existing public streets within ¼ mile
of the development site and streets which are adjacent to, intersect or abut the development
site that create the potential need for street connections as follows:
o

East 30th Avenue, which is under Lane County jurisdiction, abuts the proposed
development to the south. The applicant proposes to provide a street connection which
will connect to the City street system at Spring Boulevard and run parallel to 30th
Avenue at the base of the existing embankment (the Frontage Road).

o

East 29th Avenue is an unimproved street which terminates approximately 400 feet
northwest of the northwest corner of the proposed development. The current terminus
of East 29th is separated from the proposed development by two undeveloped tax lots,
Map/Tax Lot 18-03-04-34-02500, which is owned by the City of Eugene and includes
the Ribbon Trail, and Map/Tax Lot 18-03-04-43-00500 adjacent to and east of the
Ribbon Trail. As part of the purchase agreement a provision was included to allow for a
future right-of-way across the Ribbon Trail if a street connection were required as a
condition of development of the property to the east. Staff has determined that a direct
connection will not be required as a condition of this development because the adjacent
property can gain access to 29th Avenue in the future.

o

Brackenfern Road and Rockrose Lane are planned streets to the north that have been
approved, but not yet constructed per the East Ridge Village PUD. The applicant
proposes a public street connection to Brackenfern Road but is requesting an exception
to connecting to Rockrose Lane.

o

Everglade Avenue, which is an undeveloped public right-of-way which terminates
along the northern boundary of the development site. The applicant is also requesting
an exception to connecting to Everglade Avenue.
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The proposed connection to 30th Avenue and Brackenfern Road will meet the intent of this
standard. The applicant’s requested exceptions to other street connections are discussed below
under subsection EC 9.6815(2)(g).
(c) The proposed development shall include streets that extend to undeveloped or
partially developed land that is adjacent to the development site or that is
separated from the development site by a drainage channel, transmission
easement, survey gap, or similar property condition. The streets shall be in
locations that will enable adjoining properties to connect to the proposed
development’s street system.
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with this standard are adopted as
follows:
The property is surrounded by several undeveloped or partially developed lands. These lands
are addressed below:
o Map/Tax Lot 18-03-04-43-00500, a 22.6-acre undeveloped tract adjacent to the northwest
corner of the proposed development. This property has frontage on Floral Hill Drive,
along its north boundary. The applicant is requesting an exception to providing a public
street connection to this property pursuant to EC 9.6815(2)(g).
o Map/Tax Lot 18-03-04-00801, a 5-acre undeveloped tract located along the northern
boundary of the proposed development, directly west of and abutting the unimproved
Everglade Avenue right-of-way. The applicant is requesting an exception to providing a
public street connection to this property pursuant to EC 9.6815(2)(g).
o East Ridge Village PUD, a 48.40-acre partially developed site along the northern
boundary of the proposed development. The applicant proposes to provide a public street
connection to Brackenfern Road, which will meet the intent of this standard.
o City of Eugene park land (Moon Mountain), a 40.30-acre undeveloped park property
along the northeastern boundary of the proposed development. The applicant is
requesting an exception to providing a public street connection to the Moon Mountain
property pursuant to EC 9.6815(2)(g).
o City of Eugene park land (Coryell Ridge), a 99.50-acre undeveloped park property along
the eastern boundary of the proposed development. The applicant is requesting an
exception to providing a public street connection to the Coryell Ridge property pursuant
to EC 9.6815(2)(g).
o Map/Tax Lot 18-03-10-00-00703, a 24.90-acre undeveloped property along the entire
southern boundary line of the development site. The applicant is requesting an exception
providing a public street connection to this property pursuant to EC 9.6815(2)(g).
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o City of Eugene park land (Ribbon Trail Park), a 7.50-acre undeveloped park property
along the western boundary of the proposed development. The applicant is requesting an
exception to providing a public street connection to the Ribbon Trail Park pursuant to EC
9.6815(2)(g).
The applicant is requesting exceptions for street connections to all the properties discussed above
except the street connection to East Ridge Village PUD and Brackenfern Road. The requested
exceptions are discussed in detail below under subsection EC 9.6815(2)(g).
(d) Secondary access for fire and emergency medical vehicles consistent with EC
9.6870 is required.
As discussed above in relation to the Laurel Hill Plan transportation policies, the applicant relies
on the future connection to Brackenfern Road and the emergency access connection to Spring
Boulevard via the Frontage Road, located at the base of the 30th Avenue embankment to
establish the required fire and emergency vehicle access. The proposed Frontage Road and the
21-foot-wide emergency access will connect to 30th Avenue and provide the required secondary
emergency access until such time as the Brackenfern Road connection is constructed to the
north. Referral comments from the Fire Marshal confirm that the applicant’s proposed access
satisfies the fire code requirements for two fire apparatus access roads for the full development
of the property.
(e) Except for applications proposing needed housing, all applicants shall show that
the proposed street alignment shall minimize excavation and embankment and
avoid impacts to natural resources, including water related features.
As discussed in the applicant’s narrative, the proposed street layout is premised on the
applicant’s objective to minimize cut and fill impacts to the site where steep slopes and Goal 5
resources exist. The applicant has attempted to locate streets where existing impacts from
remnant logging roads already exist, thereby reducing cut and fill and tree removal as much as
possible.
The LHVC object that the proposed development fails to satisfy this criterion because Road A
will cross a Goal 5 resource in two locations. However, this standard does not require that there
be no impacts. The applicant’s design limits the Goal 5 crossings to only two locations, and the
design of the street, including bridges at those crossings, minimizes the impacts of those
crossings. The applicant has demonstrated that this street alignment avoids nearly all impacts to
Goal 5 resources.
(f) In cases where a required street connection would result in the extension of an
existing street that is not improved to city standards and the street has an
inadequate driving surface, the developer shall construct a temporary barrier at
the entrance to the unimproved street section with provision for bicycle,
pedestrian, and emergency vehicle access.
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The potential need for temporary barriers on Brackenfern Road will be determined at the time of
a subsequent Privately Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) permit review process.
(g) In the context of a Type II or Type III land use decision, the city shall grant an
exception to the standards in subsections (2)(b), (c) or (d) if the applicant
demonstrates that any proposed exceptions are consistent with either subsection
1. or 2. Below:
1. The applicant has provided to the city, at his or her expense, a local
street connection study that demonstrates:
a. That the proposed street system meets the intent of street
connectivity provisions of this land use code as expressed in EC
9.6815(1); and
b. How undeveloped or partially developed properties within a
quarter mile can be adequately served by alternative street
layouts.
2. The applicant demonstrates that a connection cannot be made
because of the existence of one or more of the following conditions:
a. Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting
street. Such conditions may include, but are not limited to,
topography or likely impact to natural resource areas such as
wetlands habitat area, or a resource on the National Wetland
Inventory or under protection by state or federal law.
As listed above, the subject property abuts several existing or planned rights-of-way and adjacent
undeveloped or partially developed properties for which the applicant has requested connectivity
exceptions.
As required under EC 9.6815(2)(g)(1), the applicant’s Street Connectivity Study demonstrates
that the proposed street system meets the intent of the EC 9.6815(1) street connectivity
provisions. The study also demonstrates that undeveloped or partially developed properties
within a quarter mile can be adequately served by alternative street layouts. The study establishes
that the existing, proposed and planned roadway systems can and will continue to adequately
serve the subject site and surrounding properties and that additional public street connections
would not necessarily provide a benefit to the site, neighboring properties or the general public.
Based on the evidence provided by the applicant’s Street Connectivity Study, the applicant’s
Street Connectivity Study (Branch Engineering, dated July 29, 2020) demonstrates that the
requested exceptions comply with EC 9.6815(1).
Based on the above analysis, the proposed PUD complies with the EC 9.6815 street connectivity
standards.
EC 9.6830 Intersections of Streets and Alleys
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All proposed street intersections are at or near 90 degrees. All proposed public streets have an
intersection offset greater than 100 feet, which exceeds the minimum 100-foot offset for local
streets.
EC 9.6835 Public Accessways
(1) The city shall require within the development site the dedication to the
public and improvement of accessways for pedestrian and bicyclist use to
connect the development site to adjacent cul-de-sacs or to an adjacent site
that is undeveloped, publicly owned, or developed with an accessway that
connects to the subject site, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate
consistency with constitutional requirements. Public accessways shall
conform to design standards for accessways contained in the “Design
Standards for Eugene Street, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways.
(2) Existing unimproved public accessways on properties adjacent to the
development site shall be improved consistent with the “Design Standards
for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways “if such accessways
are connected to the subject site, provided the city makes findings to
demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. Said
improvements to unimproved public accessways shall connect to the closest
public street or developed accessway.
The development site is not adjacent to a cul-de-sac or to a developed site with an accessway that
connects to this development site. The development site is bordered on its northeast, east and
south by city-owned park land.
As explained in the staff report, staff determined that this standard would require the applicant to
construct and dedicate a 10-foot wide, paved public bike and pedestrian accessway that connects
a public street on the development site to the site’s boundary adjacent to the city park land, if the
city could demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. The staff determined,
however, that it could not make the required demonstration and that, instead, the requirement
would be an impermissible government exaction (i.e. “taking”). The city staff determined that
there was a public interest in the connection and that there was a nexus between that interest and
a condition that would require this developer to dedicate and improve a bicycle-pedestrian
easement that will provide a direct bicycle/ pedestrian connection from this residential
development site to the adjacent park land. However, staff recognized that the requirement to
construct and dedicate a 10-foot wide, paved accessway would be out of proportion to the impact
of the development. Due to that lack of proportionality, staff determined the requirement of EC
9.6835(1) would constitute an unconstitutional exaction. 23
The LHVC and other neighbors argue that the 10-foot accessway is critical to compliance with
the requirement for safe and adequate transportation systems under EC 9.8320(5) and that its
23

In its initial staff report, staff determined that, with the 4-foot natural surface trail staff initially recommended, the
exaction for a 10-footpath path was out of proportion to the impact of the development. As discussed above in
relation to the related SHS policy and in the staff’s March 24, 2021 supplemental memorandum, staff have since
determined that the city cannot constitutionally require either the 4-foot natural surface trail or the 10-foot paved
accessway.
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construction and dedication are within the city’s constitutional authority as legitimate exactions.
As further discussed above with regard to the SHS policy requiring that the developments shall
be reviewed for potential linkage with or to the ridgeline park system, they argue that the
sidewalk access the applicant has proposed to run through the site is inadequate to satisfy the
need for connections to the ridgeline trail system.
Although city staff agrees with the LHVC regarding the desirability of a more substantial
connection to the ridgeline trail system, as the city acknowledges, the city cannot make the
required constitutional findings to justify this taking. At the very least, even assuming a
sufficient public interest and nexus, a requirement to construct and dedicate a 10-foot-wide,
paved accessway to the abutting undeveloped public park land would be out of proportion to the
impact of the development.
The LHVC also summarily argues that proposed development fails to satisfy the requirement of
EC 9.6815(2) that requires existing unimproved public accessways on properties adjacent to the
development to be improved (again provided the city demonstrates consistency with
constitutional requirements.) The LHVC does not, however, explain how this standard applies to
the proposed development.
EC 9.6840 Reserve Strips
In order to prevent access to abutting land at the end of public streets and in order to assure the
proper extension of the street pattern and the orderly development of land lying beyond the
street, EC 9.6840 authorizes the city to require reserve strips for any streets that terminate at the
development site boundary. As depicted on the site plan, the north end of Brackenfern Road is
proposed to terminate at the development site boundary. As discussed in the applicant’s written
statement, until such time as Brackenfern Road is developed north of the subject property, the
applicant’s proposal includes the required dedication of a 1-foot reserve strip at the end of
Brackenfern Road.
EC 9.6845 Special Safety Requirements
No special safety requirements are necessary to discourage use of the streets by non-local motor
vehicle traffic.
EC 9.6850 Street Classification Map
Each of the three proposed public streets is classified as a Local Neighborhood Street. As
discussed below at EC 9.6870 Street Width, the proposed PUD is consistent with the adopted
Street Classification Map, in compliance with this standard.
EC 9.6855 Street Names
As discussed in the staff report, Brackenfern Road is an existing street that will be extended to
the north property line of the development and will provide a future connection to the East Ridge
Village PUD. Otherwise, the remaining streets of the development do not have approved street
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names, but have been given the placeholder names of Frontage Road and Road A. As part of
final subdivision approval, the applicant must propose and obtain approval for those unnamed
streets.
EC 9.6860 Street Right-of-Way Map
The proposed PUD does not amend the right-of-way map. This standard is not applicable.
EC 9.6870 Street Width
As discussed in the staff report, EC 9.6870 requires that street right-of-way and paving widths
conform to those widths designated on the adopted Street Right-of-Way map. When a street
segment right-of-way width is not designated on the adopted Street Right-of-Way map, the
required street width must be the minimum width shown for its type in Table 9.6870 Right-ofWay and Paving Widths. A greater width may be required based on adopted plans and policies,
adopted Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and
Accessways or other factors which, in the judgment of the Planning and Public Works Director
necessitate a greater street width.
The three proposed public streets of the development (Frontage Road, Road A, and Brackenfern
Road) are not identified on the adopted Street Classification Map (Fig. 60 of the Transportation
System Plan 2035) or the adopted right-of-way map (Fig. 61 of the Arterial Street Collector
Plan). Accordingly, they are classified as local residential streets.
Due to the steep topography and multiple Goal 5 protected areas on the site, and in order to
minimize impacts to natural resources on the site, the applicant requests to reduce right-of-way
widths and eliminate sidewalk setbacks. The Local Street Design Standards in the adopted
“Design Standards and Guidelines For Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways”
permits curbside sidewalks and sidewalks on one side of the street in special circumstances, in
order to reduce excess impacts to topography, wetlands, drainageway, and other natural features
(Section F- Sidewalks (5)). Those guidelines specify that “depending on the projected traffic
volumes and any circumstances unique to the location, pavement widths for local residential
streets range from 20 feet to 34 feet with right-of-way widths ranging from 50 feet to 60 feet”.
(Section I- Pavement and Right-of-Way Width (1)). The applicant’s requested reductions are
consistent with the purposes for modifications to the design standards.
The city’s “Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and
Accessways” provides that if the projected Average Daily Trips (ADTs) are at or exceed 750
ADT, the proposed street will be designed as a Medium-Volume Residential Street. As discussed
in the applicant’s Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA), the number of ADTs generated by the proposed
development would classify Frontage Road and Road A as medium volume, local residential
streets, while Brackenfern Road would be classified as a low volume residential street. However,
as discussed in the applicant’s written statement, the applicant proposes to dedicate and construct
all three public streets as medium volume local residential streets. As shown on Sheet 8.0 of the
applicant’s site plan, the applicant is proposing to construct all three public streets as follows:
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o Frontage Road is proposed as a medium volume local street with 50 feet of right-of-way
with 28 feet of paving, curb and gutters, curbside sidewalks with 8-foot sidewalk on one
side and 5-foot sidewalk on the other side. 24
o Road A is proposed as a medium volume local street with 50 feet of right-of-way with 28
feet of paving, curb and gutters, curbside sidewalks with 8-foot sidewalk on one side and
5-foot sidewalk on the other side.
o Brackenfern Road is proposed as a medium volume local street with 50 feet of right-ofway with 28 feet of paving, curb and gutters, curbside sidewalks with 8-foot sidewalk on
side, and 5-foot sidewalk on the other side. Brackenfern Road will connect to the
previously approved street in East Ridge Village PUD to the north.
The proposed public streets satisfy the EC 9.6870 requirements for street widths. The specific
street design and any sidewalk exceptions will be subject to further review as part of the
subsequent PEPI permit process when more specific design details are available.
EC 9.6873 Slope Easements
A noted in the staff report, the applicant’s written statement reflects that there are no proposed
slope easements. However, Sheet 7.0 (Grading Plan) indicates that future slope easements will be
required at the time of PEPI review and final plat. The exact extent of the easements will not be
determined until the PEPI permitting process. Therefore, in order to ensure compliance with this
standard, the staff recommend following condition:
•

On the final plat, the applicant shall dedicate public slope easements for any fills or cuts
that extend beyond the public right-of-way. The final plat shall be consistent with the
approved PEPI plans.

The recommended condition (adopted as Condition 14) is warranted to ensure that future slope
easements are dedicated as needed through the PEPI review and final plat.
Subject to compliance with the recommended condition, the proposed development complies
with the EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 standards for streets, alleys and other public ways.
EC 9.8320(5): The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems
through compliance with the following:
(b) Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including related facilities, as
needed among buildings and related uses on the development site, as well as
24

As noted in the staff report, the applicant proposes the Frontage Road as a City street. Portions of the Frontage
Road will be located at the base of the existing 30th Avenue embankment which is currently within the 30th Avenue
right-of-way, which is under Lane County jurisdiction. Coordination with Lane County will be necessary before the
Frontage Road right-of-way can be dedicated to the City of Eugene. This includes satisfaction of all Lane County
Transportation Engineering Services comments prior to jurisdictional transfer from Lane County to the City of
Eugene. The applicant will also need to obtain a facility permit from Lane County prior to construction of the
portion of Frontage Road within 30th Avenue.
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to adjacent and nearby residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity
centers, office parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings
to demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. “Nearby”
means uses within ¼ mile that can reasonably be expected to be used by
pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably be expected to be
used by bicyclists.
Finding: This criterion relates directly to the proposed PUD itself, requiring that the proposed
onsite transportation system is safe and adequate as it relates both internally and to ‘nearby’ uses.
The proposed public sidewalks and streets of the development demonstrate compliance with the
requirement to provide pedestrian bicycle and transit circulation to adjacent and nearby attractive
features.
EC 9.8320(5): The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems
through compliance with the following:
(c) [t]he provisions of the Traffic Impact Analysis Review of EC 9.8650
through 9.8680 where applicable.
Finding: The applicant’s Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is evaluated below.
Based on the above analysis, incorporating the findings below regarding the applicant’s TIA, the
proposed PUD complies with the requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(a) and (b) to provide safe and
adequate transportation systems.
EC 9.8320(6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety,
including but not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard,
or an impediment to emergency response.
Finding: As also addressed above with regard to the applicable SHS policy, to address the
potential for soil erosion and slope failure, the applicant conducted a detailed Soils and
Geotechnical investigation and analysis, which updates the previous analysis to reflect the
applicant’s current site plan. As summarized in the applicant’s narrative, that investigation
included several exploratory test pits and borings, conducted both on and offsite. The applicant’s
analysis demonstrates that the surface soils and geotechnical structure is stable. As the applicant
explains, there is the potential for slope instability on the site, with steep slopes, ranging from
5% to 50%. The applicant recognizes that landslides have occurred in the area, particularly along
30th Avenue to the southwest of the subject property. However, that landslide area has been
contained with the fill slope constructed for the 30th Avenue off-ramp. The relative slope
instability hazard for the subject site is mapped as “No Hazard”, with areas within the site’s Goal
5 riparian corridors mapped as “Low Hazard or “Moderate Hazard.” The applicant’s Soils and
Geotechnical Report concludes that, based on the soil properties and the slope risk stability
analysis, the risk of existing slope instability is low; and that site risks due to liquefaction,
surface rupture and lateral spreading are either very low or absent. While recognizing the
presence of existing visible and mapped landslides and the potential for shallow surface
sloughing on steeper slopes in drainage channels the analysis concludes that these concerns can
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be mitigated using specific earthwork techniques under geotechnical review and observation. An
erosion prevention permit will be required prior to any ground-disturbing activities.
The LHVC rely on the Geotechnical analysis provided during the initial review of this
application to reassert their objection that the development will pose a significant risk to public
health and safety as a result of soil erosion, slope failure and stormwater. According to that
analysis, the applicant’s proposal to build on top of a “closed-contour” depression (CCD) that
has moved recently poses a significant risk to the public. The LVHC argue that “the presence of
a CCD is considered incontrovertible evidence for a landslide.” (Tim Bradshaw, LHVC Written
Testimony, March 17, 2021, at 18.) The LHVC do not, however, provide any evidence to
challenge the evidence upon which the applicant relies in its updated analysis and conclusions.
The LHVC’s disagreement with the applicant’s geotechnical engineering analysis does not
demonstrate that the proposed development poses a significant risk for slope failure. As
discussed above, the applicant’s geotechnical engineering analysis recognizes the contained
landslide and responds to concerns expressed in the previous site plan, and demonstrates that the
PUD will not post a significant risk to public health and safety based on soil erosion or slope
failure.
Other public health and necessary infrastructure improvements, including stormwater and flood
hazard concerns, are addressed in finding of compliance with EC 9.8320(5)(a), (10)(b) and
(10)(j).
EC 9.8320(7) Adequate public facilities and services are available to the site, or if
public services and facilities are not presently available, the applicant demonstrates
that the services and facilities will be available prior to need. Demonstration of
future availability requires evidence of at least one of the following:
(a) Prior written commitment of public funds by the appropriate public
agencies.
(b) Prior acceptance by the appropriate public agency of a written commitment
by the applicant or other party to provide private services and facilities.
(c) A written commitment to provide for offsetting all added public costs or
early commitment of public funds made necessary by development, submitted
on a form acceptable to the city manager.
Finding: As described in the staff report and reflected in the Public Works Referral comments,
Public Works staff concurs that adequate public utilities and services, including wastewater
service, are presently available to the site or can be extended to serve the proposed development,
in compliance with EC 9.8320(7).
EC 9.8320(8) Residents of the PUD will have sufficient usable recreation area and
open space that is convenient and safely accessible.
Finding: As described above, the subject property adjoins city’s ridgeline park system to the
northeast, east and south. As the city’s ridgeline trail system is improved in the future, residents
of the proposed development will be able to directly access that system from the development’s
sidewalk system. As proposed, within the 37.49-acre clustered residential development site,
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12.42 acres is will be preserved as common open space. In addition, the subject property will
include 59.8 acres of protected forested area.
The LHVC argue that the 12.42 acres of open space is insufficient to satisfy the recreational
needs of the residents of the multi-family development. They also argue that there is no evidence
that the residents will have recreational access to the 59.8 acres of preserved forest.
The usability of some open space on the property, including the 59.8 acres within the FMA, will
focus on its visual and aesthetic open space values. However, given that one third of the
developed portion of the site will be preserved in open space, and given this site’s proximity to
the city’s ridgeline park system, like their neighbors surrounding them, the residents of this
development will have sufficient usable recreation areas and open space available to them that is
convenient and safely accessible, in compliance with this criterion.
EC 9.8320(9): Lots proposed for development with one-family detached dwellings
shall comply with EC 9.2790 Solar Lot Standards or as modified according to
subsection (10) below.
Finding: This criterion applies only to one-family detached dwellings and, therefore, does not
apply to the development on proposed lots 1 through 5, which include only multi-family units.
The eastern two-thirds of the site is proposed as two lots, labeled Lots 6 and 7 as shown on Sheet
3.0. One single-family dwelling is proposed for each lot. Lot 6 meets the solar standards with a
north-south dimension that exceeds 75 feet and a front lot line orientation within 30 degrees of
the east-west axis. Lot 7 appears to qualify for exemption (EC 9.2790(4)(a) Exemptions to the
Solar Lot Requirements) because the lot is sloped more that 20% in a direction greater than 45
degrees east or west of true south.
EC 9.8320(10): The PUD complies with all of the following:
(a) EC 9.2000 through 9.4170 regarding lot dimensions and density
requirements for the subject zone.
Finding: The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with this standard are
adopted as follows:
The provisions of EC 9.2750, Residential Zone Development Standards (for density), and
EC 9.2760, Residential Zone Lot Standards, are applicable in this instance given the R-1
zoning of the subject property.
Lot Dimensions
The western 1/3 of the site consists of the multi-family developed area and is proposed as 5
lots, labeled as Lots 1 through 5. The applicant has requested adjustments for building
setbacks for these five lots and street frontage requirements for Lots 3, 4 and 5. The
requested adjustments are addressed in Section 4 – Adjustment Review of this staff report,
and those findings, which support the requested adjustments are incorporated herein by
reference.
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The eastern 2/3 of the site (referred to as the FMA) is proposed as two lots, labeled Lots 6
and 7 as shown on Sheet 3.0. Both lots exceed the minimum lot dimensions. Lot 6 is located
on the north side of Road A and the west side of Brackenfern Road, is 5.21 acres in size
with a defined single-family homesite area of 0.51 acres. The remainder of Lot 6 is defined
as FMA. Lot 7 is located on the south side of Road A and the east side of Brackenfern
Road, is 55.61 acres in size with a defined single-family homesite area of 0.51 acres. The
remainder of Lot 7 is defined as FMA.
As proposed, Lots 1 through 7 all exceed the maximum lot size of 13,500 square feet for R1 residential lots. Staff is supportive of the requested flexibility in lot design, since these lots
are intended to encompass large areas of land around the multi-family buildings which
include the parking areas for the building clusters, adjacent landscaped areas and protected
Goal 5 areas. In the FMA, two lots are proposed based on the two distinct areas bisected by
Road A and Brackenfern Road, each with a single-family residence intended to act as a
forest manager’s residence for each lot. The large proposed lot sizes are intended to
preserve a majority of the site in its natural condition, which is supported by the intended
flexibility for PUDs noted at EC 9.2761(1)(c) as well as the allowed maximum lot size
exceptions at EC 9.2761(5)(d).
Solar Standards
As discussed above in the findings at EC 9.8320(9) and incorporated herein by reference,
the applicant has demonstrated compliance with the applicable solar standards.
Density
The subject development site is 98.71 acres, with 23.55 acres zoned PRO. The size of the
developable portion of the site is 74.76 acres. EC Table 9.2750 limits the maximum “net”
density to 14 units per acre. Also, as discussed at EC 9.8320(2) in this staff report, the South
Hills Study limits the density of this area to 5 units per “gross” acre. The proposed density
of 5 units per acre therefore complies with density requirements for this area.
/WR Overlay Zone
None of the proposed lots contain more than 33% of combined area of the /WR
conservation setback and Goal 5 resource.
Based on the staff report analysis and findings, the proposed development satisfies
the dimensions and density requirements for the subject zone.
(b) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
EC 9.6500 Easements
Finding: EC 9.6500 authorizes the City to require dedication of easements for wastewater sewer
and other public utilities and access and prohibits obstructions within public easements. As noted
in the staff report, public easements have not been identified on the PUD plans; however, the
applicant indicates that PUEs will be provided where necessary to accommodate utility
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infrastructure. The need for public (and private) easements will be determined at the time of
tentative subdivision review.
EC 9.6500 requires that no building, structure, tree or other obstruction shall be placed on or
located in a public utility easement and that prior to approval of a final PUD, this restriction must
be noted on final site review plans or final plats. Accordingly, staff recommend the following
condition:
•

The following restriction shall be shown on the final plat, “No building, structure, tree or
other obstruction shall be placed or located on or in a Public Utility Easement.”

This condition (adopted as Condition 15) is warranted to ensure compliance.
EC 9.6505 Improvements–Specifications
Finding: EC 9.6505 requires that all public improvements be designed and constructed in
accordance with adopted plans, policies, procedures and standards specified in EC Chapter 7.
The applicant proposes all public improvements to be privately engineered and constructed, in
compliance with EC Chapter 7 requirements. Staff note that the configuration and size of the
proposed improvements will be subject to further review and approval by the City Engineer upon
review of the design and supporting analysis prepared by the applicant’s engineer during the
Privately Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) permit process, prior to final plat approval. An
Engineering and Construction Agreement specifying requirements for the private construction of
public improvements must be submitted with the PEPI construction plans. To ensure compliance,
staff recommend the following condition:
•

The Final PUD site plans shall include a note which indicates that the configuration and
size of public improvements will be subject to review and approval by the City Engineer
in accordance with procedures in Eugene Code Chapter 7 for Privately Engineered Public
Improvements during the PEPI permit process.

This condition (adopted as Condition 16) is warranted to ensure compliance.
EC 9.6505(1) Water Supply
Finding: EC 9.6505(1) requires that water service for the proposed development be provided in
accordance with Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB) policies and procedures.
EWEB referral comments confirm no objections to the proposed development. EWEB’s water
engineering department has been working with the developer's consulting engineer to develop a
water distribution system to serve the proposed development. Off-site improvements will be
necessary to provide water service to the development boundary. To ensure compliance with this
standard, staff recommend the following condition:
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•

The applicant shall provide documentation that EWEB has received a financial guarantee,
ensuring water will be provided to each lot in the plat, prior to final plat approval.

This condition (adopted as Condition 17) is warranted to ensure compliance.
EC 9.6505(2) Sewage
Finding: EC 9.6505(2) specifies public sewage requirements. Public wastewater is available to
the site, which will be served by an extension of the public wastewater system through the PEPI
process, in compliance with this standard.
EC 9.6505(3) Streets and Alleys
EC 9.6505(4) Sidewalks
Finding: EC 9.6505(3) and (4) require all streets in and adjacent to the development site be
paved to the width specified in EC 9.6870, and improved according to adopted standards and
specifications in EC Chapter 7. Required improvements include drainage of all streets and alleys,
as well as curbs and gutters, sidewalks, street trees and street lights designed in accordance with
the “Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and
Accessways”.
As discussed above, the proposed public streets will be constructed through the PEPI permit
process. In order to ensure compliance with the applicable street standards, at the time of final
subdivision review the applicant will be required to submit and obtain an approved street tree
agreement together with a financial guarantee ensuring street trees will be planted and
maintained in accordance with applicable EC 7.280 requirements.
EC 9.6505(5) Bicycle Paths and Accessways
Finding: EC 9.6505(5) includes specifications for required bicycle paths and accessways.
Because there are no bicycle paths or accessways required for the proposed development, this
standard is not applicable.
(c) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special Flood
Hazard Areas – Standards.
Finding: All development within the Special Flood Hazard Area is required to comply with EC
9.6706 through EC 9.6709 apply to areas within a Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the
subject property is not located within a flood plain or special flood hazard area, these standards
are not applicable.
(d) EC 9.6710 Geological and Geotechnical Analysis
Finding: EC 9.6710(3) Exemptions from Geological and Geotechnical Analysis Requirements,
specifically exempts activities on lands in the City’s Goal 5 inventory from analysis under EC
9.6710. As discussed above, the subject property is included on the City’s acknowledged Goal 5
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inventory, in accordance with the April 12, 1978 Scenic Sites Working Paper, which designates
the subject site as Natural Sites of Visual Prominence and Prominent and Plentiful Vegetation.
However, as also previously discussed, both Conditions 1 and 5 of the South Hills Study policy
relating to geotechnical/ geological investigation do exist on the site. Accordingly, the SHS
requires “adequate review of both on-site and off-site impact of any development by a qualified
engineering geologist”. That requirement is addressed above, under the relevant South Hills
Study policy at EC 9.8320(2).
While the subject property is exempt from the analysis required under EC 9.6710(3), to the
extent the requirements of EC 9.6710(3) inform the review required under the SHS, the
applicant’s, updated, detailed geotechnical investigation demonstrates that the site is geologically
stable and that the proposed development can be constructed in a manner that provides for public
health, safety and welfare, as otherwise required under EC 9.6710(3).
(e) EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
Finding: EC 9.6730 includes standards intended to provide safe and efficient on-site pedestrian
circulation. As depicted on the applicant’s site plans, the proposed development provides
pedestrian connections between all residential units and to drive isles and parking areas, with
direct access from sidewalks to building entrances. The proposal includes a network of sidewalks
throughout the development site, so pedestrians can utilize the internal multi-family trail
network. A trail network runs between the townhomes and apartments while avoiding the natural
resource areas and providing additional pedestrian connection. Sidewalks along Frontage Road,
Road A and Brackenfern Road will be 8 feet wide on one side and 5 feet wide on the other side
to accommodate needed pedestrian connections. The applicant’s proposed on-site pedestrian
circulation complies with all applicable EC 9.6730 standards.
(f) EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this land use code, no building or
structure shall be erected or altered except on a lot fronting or
abutting on a public street or having access to a public street over a
private street or easement of record approved in accordance with
provisions contained in this land use code.
Finding: In compliance with this standard, all seven of the proposed lots will have legal access
to a public street either directly or over an easement of record.
(g) EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
Finding: This standard ensures adequate right-of-way between existing and proposed structures
to enable future street improvements to city standards. Because all proposed streets are new
streets, no special setback is required.
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(h) EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
Finding: The applicant’s written narrative and site plans indicate that all on-site utilities will be
placed underground, in accordance with EC 9.6775 standards.
(i) EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
These standards apply to all proposed intersections. The applicant’s site plan (Sheet 12.1) depict
vision clearance areas (VCAs) at most of the proposed public intersections, which show no
apparent visual obstructions that would pose a hazard to the traveling public. However, there is
no VCA depicted at the proposed intersection of Spring Boulevard and the Frontage Road.
Accordingly, staff recommend the following condition:
•

An updated site plan, depicting a vision clearance area at the intersection of Spring
Boulevard and Frontage Road will be required at the time of Final PUD approval.

This condition (adopted as Condition 18) is warranted to ensure compliance with this standard.
(j) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow
control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and
operation and maintenance.
EC 9.6791 Stormwater Flood Control
Finding: The staff report includes the following detailed analysis and conclusions, based on
evaluation and Referral Comments from Public Works staff, regarding the applicant’s proposal
to comply with the EC 9.6791 through 9.6797:
EC 9.6791 Stormwater Flood Control
In order to protect lives and properties from flood and drainage hazards, stormwater runoff
from development sites (as calculated utilizing the Rational Method and considering all
developments having received tentative or final plan approval) shall be discharged into
existing stormwater flood control facilities that have the capacity to handle the stormwater
runoff; or, be retained or detained onsite; or, discharged into a new stormwater flood control
facility constructed by the applicant. Proposed and required stormwater flood control
facilities are required [to] be designed and constructed in conformance with the Stormwater
Management Manual. The applicant calculated the stormwater runoff using software which
utilizes the Santa Barbara Unit Hydrograph Method. This method is acceptable and is
considered an equivalent hydrological analysis to the Rational Method.
Referral comments from Public Works staff note the project is located within four City subbasins identified in the Eugene Stormwater Basin Master plan. More specifically basins RA080, RA-090 and RA-100 of the Laurel Hill basin plan and a non-delineated portion of the
of the Willamette Basin. The proposed development activity and new impervious surfaces
are located within the Laurel Hill basin. The area within the Willamette basin is part of the
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forest preserve and does not include proposed impervious surfaces that would require
conformance with stormwater development standards.
The applicant has proposed that impervious surfaces are collected with piped systems,
runoff is detained with properly sized detention vaults, and treated with filter strips before
discharging into headwater drainages. Lot 2 is proposing to use filtration planters to detain
and treat stormwater runoff before discharging through weep holes to the piped system. The
two single-family lots are proposed to treat runoff to the filtration standard and detain runoff
before discharging to a weepholes to the piped system. A portion of proposed Brackenfern
[Road] is collected with piped systems, runoff is detained with properly sized detention
vaults, and treated with a propriety treatment system before being discharged to the
proposed pipe system within the proposed Brackenfern Road. Existing runoff from the forest
reserve remains unchanged and will continue to drain via natural drainage ways. All sub
basins identified for development will route runoff through structural detention vaults prior
to discharge to their corresponding natural and manmade drainages. Structural detention
vaults are an approved method in the Stormwater Management Manual for detaining
stormwater. The proposed detention techniques also satisfy the Flow Control Standard
requirement in EC 9.6793 as discussed below.
The applicant’s stormwater report demonstrates that runoff from all proposed impervious
areas will be routed through appropriately sized detention facilities prior to discharging to
appropriate natural and manmade conveyances. The post-development flows are equal to or
less than pre-development flows. Furthermore, the technique is consistent with drainage law
and other PUD criteria that encourage maximizing existing vegetation and minimizing site
impacts from grading or other improvements. Therefore, the standard in EC 9.6791 has
been met.
The LHVC argue that the proposed development fails to comply with EC 9.6791 regarding
stormwater flood control. The LHVC and other neighbors argue that development will result in
excessive stormwater runoff onto their properties in violation of this standard, as well as EC
9.8320(11), discussed below. None of the arguments, however, address how the detailed
measures proposed by the applicant are insufficient to adequately address stormwater runoff. As
evaluated and determined by Public Works staff, the applicant’s stormwater report demonstrates
that all stormwater runoff will be discharged in compliance with city standards designed to
ensure protection of lives and properties from flood and drainage hazards, and stormwater runoff
from development sites
Based on the applicant’s stormwater study, as further evaluated by Public Works, the proposed
development complies with the city’s stormwater flood control standards.
EC 9.6792 Stormwater Quality
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6792 are adopted as
follows:
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In order to reduce runoff pollution and mitigate the volume, duration, time of concentration
and rate of stormwater runoff from the development, the applicant must select, size, and
locate stormwater quality facilities from the Stormwater Management Manual to treat the
stormwater runoff from the proposed development. The proposal includes more than 1,000
square feet of impervious surface so the standard in EC 9.6792(3) is applicable. The
standard in EC 9.6792(3) requires conformance with the water quality treatment hierarchy.
The hierarchy requires the prioritization of green infrastructure.
The applicant has proposed stormwater treatment facilities consistent with the filtration
standards including structural detention, filter strips, filtration planters and proprietary
treatment technologies. The applicant has proposed to treat all stormwater runoff from
impervious surfaces with detention vaults, filter strips, filtration planters and proprietary
treatment technologies. The two proposed [single] family lots have identified infiltration
limiting criteria and proposed filtration systems at the time of future building permit
consistent with the standard in EC 9.6792(3)(a). Level spreaders with filter strips and
stormwater planters are approved water quality treatment facilities that meet filtration
criteria in the Stormwater Management Manual. The applicant has proposed to size the level
spreaders and filters strips and stormwater planters in accordance with the Stormwater
Management Manual. The proprietary treatment device for Brackenfern Road meets the
mechanical treatment device standards in the Stormwater Management Manual.
Unimproved lands within the development site do not require conformance with the
standards in EC 9.6792(3).
The applicant’s stormwater report and plan demonstrate that runoff from all proposed
impervious [areas] will be routed through appropriately sized water quality facilities that
treat runoff prior to discharging to appropriate natural and manmade conveyances. The
conceptual water quality facilities are in conformance with the standards in the Stormwater
Management Manual. Furthermore, the techniques are consistent with drainage law and
other PUD criteria that encourage maximizing existing vegetation and minimizing site
impacts from grading or other improvements.
Based on the findings above the standard in EC 9.6792 has been met.
EC 9.6793 Stormwater Flow Control (Headwaters)
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6793 are adopted as
follows:
Since the development site is above 500 feet in elevation and contains Headwater Streams,
the implementation of flow control is required. Per the Stormwater Analysis submitted with
the application, detention systems are proposed for all basins in order to meet the flow
control requirements. The applicant’s stormwater report demonstrates that post-development
peak flows will be equal to or less than pre-development peak flows from all proposed
impervious surfaces.
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The applicant has demonstrated that runoff from all proposed impervious areas will be
routed through appropriately sized detention facilities prior to discharging to appropriate
natural and manmade conveyances. Furthermore, the technique is consistent with other PUD
criteria that encourage maximizing existing vegetation and minimizing site impacts from
grading or other improvements.
Based on the findings above the standard in EC 9.6793 has been met.
EC 9.6794 Stormwater Oil Control
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6794 are adopted as
follows:
The proposal will result in greater than 100 off street parking spaces and the standard in
9.6794(3) applies. The applicant has proposed to use techniques that meet the standards in
the Stormwater Management Manual. The standards in the stormwater management manual
require a detailed design to implement. The applicant has addressed the standard, proposed
acceptable techniques and confirmed implementation of the detailed requirements at the
time of site devolvement with detailed engineering design.
Based on the findings above, the standard in EC 9.6794 is met.
EC 9.6795 Stormwater Source Controls
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6795 are adopted as
follows:
The proposal includes uses listed in the 9.6795(2). The application identifies the potential
for covered or structured parking. It is also expected that the proposed 374-unit multifamily
project will have a need for solid waste storage areas. Therefore, the standard in EC
9.6795(3) will apply at the time of future development with a more detailed design. The
applicant has identified the potential to address the standard but not addressed it directly.
Therefore, the following condition is warranted to meet the standards in EC 9.6795:
•

At the time of site development, the applicant shall conform to the source control
standards in the current Stormwater Management Manual for any used identified in EC
9.6795(2)(a)-(h).

Based on the findings above and condition of approval (adopted as Condition 19), the standard in
EC 9.6795 has been met.
EC 9.6796 Dedication of Stormwater Easements
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6793 are adopted as
follows:
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Subsection (3)(a) requires the dedication of public stormwater easements where necessary to
extend public drainage facilities and services to adjoining properties. As noted on the
applicant’s site plans (Sheet 6.0 – Stormwater Plan), Public Easements have been identified
in areas where public stormwater lines are outside of the proposed dedicated right-of-way.
As an informational item, staff notes that the need for additional public (and private)
stormwater easements may be determined at the time of the tentative subdivision review,
final plat review, and PEPI review.
Based on the findings above the standard in EC 9.6796 has been met.
EC 9.6797 Stormwater Operation and Maintenance
The staff report analysis and findings regarding compliance with EC 9.6793 are adopted as
follows:
Applications proposing public facilities that treat runoff from right-of-way must conform to
the standards in EC 9.6797(2). The applicant has proposed public facilities to serve runoff
from public roadways. Operations and maintenance requirements for private systems will be
reviewed and applied at the time of site development. Maintenance responsibilities have
been proposed and are acceptable to City, however the following condition is warranted to
ensure compliance with the standard in EC 9.6797(2):
•

Public stormwater improvements shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the Privately Engineered Public Improvement (PEPI) process and the Public
Improvements Design Standard (PIDS) Manual.

Based on the above findings, and subject to compliance with the above-listed condition (adopted
as Condition 20) and future permit requirements, the stormwater development standards have
been met.
(k) All other applicable development standards for features explicitly
included in the application except where the applicant has shown that a
proposed noncompliance is consistent with the purposes set out in EC
9.8300 Purpose of Planned Unit Development.
Finding: The applicant has submitted an Adjustment Review Request, discussed below, that
requests adjustments to specified development standards. In addition, the applicant has requested
proposed noncompliance for building heights of several of the proposed multi-family structures.
The applicant has also proposed noncompliance with the Building Height standard of EC Table
9.2750. As discussed in the staff report, and as depicted in that table, the R-1 zone establishes a
maximum building height of 30 feet. However, EC Figure 9.0500 provides for an additional 10
feet of height on sites with significant grade changes. The subject property includes qualifying
significant grade changes. As a result of the significant slopes on the site, the applicant requests
flexibility to modify the height limitations for some of the townhome and apartment building.
The specific locations of the height modified buildings are included in the applicant’s site plan
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(Sheet 3.1-A) and the proposed modifications are detailed in a Multi-Family Standard
Supplemented (dated September 9, 2020) as follows:
Proposed Non-Compliance for Townhouse Building height
Lot and Building
Height Increase
Lot and building
Height Increase
Number (Lot.Bldg)
(Feet)
number (Lot.Bldg)
(Feet)
1.9
1
5.40
9
3.1
2
5.61
1
3.2
10
5.65
4
3.5
4
5.70
3
3.9
2
5.71
6
3.10
10
5.72
8
3.12
8
5.75
3
3.18
6
5.76
7
4.16
3
5.77
10
4.17
3
Proposed Non-Compliance for Apartment Building Height
Lot and Building
Height Increase
Lot and Building
Height Increase
Number (Lot.Bldg)
(Feet)
Number (Lot.Bldg)
(Feet)
2.200
5
3.130
5
2.400
5
5.460
5
2.600
5
5.480
5
2.800
5
5.660
5
3.70
5
-

The applicant’s elevation drawings illustrate that all proposed buildings are set against steeply
sloped hillside terrain which creates difficulties in achieving compliance with height restriction
on the downhill portion of a building. Many of the buildings are stair-stepped along hillsides so
that roof lines are staggered and broken up. As a result, the additional height requested will not
dominate or limit visibility for on-site and off-site residences. Allowing additional height will
ensure a variety of housing types which enhances the character and livability of Eugene’s
neighborhoods consistent with the intent of the multi-family standards. To ensure compliance
with the requested noncompliance to the standard for maximum building height, staff
recommend the following condition:
•

The Final PUD site plans shall include a table that lists all buildings proposed for height
increase and the amount of height increase for each building, similar to the table shown in
the applicant’s submitted Multi-Family Standards Supplement dated September 9, 2020.

With this condition of approval (adopted as Condition 21) and approval of the requested noncompliance to building height standards as part of the PUD, the applicable standard is met.
In addition to the development standards that are explicitly included in the application, the staff
report also addresses development standards that may or will become applicable, as the
development in compliance with the approved PUD progresses. The staff evaluation and findings
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regarding those standards, related to bicycle and motor vehicle parking, and numerous residential
and multi-family development standards, including relevant conditions related to those standards,
are adopted and incorporated here.
Subject to compliance with the conditions noted and incorporated above (adopted as Conditions
22-28), the application satisfies this criterion.
EC 9.8320(11): The proposed development shall have minimal off-site impacts,
including such impacts as traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and environmental
quality.
Finding: As discussed below, based on the anticipated traffic to be generated by the proposed
development, the applicant was required to submit a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA). The
applicant’s TIA provides a thorough analysis of the existing transportation system and the
surrounding street system, accounting for the additional impact from the proposed development.
That TIA concludes that, with the development, all intersections are anticipated to operate above
the current minimum level of mobility. The staff report includes a thorough evaluation of all
TIA criteria.
The LHVC argue that the applicant’s TIA does not sufficiently address EC 9.8650, which sets
forth the purpose of a TIA. The Purpose Statement, however, does not include any approval
criteria; nor do any TIA approval criteria require the TIA to address the purpose of EC 9.8650.
The LHVC also express concern regarding traffic impacts from the proposed development;
disagreeing with the applicant’s traffic engineering analysis, and arguing that the applicant has
not consulted with ODOT regarding impacts to the I-5 interchange. They also express numerous
objections to the impact they believe the local street connection from the end of Brackenfern
Road, via Road A and the Frontage Road, to East 30th, will have on traffic across the Laurel Hill
Valley. The LHVC do not, however, address the findings of the TIA that reflect the actual traffic
anticipated to be generated by the proposed developments street layout or the lack of impact the
development is expected to have on the I-5 interchange.
With regard to noise, the residential use of the property is anticipated to generate only noise
generally associated with residential use, which will be typical to any of the surrounding
residential uses. It is not anticipated to cause substantial off-site impacts.
The findings of compliance with EC 9.8320(10)(j) include a detailed stormwater management
evaluation, which reflect that the applicant’s stormwater report demonstrates that runoff from all
proposed impervious areas will be routed through appropriately sized detention facilities prior to
discharging to appropriate natural and manmade conveyances. The post-development flows are
equal to or less than pre-development flows and is consistent with drainage law and other PUD
criteria that encourage maximizing existing vegetation and minimizing site impacts from grading
or other improvements.
The LHVC and other neighbors also argue that development will result in excessive stormwater
runoff onto their properties in violation of this standard, because the applicant’s plan “ignores
the runoff of downslope properties that shed runoff to the vulnerable and lower elevated homes
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and properties to the north. Instead, it defers this responsibility to the building permit level,
requiring the Planning department and Neighborhood Associations to monitor and scrutinize
individual building projects in the years to come.” (Tim Bradshaw, LHVC Written Testimony,
March 17, 2021, page 22.)
The expressed concerns regarding stormwater runoff do not challenge or respond to the analysis
in the applicant’s stormwater report or the Public Works evaluation of it. As described above and
as detailed in the applicant’s stormwater plans, the applicant’s stormwater runoff plan does not
defer responsibility. As engineered, the stormwater will be routed to detention facilities and
appropriately discharged. As conditioned, the applicant is held responsible for compliance with
this requirement. The concerns expressed do not provide any evidence that the applicant’s
detailed stormwater management evaluation inappropriately defers compliance with stormwater
management standards.
As the staff note, to maintain the site’s natural features and environmental quality, the applicant
has proposed multiple techniques to minimize impacts to natural resources on the development
site. Minimizing grade disturbance, with roads proposed along old logging roads previously cut
into the site, proposing only one public street through the development site (Road A) with
curbside sidewalks and narrow private drives will reduce cut and fill on steep slopes. Road A is
proposed to cross Goal 5 resources in only two locations with the use of bridges to better
preserve the resource area. The road-related disturbances will impact less than 10% of the site.
The applicant’s layout preserves the majority of riparian and wetland resource areas on the site
and includes a 40-foot riparian/wetland conservation setback to encompass the Goal 5 resource
areas on the site. Over 73% of the site is proposed to remain as natural open space area. The
FMP will protect the conservation areas with the intent of restoring these areas with a full canopy
of trees. As an ongoing effort, the FMP is proposed to manage and restore the majority of the site
that will be preserved, which will enhance the site’s environmental quality.
The applicant has adequately demonstrated the proposed development will have minimal off-site
impacts related to traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and environmental quality, in compliance
with this criterion.
EC 9.8320(12): The proposed development shall be reasonably compatible and
harmonious with adjacent and nearby land uses.
Finding: The proposed PUD is located in an area that is zoned and developed primarily for lowdensity residential use. As a low-density residential development within a similar low- density
residential neighborhood, the proposed PUD will be compatible and harmonious with the
adjacent residential uses.
The LHVC and several neighbors in the surrounding single-family neighborhoods express
concern that the proposed multi-family units will not be ‘compatible’ or “harmonious” with
surrounding land uses because townhomes and apartments are not “reasonably compatible and
harmonious units.” (Tim Bradshaw, LHVC Written Testimony, March 17, 2021, page 22.)
While the words ‘compatible’ and ‘harmonious’ are not defined in the city’s code, this standard
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requires consideration of these terms in relation to adjacent and nearby ‘land uses.’ Multifamily” and “single-family” homes are the same residential “land use”. Within the context of the
PUD criteria, the applicant proposes to develop an R-1 zoned neighborhood adjoining a R-1
zoned residential neighborhood. There are no adjacent or nearby other land uses that could
introduce issues of compatibility or harmony.
The proposed PUD satisfies this standard.
EC 9.8320(13): If the tentative PUD application proposes a land division, nothing
in the approval of the tentative application exempts future land divisions from
compliance with state or local surveying requirements.
Finding: The applicant proposes to divide the subject property into 7 lots and 4 tracts of
common open space. Nothing in the approval of this tentative PUD application exempts the
future land division application from compliance with state or local surveying requirements.
As required by the tentative subdivision approval criteria at EC 9.8515(12), subsequent land
division applications must be consistent with the approved PUD.
EC 9.8320(14): If the proposed PUD is located within a special area zone, the
applicant shall demonstrate that the proposal is consistent with the purpose(s) of
the special area zone.
Finding: The subject property is not located within a special area zone and, therefore, this
criterion is not applicable.
EC 9.8320 (15) For property with the /SR Site Review Overly Zone the PUD
complies with any additional site-specific criteria that were specified at the time the
/SR designation was applied to the property.
Finding: The property does not have the /SR Site Review Overlay Zone and, therefore, this
criterion is not applicable.
PUD Conclusion: Based on the above findings and analysis, and subject to compliance with the
conditions of approval listed above, the proposed PUD satisfies all applicable approval criteria.
2. Standards Review
EC 9.4930(3) requires Standards Review for construction of public improvements within /WR
Conservation Areas. As explained in the applicant’s narrative, the proposed development
includes several public improvements that are subject to Standards review. 25
The public improvements subject to the Standards Review under EC 9.4930(3) are set forth in
EC 9.4980. The staff report reviews each of the requested improvements for compliance with
25

As noted in the staff report, a Standards Review application is typically subject to the Type II application
procedures. In this case, the applicant has elected to incorporate the Standard Review into its Type III PUD
application.
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each of the applicable development standards and recommends findings of compliance with each
of those standards. The Hearing Official finds that the staff report correctly evaluates the
requested Standards Review against each of the applicable approval criteria and adopts and
incorporates the staff report analysis and findings, including the recommended conditions of
approval.
Based on those incorporated analysis and findings, and subject to compliance with the
conditions of approval included in the staff’s analysis (adopted as Conditions 29-36), the
proposed improvements subject to Standards Review satisfy all applicable development
standards.
3. Traffic Impact Analysis
Pursuant to EC 9.8670(1), a proposed development requires a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) if
[t]he development will generate 100 or more vehicle trips during any peak hour. At full buildout, the proposed development is projected to generate 151 AM peak hour trips and 189 PM
peak hour trips and, therefore a TIA is required.
The required TIA is subject to evaluation for compliance with applicable criteria set forth in EC
9.8680(1).
The staff report reviews the applicant’s TIA for compliance with each of the applicable approval
criteria and recommends findings of compliance with each of those criteria. The Hearing
Official finds that the staff report correctly evaluates the requested TIA against each of the
applicable approval criteria and adopts and incorporates the staff report analysis and findings,
including the recommended conditions.
Based on those incorporated analysis and findings, and subject to compliance with the
conditions of approval included in the staff’s analysis (adopted as Conditions 37-40), the TIA
satisfies all applicable approval criteria.
4. Adjustment Review
EC 9.8015 provides for the adjustment of development standards specified in EC 9.8020 in order
to encourage design proposal that respond to the intent of the code in an efficient and effective
manner. As permitted under EC 9.8020, the applicant has requested adjustments to five MultiFamily development standards.
The staff report reviews each of the requested adjustments for compliance with the applicable
adjustment criteria and recommends findings of compliance with each of those criteria. The
Hearing Official finds that the staff report correctly evaluates each requested adjustment against
each of the applicable criteria and adopts and incorporates the staff report analysis and findings.
Based on those incorporated analysis and findings, the proposed adjustments satisfy all
applicable approval criteria.
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DECISION
Based on the above analysis and findings, and subject to the conditions noted above, the hearings
official APPROVES the application for the LaurelRidge PUD, Standards Review, Traffic Impact
Analysis and Adjustment Review.

Virginia Gustafson Lucker
Hearings Official
Dated this 22nd day April, 2021.
Mailed this _____ day of April, 2021.
SEE NOTICE OF HEARINGS OFFICIAL DECISION FOR STATEMENT OF APPEAL
RIGHTS
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Attachment E
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Sean Malone
planninginfo@eugene-or.gov; GIOELLO Nick R
Fw: Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Appeal Packet for LaurelRidge PUD (PDT 18-3; SDR 18-3; ARA 20-28; TIA 18-4)
Monday, May 10, 2021 3:36:24 PM
Appeal Packet.pdf

]

Hi Nick,
Resending this as I got a bounce-back from the planninginfo email address. Trying again.
Thanks,
Sean Malone
Attorney at Law
259 E. Fifth Ave.
Suite 200-C
Eugene, OR 97401
ph. 303.859.0403
seanmalone8@hotmail.com

From: Sean Malone
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 3:32 PM
To: planninginfo@eugene-or.gov <planninginfo@eugene-or.gov>; GIOELLO Nick R
<NGioello@eugene-or.gov>; Wostmann, Jan <jw@efn.org>; Paul Orum <paul_orum@yahoo.com>;
Bill Blix <wbblix@comcast.net>; Tom Bruno <enlightenedphotographer@gmail.com>; Tim Bradshaw
<yeti8757@gmail.com>; caroline s cox <caroline.s.cox@protonmail.com>
Subject: Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Appeal Packet for LaurelRidge PUD (PDT 18-3; SDR 18-3; ARA 2028; TIA 18-4)

Nick,
Please find attached the appeal packet on behalf of the Laurel Hill Valley Citizens for the
LaurelRidge PUD (PDT 18-3; SDR 18-3; ARA 20-28; TIA 18-4), which consists of the appeal
form, appeal narrative, and exhibits A - D (all of which are copies of documents already in the
record).  
My understanding is that appeal has already been provided.  
Please let me know if you need anything further.
Thank you,
Sean Malone
Attorney at Law
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259 E. Fifth Ave.
Suite 200-C
Eugene, OR 97401
ph. 303.859.0403
seanmalone8@hotmail.com
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Sean T. Malone
Attorney at Law
259 E. Fifth Ave.,
Suite 200-C
Eugene, OR 97401

Tel. (303) 859-0403
Fax (650) 471-7366
seanmalone8@hotmail.com

May 10, 2021
Via Email
Nick Gioello, Associate Planner
City of Eugene
99 W. 10th Ave
Eugene OR 97401
(541) 682-5481
Re: Narrative Appeal Statement – Appeal of Hearings Official’s decision for
Laurel Ridge PUD (PDT 18/3/SDR 18-3/ARA 20-28/TIA 18-4)

Laurel Hill Valley Citizens (LHVC) hereby appeals the Hearings Official’s
decision, as noted in the appeal form, of planning actions PDT 18/3, SDR 18-3, ARA 2028, and TIA 18-4. LHVC participated below and is a neighborhood group or official
organization officially recognized by the city that includes the area of the subject
property. Steve King, Environ-Metal Properties LLC is the owner of the property.
Issues on appeal are based on the record and limited to the issues raised in
the record:
Issue 1: The Hearings Official misconstrued the Laurel Hill Plan refinement plan,
which includes the East Laurel Hill Development Node Plan, and the South Hills
Study refinement plan by allowing a connection to 30th Avenue.
At issue are two transportation policies from the 1974 Laurel Hill Plan and an
additional policy from the 1982 plan update. Two policies from the 1974 Laurel Hill
Plan include the following:
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Policy 1. No arterial or limited access road will be allowed within the boundaries
of the Valley which would connect the Glenwood interchange on Interstate 5 to
30th Avenue or Spring Boulevard.
Policy 2. No arterial or limited access road will be allowed within the Valley
except as necessary to serve Valley residents, as it would physically divide and
thus destroy the neighborhood.
The following transportation policy was included in the “East Laurel Hill Area” portion
of the Laurel Hill Plan for the 1982 update:
“Policy: The Glenwood collector shall be designed to avoid breaking up large and
existing properties, improve the intersection alignment of the Laurel HillGlenwood over-pass and maintain safe site distance. It shall serve as the primary
access to future residential development south of the node, but terminate and
diffuse into other roads serving the area. No connection to 30th Avenue shall be
made.”
Generally speaking, City Staff conflated the two 1974 policies with the 1982 policy and
failed to read the 1982 policy in the context of the entire 1982 policy, as well as ignored
the legislative history1 provided by the very individuals that were engaged in the process
that gave rise to the policies at issue.
The Hearings Official first recounts staff’s position on the effect of the policy:
“Based on the proposed street configuration, because the Glenwood Connector
(aka the Brackenfern connector) terminates at the property’s northern boundary,
the city has determined that the proposed development is consistent with the 1982
policy.”
Hearings Official decision at 27. This interpretation misconstrues the standard for two
reasons. First, this interpretation reads the policy as repetitive. The policy unequivocally
states that the Glenwood Connector (Brackenfern) will terminate. Under the City’s
interpretation, the subsequent command that “[n]o connection to 30th Avenue shall be
made” is already satisfied by the termination of the Glenwood Connector. The last
sentence is essentially meaningless under such an interpretation because the standard
would already be satisfied by terminating the Glenwood Connector. This conclusion

1

See Jan Wostmann Testimony, March 17, 2021 (providing background of 1972
and 1982 process by the LHVC residents).
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ignores the preceding command that upon termination, the Glenwood Connector would
“diffuse into other roads serving the area.” It is these roads that would then not connect
to 30th Avenue, the very thing that the Hearings Official allows.
The Hearings Official mischaracterizes LHVC’s position, alleging that LHVC has
not paid attention to the context and then goes so far as to suggest that the Laurel Hill
Plan suggests that no street in the City could connect to 30th Avenue:
“The question of whether the proposed street system complies with the 1982
policy depends on the meaning of ‘No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.’
While the LHVC and other neighbors argue that the term is ‘unequivocal and clear
on its face,’ without understanding its context, in fact its meaning is not clear.
Read without any context, ‘No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made’ would
mean that no street may connect to 30th Avenue; it would require a street with no
connection.”
Hearings Official decision at 28. As is evident from their testimony, the LHVC was
aware of the relevant context, and the Hearings Official’s attempt to cast the policy as
allowing no street connection to 30th in the City is ridiculous, a position that is neither
advocated by nor advanced by the LHVC. LHVC understood that the policy applies to
the immediately preceding subject: the streets stemming from the termination of the
Glenwood Collector that “diffuse into other roads serving the area.” The Hearings
Official’s purported starting point appears to miscast the LHVC’s arguments.
The Hearings Official next improves upon characterizing LHVC’s arguments, but
then mischaracterizes the appellant’s position, which does not represent the applicant’s
lack of support for the road through the site that connects E. 30th to Brackenfern2:
“Essentially, the city and the applicant interpret the term ‘No connection to 30th
Avenue shall be made’ to mean that ‘No connection from the Glenwood
Connector to 30th Avenue shall be made.’ The LHVC and other neighbors
2

The applicant notes that
“[t]he extension of the road through the site, connecting E. 30th on the south to the
Brackenfern ROW on the north, is not needed tomake the project work. It is an
expensive addition to the project. It breaks up the forest management area into
two pieces, thus increasing management problems and increasing externalities
from trespass. However, it is included in this proposal because the city Staff said
it must be included to implement connectivity standards in the code. Again, the
Applicant is keen on complying with staff recommendations to get staff support.”
Kloos letter, April 2, 2021.
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interpret the sentence to mean that ‘No connection between the Glenwood
Connector and 30th Avenue shall be made.”
Hearings Official decision at 28 (emphases in original). As noted in the footnote, the
position attributed to staff and the applicant is more accurately attributed to staff.
Moreover, as noted above, the argument attributable to staff is nonsensical because it is
already known that the Glenwood Connector must terminate according to the policies.
The further argument that it is the Glenwood Connector that cannot connect to 30th
Avenue wholly ignores the requirement that the Glenwood Connector already terminate.
That alone should disprove City Staff’s and the Hearings Official’s reading of the policy.
From the initial mischaracterization, the Hearings Official continues to misconstrue
LHVC’s position as one bereft of context, alleging that “[d]etermining of [sic] meaning
of this sentence requires an examination of its context. It is not a separate policy and
cannot be read in isolation from the rest of the policy of which it is a part.” LHVC does
not disagree, and LHVC does rely on context.
Next, the Hearings Official makes a significant error when concluding that the “no
connection to 30th avenue” refers to the Glenwood Connector:
“the 1982 policy required that it was to ‘terminate and diffuse into other roads
serving the area.’ Read in the context of the rest of the policy – and the rest of the
Laurel Hill Plan – the final sentence of that 1982 policy ‘No connection to 30th
Avenue shall be made’ refers to the Glenwood Connector ….”
As noted above, this interpretation does not give each portion of the policy meaning
because it reads a repetition into the policy. There is already language in the policy about
the Glenwood Connector terminating, and, therefore, there is no need for another
command that there should be no connection between the Glenwood Connector and 30th
Avenue. The Hearings Official’s interpretation renders the policy repetitive and fails to
give meaning to the language about termination. More problematic is that the Hearings
Official ignores the language about “diffuse[ing] into other roads serving the area,” which
immediately precedes the language about “no connection to 30th Avenue.” Clearly, the
“no connection” language is referring to the diffused streets, not the Glenwood Connector
that is already established to have terminated.
The Hearings Official then begins to conflate the 1974 policies, which had their
own specific purpose, and the 1982 policy, which had another specific purpose. While
they must be read in context, they cannot be conflated. The Hearings Official alleges
that:
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“As a whole, the 1982 policy is directed only at the Glenwood Connector and
prohibits that connector from becoming a major thruway through the Laurel hill
Valley to the arterial at 30th Avenue. Consistent with the 1972 policies, the 1982
policy reinforced that even as it was extended to serve as the primary access to the
Laurel Hill area, the Glenwood Connector would terminate and not connect to 30th
Avenue. That policy, however, does not, prohibit all vehicular access between the
termination of the Glenwood Connector and 30th Avenue. Instead, by its terms,
the 1982 policy requires that the Glenwood Collector ‘terminate and diffuse’ to
other streets. Those other streets that it ‘diffuses’ to are not addressed in the
policy. The policy neither speaks to nor prohibits their connections to 30th
Avenue.”
The 1974 policies already prohibited any major thruway through Laurel Hill Valley. It
was the 1982 policy that then terminated that major thruway (i.e., the Glenwood
Connector) and diffused the collector into smaller streets. The next sentence then
prohibits the connection of those diffused streets to 30th Avenue. The Hearings Official’s
allegation that the policy speaks not to the “diffused streets” fails to acknowledge the
sentence that immediately follows. This reading is consistent with the policy’s plain
language, context, and the goal and introduction cited by the Hearings Official.
The Hearings Official and City Staff have run into an unanticipated problem with
the plain language and context of the policies. The available alternative is to amend the
plan through legislation, not attempt to legislate through interpretation. The issue here is
not dissimilar to that which arose in Foland v. Jackson County, 215 Or App 157, 168 P3d
1238 (2007). There, Jackson County attempted to interpret its local code provisions for
destination resorts. The county’s destination resort process contains three stages: the
conceptual site plan, the preliminary development plan, and the final development plan.
Id. at 1238-39. Each contains a deadline, and Jackson County’s land development
ordinance establishes a three-year deadline for the approval of a final development plan
once the preliminary development plan has been approved. Id. at 1239. After more than
one remand on the preliminary development plan, the matter before Jackson County
remained on remand for over 10 years. Id. The applicant submitted the modified
preliminary development plan and opponents argued that the approval had long since
expired. Id. Jackson County rejected opponents’ argument and interpreted the applicable
provisions to conclude “that the land development ordinance deadlines apply only to
cases in which the county has given final approval at each stage; according to the county,
the time limits are, in effect, tolled during the period of appeal to LUBA and during any
remand that may follow[.]” Id. Before LUBA, opponents argued that the interpretation
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was contrary to the express language of the ordinance. Id. LUBA agreed and noted that
“[t]here is a fatal problem with the county’s purported ‘interpretation’ of the … LDO
sections. The county has not interpreted the quoted LDO sections, it has attempted to
rewrite them to address a problem that the drafters apparently did not expressly
anticipate.” Id. at 1240. LUBA concluded that:
“[t]he county is certainly free to amend these sections to address any concerns it
may have about whether LUBA appeals might make complying with the deadlines
established by those section difficult or impossible. But the county is not free to
insert new terms or concepts into those LDO sections without amending those
LDO sections.”
Id. The same is true here. The City Staff and Hearings Official are attempting to rewrite
its code provisions through an alleged interpretation by inserting terms where they do not
exist. See ORS 174.010 (“In the construction of a statute, the office of the judge is
simply to ascertain and declare what is, in terms or in substance, contained therein, not to
insert what has been omitted, or to omit what has been inserted; and where there are
several provisions or particulars such construction is, if possible, to be adopted as will
give effect to all.”). In doing so, what is occurring is not so much an interpretation that
arises from some ambiguity in the text of the code but rather ignoring the plain meaning
of the text, context3, and legislative history from those that were there at the time the
policies were enacted to come to a conclusion that is inconsistent with the policy. The
Hearings Official cannot legislate away the policy by way of an interpretation. The only
way to legislate a change to the refinement plan is through a Type IV land use procedure
as outlined in EC 9.8421.
Next, the Hearings Official alleges that the City’s street connectivity requirements
at EC 9.6815(1) would not be satisfied without a connection to 30th Avenue because the
code requires “connectivity in order to create a street system that, in part, does not create
excessive travel lengths, efficiently and safely accommodates emergency vehicles, and
ensure streets are interconnected.” While there is no easily available modification to the
plan policies at issue, absent legislation, there is available to the applicant a street

3

As noted repeatedly in the LHVC testimony, the Hearings Official failed to give any
effect to the diagram that shows the diffusion of streets after termination of the Glenwood
Connector and specifically states: “No connection to 30th Ave.”). See Exhibit D at 5.
This reinforces the plain language of the policy and shows that it is not the Glenwood
Connector that is not to be connected (because it already terminates) but rather the streets
that diffuse out of the Glenwood Connector that cannot connect to 30th Avenue.
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connectivity exception, provided within the code. See EC 9.6815 (“In the context of a
Type II or Type III land use decision, the city shall grant an exception to the standards in
subsections (2)(b), (c) or (d) if the applicant demonstrates that any proposed exceptions
are consistent with either subsection 1. or 2. Below: ….”). Notably, the Hearings Official
does not identify what is specifically inconsistent about the LHVC’s interpretation and
the connectivity standards. Moreover, there is nothing to raise a code provision above a
refinement plan policy.
Next, the Hearings Official alleges that the LHVC interpretation would be
inconsistent with Fire Marshall comments. The Hearings Official raises a comment by
the Fire Marshall above the land use criterion of 1982 Laurel Hill Plan, even when an
exception is available to the applicant. Even the applicant “urges that … an alternative
condition be attached to this approval to, effectively, restrict Brackenfern to allow its use
only by pedestrians, cyclists and emergency vehicles. The Hearings Official rejects this
potential alternative by alleging that other criteria would not be satisfied (despite the
allowance for exceptions) but fails to articulate the specifics of those alleged
inconsistencies.
In support of this appeal issue, the LHVC attaches hereto and incorporates into
this appeal issue the documents and portions of documents listed below, all of which are
pertinent to the above appeal issue:
• “Opposition to allowing a ‘connection’ from Brackenfern Road (formerly knonw
as ‘Glenwood collector”) to 30th Ave. & Opposition to approval of PDT 18-3
Laurel Ridge PUD,” March 31, 2021, Submitted by Tom Bruno (Exhibit A).
• Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Testimony, March 29, 2021, Page 2 (“Street
Connectivity & Laurel Hill Plan”) (Exhibit B)
• Jan Wostmann Testimony, March 17, 2021 (Exhibit C).
• Laurel Hill Valle Citizens Testimony, March 17, 2021 (Exhibit D)

Issue 2: The Hearings Official misconstrued policies, code provisions, and other
plans related to linkage to park sites and the ridgeline trail system.
The Hearings Official misconstrued policies, code provisions, and other plans
related to linkage to park sites and the ridgeline trail system. The Hearings Official also
misconstrued and failed to give effect to planned pedestrian and bicycle facilities found
in the Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan, the Eugene Pedestrian and Bicycle
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Master Plan (March 2012), the Eugene Trails Plan (March 2016), and the South Hills
Study, including the following policies:
• “all proposed developments in the South Hills area be reviewed to
determine if connecting linkages are possible between various park sites…”
(EC 9.9630(1)(b)); and
• “all developments shall be reviewed for potential linkage with or to the
ridgeline system” (EC 9.9630(3)(h)).
Applicable Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan policies include the
following:
• Policy F.4 – Require improvements that encourage transit, bicycles, and
pedestrians in new commercial, public, mixed use, and multi-unit
residential development.
• Policy F.22 – Construct and improve the region’s bikeway system and
provide bicycle system support facilities for both new development and
redevelopment/expansion.
• Policy F.24 – Require bikeways to connect new development with nearby
neighborhood activity centers and major destinations.
• Policy F.26 – Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated
with adjacent land uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and
convenience of walking.
• Policy F.27 – Provide for a continuous pedestrian network with reasonably
direct travel routes between destination points.
Other provisions include EC 9.6835(1)4 and EC 9.8320(8)5. The Hearings Official
viewed these policies in isolation and not within their appropriate context. For example,
while the Hearings Official found that EC 9.9630(1)(b) and EC 9.9630(3)(h) are not
EC 9.6835(1) provides as follows: “The city shall require within the development site
the dedication to the public and improvement of accessways for pedestrian and bicyclist
use to connect the development site to adjacent cul-de-sacs or to an adjacent site that is
undeveloped, publicly owned, or developed with an accessway that connects to the
subject site, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with
constitutional requirements. Public accessways shall conform to design standards for
accessways contained in the “Design Standards for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways
and Accessways.”
5
EC 9.8320(8) provides as follows: Residents of the PUD will have sufficient usable
recreation area and open space that is convenient and safely accessible.
4
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mandatory approval criteria, the Hearings Official failed to analyze these policies in light
of the context provided by the other policies identified above that use mandatory terms,
such as “require,” “construct and improve,” and “provide for.” This stands in stark
contrast to the Hearings Official’s reliance on context, comments from others, and even
non-applicable criteria in relation to the “no connection to 30th Avenue” issue. Simply
put, when placed within its appropriate context, the provision
Moreover, the Hearings Official (1) failed to explain how residents of the
proposed PUD will walk to Black Oak Basin park area of the ridgeline trail or at the very
least “review to determine” whether such a connection is possible or feasible; (2) failing
to address low-cost alternatives to the developer, such as a city-built trail, that would not
constitute a “takings” and also failing to ; and (3) failing to apply EC 9.6805 to allow a
right-of-way for a city constructed soft-surface trail as originally proposed6.
The Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan (Feb. 2008) stresses
connectivity of an open space recreational corridor spanning areas between Fern Ridge
Reservoir and the Buford Recreation Area. This plan shows a shared use trail (soft
surface) from 30th Ave. to Moon Mountain Park (map, p. 15). This plan states that “key
connections to this lineal open space system should be provided from adjacent
neighborhoods, schools, parks, natural areas, and other community destinations” (p.11).
The LaurelRidge PUD could easily provide multiple “key connections” to this open space
and planned trail but fails to do so.
Instead of a shared-use path, the applicant proposes an 8-foot curbside sidewalk
along Brackenfern Blvd, Road A, and frontage road to Spring Blvd. The city staff report
calls this proposal “generally consistent” with the shared-use path project (March 2021,
p. 84). However, the wide sidewalk does not meet the city’s design standards for a
shared-use path at any point over its entire length. The Design Standards and Guidelines
for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways (November 1999, p.41)
defines shared-use paths: “Bicycle/pedestrian paths are facilities that are physically
separated from motorized traffic by an open space or barrier.” The city’s Public
Improvement Design Standards Manual 2016, Appendix E-1, Shared-Use Path Standard
EC 9.6805 provides as follows: “As a condition of any development, the city may
require dedication of public ways for bicycle and/or pedestrian use as well as for streets
and alleys, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with
constitutional requirements. Public ways for pedestrian and bicycle accessways, streets
and alleys to be dedicated to the public by the applicant shall conform with the adopted
Street Right of way Map, and EC Table 9.6870.”
6
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Detail is a 20-foot right of way, 12-foot path width, with two-foot shoulders on each side
as a clear zone free of obstructions.
The adopted Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan and the Eugene Pedestrian
and Bicycle Master Plan (March 2012) include a “shared use path” connecting East 30th
Ave. to Moon Mountain Drive southern terminus (Project 242, p.30). See Map 7,
Proposed Bicycle Network – South Hills (p.48). The applicant is not required to construct
the project, but also may not impede its eventual development. Moreover, the project
must meet certain standards.
The Hearings Official generally concludes that “the multi-use path proposed by
the applicant sufficiently provides for potential linkage to the ridgeline park system.”
This single trail connection is insufficient by itself. Requiring one access linkage to one
park area does not satisfy linkages between various park sites as well as the ridgeline
system. The sole city-required trail connection (later withdrawn) was to run generally
North-South, from near the intersection of a future extension of Brackenfern and
proposed Road A to the southern edge of the site. As such, it does not fully address EastWest trail connectivity linking the future Ridgeline Trail to the Ribbon Trail. The
applicants propose pedestrian access to the Ribbon Trail (to the west) by way of the
Frontage Road near 30th Ave. However, the applicant does not explain how a pedestrian
would get most directly from the Frontage Road to the closest point on the future
Ridgeline Trail (to the southeast).
The Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan and the Eugene Pedestrian and
Bicycle Master Plan (March 2012) include a “shared use path” from East 30th Ave. to
Moon Mountain Drive across the PUD site (Project 242). Instead of a shared-use path,
the applicant proposes a wide curbside sidewalk. The city staff report calls this “generally
consistent” with the shared-use path project. However, the wide sidewalk does not meet
the city’s design standards for a shared-use path at any point over its entire length –
roughly a mile. Nothing about the site requires a 100% exemption from design standards.
City design standards define shared-use paths as “physically separated from motorized
traffic by an open space or barrier” with specific width dimensions. Shared-use paths are
off-road spaces, separate from the roadway network, where vehicle access isn’t
permitted. The city staff report concludes that the Public Accessways requirements of EC
9.6835 exceed constitutional allowances for “takings.” However, there is no “taking.”
Planned public accessways were discounted in the price the owner paid for the property.
The owner knew, or should have known, about this public access requirement at the time
of purchase. EC 9.6835, EC 9.6505(5), and EC 9.6805 should, therefore, apply.
10 – LAUREL HILL VALLEY CITIZENS APPEAL NARRATIVE
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For the reasons above and in the attached record documents, I respectfully request
that the Planning Commission either reverse or modify the Hearings Official’s decison.
Sincerely,

Sean T. Malone
Attorney for Laurel Hill Valley Citizens
Cc:
Client
Enclosure:
• “Opposition to allowing a ‘connection’ from Brackenfern Road (formerly knonw
as ‘Glenwood collector”) to 30th Ave. & Opposition to approval of PDT 18-3
Laurel Ridge PUD,” March 31, 2021, Submitted by Tom Bruno (Exhibit A).
• Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Testimony, March 29, 2021, Page 2 (“Street
Connectivity & Laurel Hill Plan”) (Exhibit B)
• Jan Wostmann Testimony, March 17, 2021 (Exhibit C).
• Laurel Hill Valle Citizens Testimony, March 17, 2021 (Exhibit D)
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Exhibit A
Opposition to allowing a “connection” from
Brackenfern Road (formerly known as “Glenwood collector”) to 30th Ave.
& Opposition to approval of PDT 18-3 Laurel Ridge PUD
Submitted:

On behalf of owners in East Ridge Village
by Thomas A. Bruno, President, East Ridge Village Homeowners Association
2716 Brackenfern Road, Eugene, Oregon 97403
Tel. 703.402.6511
Date Submitted: March 31, 2021
Second open-record period: This testimony directly responds to the Memorandum from Nicholas
Gioello, dated March 24, 2021.

“No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.”
Laurel Hill Plan
“In this first level of analysis, the text of the statutory provision itself is the starting point
for interpretation and is the best evidence of the legislature’s intent.”
PGE v. Bureau of Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606 (1993)

Planning Division staff’s attempt to preserve their prior conclusion, despite omitting a critical policy
In their prior analysis, the Planning Division staff failed to include a critical policy in the Laurel Hill Plan
that prohibits any connection from Brackenfern Road to 30th Ave.1 East Ridge Village HOA appreciates
the staff correcting the ommission by including the additional policy in their Response Memorandum.
However, the Memorandum impermissibly twists the plain language of this additional policy in a
manner that, to appearances at least, serves mainly to maintain the staff’s former conclusions.
In any case, the straightforward plan language and supporting facts prove that staff’s conclusion that the
proposed connection from Brackenfern Road to 30th Ave. would be allowed by the policy is entirely
without supporting evidence or merit. Staff’s unsupported theory that the policy allows a connection by
way of any road with a classification lower than “collector” must be rejected, and the application must
be denied.
Laurel Hill Plan Policy and Land Use Diagram (1982 Update)
The following comprehensive plan policy (below) and Land Use Diagram (following page) unequivocally
prohibit a “connection” from Brackenfern Road (formerly known as “Glenwood collector”) to 30th Ave.
EC 9.9590 Laurel Hill Plan Policies (1982 Update)
***
(3) East Laurel Hill Area, Land Use and Future Urban Design. The Glenwood collector shall be
designed to avoid breaking up large and existing properties, improve the intersection
alignment of the Laurel Hill-Glenwood overpass, and maintain safe sight distance. It shall
serve as the primary access to future residential development south of the floating node,
but terminate and diffuse into other roads serving the area. No connection to 30th Avenue
shall be made. (Section II Policy)
1

“Staff acknowledges an error of omission in the initial staff report.” March 24, 2021 Memorandum from Nicholas
Gioello, page 3.
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Exhibit A
Laurel Hill Plan Land Use Diagram2 – East Laurel Hill Development Node Detail Map

2

The Laurel Hill Plan Table of Contents lists “Land Use Diagram” as the second appendix. The plan diagram
references the map above as follows: “See Development Node Map for details”.
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Exhibit A
Context maps and street classifications
The following excerpts from the 2009 City of Eugene Street Classification Map and the Google street
and aerial map views clearly show that Brackenfern Road (identified as “Brackenfern Blvd” on the
Google maps) below Snowberry Road is classified as “existing” and “future” “Neighborhood Collector.”

Google maps
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Exhibit A
The “existing” portion of Brackenfern Road extends to the boundary of Tax Map 18-03-03-33. (See
below.)
The “future” portion of Brackenfern Road is shown as extending into Tax Map 18-03-10-00. Although
these classification details for Brackenfern Road are not essential to correctly interpret the Laurel Hill
Plan policy, the fact is that the entirety of Brackenfern Road shown on the Street Classification Map is
classified as “Major Collector” or “Neighborhood Collector.” Nowhere is any part of the existing or
future Brackenfern Road shown as “Local” or “Residential.”
As to the future of Brackenfern Road, the Laurel Hill Plan policy states precisely that the “Glenwood
collector” (now Brackenfern Road) would “terminate and diffuse into other roads serving the area.”
(Underlining added.) Nowhere is there any indication that any portion of Brackenfern Road, existing or
future, would be anything other than a “collector.” Planning Division staff apparently ignored this
provision of the policy in their analysis and then misrepresented the proposed extension of Brackenfern
Road to the proposed PUD as a “local residential street.” Staff’s incorrect representation of Brackenfern
Road is just one of several staff errors leading to the misconstrual of the applicable Laurel Hill Plan
policiy and Land Use Diagram.
This part of the policy, which staff seems to have overlooked, adds weight to the proper interpretation
of the policy because the policy dictates unequivocally that the “collector street” will “terminate,” and
that “other” roads are to serve the neighborhood area beyond the terminus of the collector. There is no
mention or implication that these “other” roads were intended or permitted to provide a “connection”
to 30th Ave. In contrast, if the “other” roads were to include a connection to W. 30th, they would as a
consequence serve areas far beyond the area just beyond the terminus of the “Glenwood collector.”

Staff comments
“This policy discusses the limitation on extending the ‘Glenwood collector’ from I-5 south to
30th Avenue. As discussed in the initial staff report, the local residential streets in East Ridge
Village PUD to the north of the subject property and the proposed local residential streets in this
development, will ensure there is no collector street extending through to 30th Avenue. As
presented in the LHVC testimony, the crux of this additional policy relates the last sentence
where it states that no connection to 30th Avenue shall be made. Staff’s reading of this policy is
that it precludes the connection of what is referred to as the ‘Glenwood collector’ and has since
been renamed as Brackenfern Road.
Page |4
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“As discussed in the initial staff report, the classification of Brakenfern [sic] Road reduces from
its collector status farther to the north, to that of a local residential street by the time it would
reach the subject property and the proposed connection to Road A and then 30th Avenue (via
the Frontage Road and Spring Boulevard). Staff believes this policy read in full context does
prohibit the connection of a collector status street to 30th Avenue, but that the proposed local
residential street connection does not violate the policy.”
March 24, 2021 Memorandum from Nicholas Gioello, page 4.
Staff misleadingly frames the policy as if it addresses only the future of the Glenwood Connector itself:
“This policy discusses the limitation on extending the ‘Glenwood collector’ from I-5 south to 30th
Avenue.”
The intent for the Glenwood Collector is clearly stated: “It shall serve as the primary access to future
residential development south of the floating node.” Associated with this intent are two – not just one –
relevant constraints:
a) The first constraint requires “terminating” the Glenwood Collector before it would enter the
southern residential areas. This constraint obviously expresses a “limitation on extending the
Glenwood Collector.” But the policy’s limitation on the Glenwood Collector is specifically that it
would not go further into the neighborhood to the south. Staff has recast this as a limitation
that Glenwood Collector not “extend … to 30th Avenue,” but that is not what the policy text says.
b) The sentence following the requirement that the Glenwood Collector terminate requires “No
connection to 30th Avenue shall be made” meaning simply that there can be no connection
made from the terminus of Glenwood Collector to 30th Ave. This separate constraint is not about
whether Glenwood Collector can be extended – that constraint was already stated explicitly in
the previous sentence.
And that exposes the error in staff’s misrepresentation of the policy. Because, according to
staff’s misreading of the policy, the final sentence in this policy would be unnecessary and would
have no independent meaning or purpose if it were limited only to not extending Glenwood
Collector to connect with W. 30th Ave.3 Inescapably, staff’s reading would fail to follow the ORS
174.010 requirement that “where there are several provisions or particulars such construction
is, if possible, to be adopted as will give effect to all.”
This was not the only staff misrepresentation of the policy text. Staff’s statement that “the classification
of Brakenfern [sic] Road reduces from its collector status farther to the north, to that of a local
residential street by the time it would reach the subject property” is also false. The true facts are:
a) The policy explicitly says that Glenwood collector (now Brackenfern Road) will “terminate and
diffuse into other roads serving the area.” That contradicts that the planned “collector” road
itself (i.e., now Brackenfern Road) would “reduce its collector status.”
b) The City Street Classification Map, above, shows the entirety of the “future” portion of
Brackenfern Road (the dashed line) as a “Neighborhood Collector.”
Brackenfern Road was intended to be a “Collector” street for its entire length, and other, local roads
beyond the terminus of this collector were to spread out into the neighborhood area. The fact that the
applicant’s plan shows Brackenfern Road continuing as a local street is simply another way that the
proposed PUD conflicts with the policy requirement to terminate Brackenfern Road.4 It in no way
represents what the plan policy intended or justifies the staff conclusion.
3

4

Because the policy requires Glenwood Collector to be “terminated” well before it would reach 30th Ave., it would
be redundant to add a following sentence: “Oh, and you can’t extend Glenwood Collector to 30th Ave.”
According to the rules of construction, the two constraints must each serve some function, so the final sentence
cannot just express in a different manner a constraint that is already implemented by the prior sentence.
Obviously, the local road could be named differently to avoid this conflict with the plan policy. The point here is
that staff is attempting to rely on the misnamed road in the PUD plan as if it has bearing on applying the policy.
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Exhibit A
Staff violation of ORS rules of construction
ORS 174.010 General rule for construction of statutes
“In the construction of a statute, the office of the judge is simply to ascertain and declare what
is, in terms or in substance, contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted, or to omit
what has been inserted; and where there are several provisions or particulars such construction
is, if possible, to be adopted as will give effect to all.”
There is another central and critical error in addition to the misrepresentations of the policy exposed
above. Staff has improperly injected “collector” into the “crux” of the policy5, i.e., that “No connection to
30th Avenue shall be made.” As anyone can plainly see, the word “connector” doesn’t appear in the
“crux” of the policy.
There is also no context (despite staff’s erroneous assertions) that would even hint that this policy
meant “No connection by a collector street,” as staff has manufactured.
If the only concern that the elected Eugene City Council had intended to address when they adopted this
policy was a connection by way of a certain class of street, the elected officials would have simply added
the necessary language to the policy and to the Land Use Diagram. The elected officials did not do that,
and they certainly cannot be assumed to have thought such an intent would be clearly understood by a
Hearings Official almost 40 years later. Unfortunately in this case, staff has, wittingly or unwittingly,
“hacked” the policy language with the insertion of “by a collector street” into the text that the elected
officials actually adopted.
The language of the policy cannot reasonably be viewed as just some inadvertent lack of explicitness by
the elected officials. There was every reason for the City Council to adopt a policy that prohibits any
connection by any class of street because it would have been well understood by governing officials that
when a new connection such as the one now proposed – connecting two heavily travelled roads
(Franklin Blvd. and 30th Avenue) – is created, there is likely to be a substantial increase in faster, nonlocal traffic using the new “shortcut.” It would have been prudent to prohibit any such future
connection.
To correctly apply the statutory rules of construction, the Hearings Official must reject staff’s “insert[ing]
what has been omitted.” And with that, staff’s argument falls entirely apart.
Throughout this section of the Memorandum staff plays loose with their language, thus obscuring the
plain and simple meaning of the policy, e.g., in the following excerpts:
•

5

“[L]ocal residential streets … ensure there is no collector street extending through to 30th
Avenue.”
By referencing “collector street” as if this term were actually part of the policy, staff seems to be
diverting the Hearings Official’s attention from the fact that the proposed local streets would
undeniably, and by the staff’s own words (see below), provide a “connection to 30th Ave.”

Staff acknowledges that “[T]he crux of this additional policy relates the last sentence where it states that no
connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.”
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•

“this policy … precludes the connection of what is referred to as the “Glenwood collector …”
This ungrammatical statement appears to assert: “precludes the connection by way of what is
referred to as the “Glenwood collector.” If that is what staff is saying, their statement
unjustifiably narrows the scope of the policy without providing any basis in the text.
In any case, no matter what this statement is supposed to assert, it seems another attempt to
have decision makers focus on the Planning Division staff’s “connection by a collector street”
“straw man” instead of applying the plain and simple words in the policy and Land Use Diagram.

•

“prohibit[s] the connection of a collector status street to 30th Avenue but that the proposed local
residential street connection does not violate the policy.”
Staff’s claim here is just a final repetition of their false narrative that the policy and Land Use
Diagram prohibit[s] the connection only if it were made by means of a collector status street all
the way to 30th Avenue. No matter how badly staff mangles the English language in their
Memorandum, the plain English of the policy remains intact and determinant.
As demonstrated, staff’s argument fails to hew to the actual text in the policy and neglects to apply the
basic rules of construction. In sum, their argument is bereft of evidence or legal justification other than:
“Staff believes this policy read in full context ….” Yet staff provides no “context” at all, other than the
false assertion that “the classification of Brakenfern [sic] Road reduces from its collector status farther
to the north, to that of a local residential street.”6
Ironically, in the end, staff defeats their own arguments by describing precisely that the subject road to
and across the anticipated PUD is a “proposed connection to … 30th Avenue” Well, a “connection to 30th
Ave.” is what the policy and Land Use Diagram expressly prohibit.
Staff’s attempt to negate the policy by citing irrelevant other approval criteria
Apparently unable to make a plausible case based on the actual text of the Laurel Hill Plan, staff resorts
to manufacturing a claim that some other approval criterion “competes” with the straightforward
enforcement of the Laurel Hill Plan policy.
“In staff’s view, the applicable street connectivity standards present a competing public interest
in having an interconnected street system that achieves a variety of intended purposes as
outlined in the initial staff report and reflected at EC 9.6815(1).”
As the Hearings Official undoubtedly knows, there is no inherent relief from meeting one mandatory
approval criterion (i.e., no connection to 30th Ave.) just because complying with that criterion (i.e., not
creating a prohibited connection) would mean the application as submitted would not comply with an
independent, mandatory approval criterion (i.e., “street connectivity”). The applicant’s only choice in
this case is to modify the application to comply with both standards.
The attempt to use this “competing” criterion is meritless, and the Hearings Official must ignore such an
irrelevant argument.

6

PGE v. Bureau of Labor and Industries permits the use of context in the first stage of analysis when the text is not
clear as it stands. In this case: a) The text is perfectly clear; and b) staff has provided no specific context or
argument other than their unsupported hand-waving “read in full context.” In addition, ORS 174.020 permits
that “a party may offer the legislative history of the statute.” State v. Gaines, 346 Or 160, 171-72 (2009)
However, staff neither raises nor cites to any relevant legislative history.
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Conclusion
In the end there is nothing complex or uncertain about this policy. Here are the five simple,
incontrovertible facts:
•

Currently there is NO CONNECTION from Brackenfern Road (the same road formerly identified
as “Glenwood Collector”) to 30th Ave.

•

The Laurel Ridge PUD application unequivocally proposes to CREATE A CONNECTION from
Brackenfern Road to 30th Ave. (Staff’s own statements confirm this fact.)

•

The Laurel Hill Plan policy and Land Use Diagram state: “No connection to 30th Avenue shall be
made.” EC 9.9590(3).

•

Therefore, Laurel Ridge PUD application does not conform with this Laurel Hill Plan adopted
policy.

•

Therefore, The Laurel Ridge PUD application does not comply with the mandatory approval
criterion: EC 9.8320(2) “The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted refinement plan
policies.”

The application, as submitted, must be denied.
_________________
Respectfully signed and submitted individually and jointly in opposition to approval of PDT 18-3:
Thomas Bruno, BS, MS (Society of Logistics Engineers)
Lynn T Bruno, BA, BS, MSPH, CPA
2716 Brackenfern Road, Eugene, Oregon telephone 703-402-6511
Larry Jones, Retired CPA, Secretary and first president of East Ridge Village - HOA
2777 Pinerock Dr, Eugene, Oregon 97403 telephone 541-359-5338
Donald Miller, PE in eight states to include Oregon,
2617 Laurel Hill Dr, Eugene, Oregon telephone 541-632-0128
Jeff Nelson, BS Engineering, BA in Economics
2575 Laurel Hill Dr, Eugene, Oregon telephone 541-514-7577
Myung Gyu Kim
2619 Laurel Hill Dr, Eugene, Oregon telephone 213-241-9359
Jaewoo Kim, Phd, Business Administration
2720 Pinerock Dr, Eugene, Oregon telephone 319-471-0598
Deborah Morrison
3015 Oakfern Road, Eugene, Oregon telephone 941-954-4872
Thomas Thai, former VP Wells Fargo Bank
2744 Pinerock Drive, Eugene, Oregon telephone 612-220-6220
Scott and Imogene Cully
2790 Pinerock Drive, Eugene, Oregon telephone 541-884-5407
Robert and Carol Dusine, Para Legal
2755 Pinerock Dr, Eugene, Oregon telephone 541-359-5293
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March 29, 2021
Hearing Official
Ms. Virginia Gustafson Lucker
c/o Mr. Nick Gioello, Associate Planner
City of Eugene
99 West 10th Ave.
Eugene OR 97401
NGioello@eugene-or.gov
Re: PDT-18-0003 - Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Response to City Staff Open Record Memo
On March 24, 2021 City Staff provided an Open Record Memo with the purpose of
clarifying several issues raised by the applicant and Laurel Hill Valley Citizens (LHVC). This
memorandum is the LHVC response to that memo.
Prior to the March 17, 2021 Hearing on the Laurel Ridge PUD, City staff evaluated the PUD
application and responded with multiple staff recommendations and conditions. In the
March 24th Open Record Memo Staff revised some of their initial recommendations. The
Open Record Memo covered 3 topics: Ridgeline Trail Connection, Street Connectivity &
Laurel Hill Plan Policies, and Tree Preservation & Forest Management. LHVC response will
follow the same format.
Ridgeline Trail Connection
City Staff has withdrawn their original recommendation for conditional approval relative
to Ridgeline Trail Connection. That original conditional approval recommendation required
the applicant to adhere to the criteria set forth in the South Hills Study requiring that the
applicant provide a public easement for a natural Surface Trail prior to final plat. Staff
bases their change of opinion on their reading of EC 9.6835(1) stating that enforcing this
requirement is out of proportion and would exceed the constitutional allowances for
“taking”.
LHVC provided the following in our March 17 th response to the PUD application: (pg.13):
The city staff report concludes that applying this requirement would exceed constitutional
allowances for “takings” (March 2021, pp.38-40). However, the owner knew or should
have known at the time of purchase about this public access requirement and that the site
lies within the future path of long-planned hiking and biking trails. Thus, there is no
“taking” since the obligation to accommodate public accessways in future development
was reflected in the price paid for the property. Therefore, EC 9.6835 and relevant design
standards apply to pedestrian and bicyclist accessways within and connecting to the
development site. As such, the standards of EC 9.6505(5) Bicycle Paths and Accessways

LaurelHillValleyCitizens@gmail.com

●

2716 Brackenfern Blvd

●

Eugene, OR 97403

●

www.lhvc.org
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also apply to the site, per the city staff report discussion (March 2021, p.47), as do the requirements of EC 9.6805
Dedication of Public Ways (March 2021, p.34).
LHVC continues to believe that trail linkages to the ridgeline park system as originally proposed by the city as a condition
of approval are necessary to meet the criteria of EC 9.9630(1)(b), EC 9.9630(3)(h), EC 9.8320(2), EC 9.8320(8), EC 9.6835,
EC 9.6505(5), and EC 9.6805, the South Hills Study, the 2035 Transportation System Plan, and the Laurel Hill Plan. Actual
trails could be constructed by the developer or by the city. We agree with the City’s original proposed condition for
approval requiring public access requirement and see no reason for City to withdraw their recommendation.
Street Connectivity & Laurel Hill Plan
The following is a summary of the LHVC position regarding Street Connectivity & Laurel Hill Plan Policies as addressed by
staff in their 3/24/2021 memo, page 3.
Our claim that the Transportation Policy on page 16 of the 1982 update of the Laurel Hill Plan prohibits any connection to
30th Avenue still stands. Rather than repeat ourselves here, please see our previous written testimony, and our verbal
presentation at the public hearing. The fact that the words "No connection to 30th Ave." occur twice in the update
makes it abundantly clear that it is not a scriveners error for "collector". Clearly "connection" means any connecting
roadway that allows traffic to get from Glenwood Ave. to 30th Ave.
We agree that this prohibition will necessitate adjustments to PDT 18-3 and perhaps the supporting traffic analysis. We
will leave it up to the applicant and staff to figure out what those adjustments might be and whether or not they can be
accomplished by Conditions of Approval. For us, denial of this revised PUD application is a perfectly acceptable option.
What is not allowed, however, is to call upon a competing public interest (in this case street connectivity standards) to
nullify a refinement plan policy. City code (wisely) allows only one way to amend an adopted refinement plan, and that
is through a Type IV land use procedure as outlined in EC 9.8421. This indicates that refinement plan policies enjoy a
more rigorous standing than other standards (such as street connectivity) which have a built-in procedure for granting
exceptions.
We urge the Hearing Official to honor the letter as well as the intent of the 1982 update of Laurel Hill Plan and not allow
any connecting street through the valley to 30th Avenue. There are several solutions to this difficult situation that do not
result in a connection to 30th from the valley, and LHVC remains willing to negotiate with the applicant and City staff to
find one.

Tree Preservation and Forest Management


Staff recommends a Type II land use application process to address inappropriately deferring a determination of
consistency with the PUD criteria to a later date without sufficient opportunity for public input. (pg.6). LHVC
believes that Type II itself does not provide enough opportunity for public input. We recommend a Type III land
use application process.
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City staff has 2 separate conditional approval proposals in their March 17 th Staff Recommendations to govern
tree preservation:
Condition 6 contains approval conditions specific to the FMP and has subsections A-H.
Condition 7 contains conditions for tree preservation in the development area containing the multi-family units
and has subsections A-F. City Staff has added an additional subsection condition of approval to Condition 7 of
their initial Staff report that was inadvertently left out.
In the City’s Open Record Memo, the staff suggests that if the HO determines that the Forest Management Plan
does not meet the requirements of EC9.8320(4)(b) and (c) for tree preservation then “staff recommends revising
Condition 7 to include the entirety of the Forest Management Area as a way to ensure the compliance with EC
9.8320(4)(b) and (c). In that case, the requirements of Condition 7 would replace or otherwise supersede those
of Condition 6, and the remaining significant trees within the FMA would also need to be clearly labeled on any
Final PUD site plans as trees to be preserved.” (page 7)
LHVC’s position is that if the HO determines that the Forest Management Plan does not meet the criteria of
EC9.8320(4)(b) and (c) for tree preservation, then the application needs to be denied; not replaced by the
weaker solution suggested by staff. We assert that condition 7 is weaker because the trees in the FMP have not
been included in the tree survey, so there is no way to know at the time of Tentative PUD approval whether an
adequate number of trees are marked for preservation, nor whether the location of the trees to be preserved in
the FMP meet the tree preservation criteria of the South Hills Study as required by EC 9.8320(2). The staff
solution would be an inappropriate deferral of a determination of consistency with a PUD approval criterion to a
later date without sufficient opportunity for public input. Condition 6 as proposed by staff, is stronger because it
identifies the FMA as non-buildable open space and limits tree removal to invasive and non-native species, and
dead, fallen, dying, damaged, or otherwise unhealthy trees. Condition 6 more adequately meets the tree
preservation criteria.



LHVC proposes addition of the language indicated below (in yellow) in the City’s Condition 6 (H) to make the
requirements clearer:
H. The owner(s) of the Forest Management Area lots shall submit any proposed amendments to the currently
approved 5-Year Plan to the City for review and approval. Any subsequent 5-Year Plan shall be submitted to the
City for review and approval 60-days prior to the expiration of the current 5-Year Plan. Approval of all
amendments to the current 5-Year Plan or approval of all subsequent 5-Year Plans requires that these
documents not conflict with any conditions of approval, with particular importance given to consistency with
paragraphs A, E, and G above. Failure on the part of the owner(s) to submit a subsequent 5-Year Plan to the
City for review and approval shall have the effect of curtailing all Forest Management Plan activities in the Forest
Management Areas until such time that a new 5-Year Plan is submitted and approved by the City. A 5-Year Plan
shall be valid for 5 years from the date of City approval and shall expire thereafter.



LHVC’s additional concern is with the permanent protection of the Forest Management Area. As we have argued
in our previous testimony, ownership of the FMA is key to ensuring that the area is protected. Ownership is still
unclear in the Staff evaluation and the applicants proposal. Without clarity of ownership, the application does
not meet the requirements of EC 9.8320(4) regarding minimizing impacts to the natural environment and tree
preservation. It is unclear who is the responsible party for ensuring the FMA meets the criteria and who is to be
held responsible for any violations.
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●

www.lhvc.org
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This response was prepared by The Laurel Hill Valley Citizens’ Laurel Ridge Response Committee made up of the
following neighborhood residents:
Tim Bradshaw (Lead)
Tom Bruno
Jan Wostmann
Paul Orum
Bill Blix
Katie Dixon
Caroline Cox
Marie Meredith

LaurelHillValleyCitizens@gmail.com

2663 Moon Mountain Dr
2716 Brackenfern Blvd
2645 Riverview St
2389 Floral Hill Dr
2295 East 29th Ave
2295 East 29th Ave
2720 Riverview St
3098 Hendricks Hill Dr

●

2716 Brackenfern Blvd

●

Eugene, OR 97403

●

www.lhvc.org
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The following is a written version of comments delivered via Zoom at the Public Hearing for PDT 18-3
on March 17, 2021.
Good evening.
My name is Jan Wostmann.
I live at 2645 Riverview St., Eugene, 97403.
I have lived here for the last 40 years.
My comment this evening address EC 9.8320(2) The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted
refinement plan policies.
I want to address one issue that clearly demonstrates that the proposal before you does not comply
with the Laurel Hill Plan, which is the local refinement plan that applies to this proposal. The plan was
adopted in 1974 and updated in 1982.
My testimony relies on page 16 of the Laurel Hill Plan. It is the last section in that part of the plan that
was added in 1982. The section title is II. TRANSPORTATION. It contains an introduction and one
policy. That policy in full reads:
The Glenwood collector shall be designed to avoid breaking up large and existing properties,
improve the intersection alignment of the Laurel Hill-Glenwood overpass, and maintain safe
sight distance. It shall serve as the primary access to future residential development south of
the floating node, but terminate and diffuse into other roads serving the area. No connection
to 30th Avenue shall be made.
I also invite you to look at the last of the four maps included in the 1982 update. The map title
is,"East Laurel Hill Development Node". Toward the bottom of the page, right up next to the dotted
line that is labeled FUTURE GLENWOOD COLLECTOR, are the words, "No connection to 30th Ave."
It is always been the intent of Laurel Hill Valley Citizens to avoid the valley becoming a shortcut for
people wishing to travel between Franklin Blvd. which lies to the north of our neighborhood and 30th
Ave. which lies to the south. Currently, the two existing north/south connections are either Hilliard
St. to the west of our neighborhood, or I-5 which is directly east of our neighborhood.
And while that goal is clearly stated in the original Laurel Hill Plan, (and here I refer you to page 5,
Goal 1 of the LHP), the policies that implemented that goal contain some loopholes. We were
determined that the 1982 update to our plan would correct that shortcoming. As a consequence, the
Transportation Policy that was included in the 1982 update makes it totally clear that there should be
no connection to 30th Ave. whatsoever. It is stated in the policy itself as a simple declarative
sentence: "No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.", and again on the map of the East Laurel
Hill Node: "No connection to 30th Ave.".
Over the years, a few City planners have disagreed with this policy. They have argued that reducing
vehicle miles traveled by city residents is more important than preserving neighborhood integrity.
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Consequently we have had to address this issue every time there is a new development along the
route that would extend the Glenwood collector (now called Brackenfern) south toward 30th Avenue.
Nonetheless, the current state of play is that any connection between Franklin Blvd. and 30th Ave.
through the Laurel Hill Valley neighborhood is prohibited by the Laurel Hill Plan, unless a future plan
amendment removes that prohibition. Until then, we fully expect the City of Eugene to enforce this
refinement plan policy.
In the Staff Report for tonight's hearing, there is no mention of this 1982 policy. The only Staff
comments on transportation policies refer to the earlier 1974 section of the Laurel Hill Plan.
We ask that you either deny the proposal before you outright because it fails to comply with PUD
Approval Condition EC 9.8320(2), or impose a Condition of Approval that stipulates that the applicant
shall revise the site plan to eliminate that street section that connects Road A to Brackenfern Road.
This will necessitate granting an exception similar to the one the applicant is asking for with regard to
the connecting to Rockrose Lane.
Thank you for listening.
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Co-Chairs
Tom Bruno
Lianne Gaunt

Secretary
Natalie Whitson

Treasurer
Susan Ratzlaff

Executive
Committee
Bill Blix
Caroline Cox
Deborah Kelly
Erin Dey
Jan Wostmann
Kathy Frazer
Katie Dixon
Kaye Downey
Mitch Hider
Sheryl Kelly
Tim Bradshaw

March 17, 2021
Hearing Official
Ms. Virginia Gustafson Lucker
c/o Mr. Nick Gioello, Associate Planner
City of Eugene
99 West 10th Ave.
Eugene OR 97401
NGioello@eugene-or.gov
Re: PDT-18-0003 - Laurel Hill Valley Citizens Response
Please accept this document as the formal response from the Laurel Hill Valley
Citizens (LHVC) neighborhood association to the proposed PUD, PDT 180003. It has been prepared by the response committee formed by the LHVC
and is formally adopted by the LHVC Executive Committee.
The purpose of this document is to communicate our assessment of the degree
to which PDT 18-0003 complies with Chapter 9 of the Eugene Code (EC),
inclusive of the Laurel Hill Plan (the local Refinement plan), the South Hills
Study, and codes referenced within Chapter 9.
The applicant seeks approval to develop Tax Lot 701, involving 98.31 acres
zoned R-1/PD/WR and PRO/PD/WR, with appx. 14,000 mature trees in
addition to a dense regrowth of younger trees, along with a variety of smaller
vegetation. The majority of the land exists on north facing slopes between 5
and 50%, with mostly thin soil, and at elevations between 500ft and 900ft.
The land in and surrounding the property is also designated a Natural Site of
Visual Prominence and Prominent and Plentiful Vegetation (according to the
1978 Scenic Sites Working Paper) and a “Moderate” to “High” value habitat
area.
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To the north of the proposed development, a current and active residential community,
Hendricks
Exhibit
D Hill,
exists, as well as the approved and ongoing development of the East Ridge Village. West of the
proposed development is protected open space with recreational features, including the Ribbon and
Ridgeline Trails, and to the south is 30 th Ave. To the northeast is Moon Mountain Park. This PUD is
of significant interest to the safety of current and future residents north of the lot, pedestrians and
cyclists, traveling through the lot, future residents within the lot, and the city, which represents the
interests of the citizens, wildlife, and the natural environment affected by the proposed development
This is a new iteration of an original PUD Application that originally proposed building 122 lots across
the entire 98 acres. The Applicant now proposes to cram 372 Multi-family units in 37.49 acres in the
Northwest corner of the 98 acres. By the Applicants own admission only 25.07 acres of this are
buildable due to the protected resources found there. This would result in density of 14.8 units per
acre in the proposed development area. Applicant proposes to put the remaining approximately 62
acres into a “Forest Management Plan” (FMP) in order to meet the 5unit per acre maximum allowable
by the South Hills Study.
On October 18, 2019 The Laurel Hill Valley Citizens submitted a 41-page response to the original
PUD application. That document remains in the record of this revised PUD application. Many of the
issues raised in that response still apply and will be referenced in this current response.
This document specifically addresses numerous concerns with the proposed PUD, including noncompliance with various requirements of the Eugene Code (EC) designed to facilitate responsible
development while ensuring compatibility between the development, the surrounding neighborhood
and existing developments, and the natural environment. We believe this proposal fails to achieve
compliance with 10 of 15 PUD approval criteria required for approval. Below we will articulate each
issue, in order corresponding to EC 9.8320, and we will discuss each in relationship to the criteria,
code, and our reasoning, supported by evidence, court rulings, and Oregon statutes. For the sake of
brevity, we will only include the criteria we believe the proposal does not sufficiently comply with.
Consistent with the October 2019 response, we believe the PUD should be rejected, due to several
issues of non-compliance.
In particular, we believe that the proposal violates requirements within two refinement plans, namely
the Laurel Hill Plan (inclusive of the East Laurel Hill Development Node Plan) and the South Hills
Study (SHS) refinement plan. The proposal creates a distinct route connecting both Franklin Blvd.
and the Glenwood interchange with 30 th Ave. despite such connections being expressly forbidden in
the Laurel Hill Plan, and subsequently Eugene Code. It also violates conditions set forth in the SHS,
namely that development focus on areas with the shallowest of slopes, lowest of elevations, and least
amount of vegetation. By being located among the steeper slopes, higher elevations, and thick,
sloped, vegetation it does not meet code requirements.
We still hold the prohibition, “no connections to 30 th Avenue”, to be inviolable and requiring
strict adherence, and given this proposal’s noncompliance with the SHS, the PUD application
must be denied
Additionally, the plan is not compatible with the surrounding neighborhoods as required of PUD
approval criteria 9.8320. The Application proposes 244, 2-story and 128, 3-story buildings on 25.07
acres of buildable land, bordering established single lot neighborhoods. This would dwarf the existing
neighbors.
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As mentioned above, the Applicant is proposing a Forest Management Plan to govern the 62 acres
not planned for development in the Forest Management Area (FMA). This is a new concept for the
city with no existing model for managing a forested area of this size. Such a bold proposal deserves
more clarity. While there are many laudable elements of the plan the LHVC is concerned by the
issue of ownership and future development of the FMA. The Application is not clear who retains
ownership of the FMA using terms like the “manager” and private party. Additionally, the FMP states
that the area will remain undeveloped “Until such time as: (1) A change in applicable regulations
allows additional residential density on the FMA; or the FMA is impacted in whole or in part by city
purchase or eminent domain proceedings.” (pg.11 of FMP). Unless the FMA is deeded permanently
to a 3rd party for management or re-zoned to POS (parks & Open Space), to ensure it remains
undeveloped the area is not protected and density of the entire 98 acres will exceed the SHS limits.
PUD Criteria 9.8320 (4) requires the site to be designed to minimize impacts to the natural
environment, protecting natural features of the site. Since development is concentrated in 38 acres,
most of the buildable area will need to be clear cut.
Proposed Road A crosses a Goal 5 identified stream bed in two separate places. Additionally,
building is proposed on the steepest slopes in violation of the SHS.
As mentioned above the Applicant has used the 98 total acres divided by 372 units to arrive at the
maximum 5 allowable units/acre under the SHS. The actual number of units on the 25.07 of buildable
area is 14.8 units/acre when the FMA is excluded. LHVC has researched the record of development
in the South Hills and have found no development that has even come close to 5 units/acre. This is
due to the difficulty of building on the steep terrains of the South hills. We found no development that
exceeded 3 units/acre.
Additionally, the Forest Management Plan anticipates commercial logging in what is purported to be a
protected area.
We will show in our testimony below that the Application:
 Does not meet the requirements of the Metro plan or adopted refinement plans
 Does not provide adequate screening of surrounding properties
 Does not properly protect natural features or provide safe & adequate transportation systems
 Does not have sufficient access to usable recreational opportunities
 Would have significant off-site impacts and is not reasonably compatible with nearby land
uses
We believe this proposal must be rejected in favor of an alternative and more thoroughly
compliant development plan.
On October 18,2019, the LHVC provided extensive testimony to the record at the initial Application for
this PUD. That response is still part of the record for this PUD Application. While many things have
changed in this iteration; that prior testimony where applicable will be referenced in this response by
the LHVC.
In order for a PUD Application to be approved it must meet all 15 Tentative PUD Criteria as outlined
in EC 9.8320. Below is LHVC testimony as to why this application is still deficient and should be
rejected or modified to meet the code requirements.
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9.8320 (1) The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted policies of the Metro Plan.

The Laurel Ridge PUD application fails to fully address planned pedestrian and bicycle facilities found
in the Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan, the Eugene Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan
(March 2012), the Eugene Trails Plan (March 2016), and the South Hills Study as described below.
Relevant Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan policies that are not satisfied include :




Land Use – Policy F.4 - Require improvements that encourage transit, bicycles,
and pedestrians in new commercial, public, mixed use, and multi-unit residential
development.

Land Use – Policy F.22 - Construct and improve the region’s bikeway system and
provide bicycle system support facilities for both new development and
redevelopment/expansion.
Policy F.24 – Require bikeways to connect new development with nearby neighborhood
activity centers and major destinations.



Policy F.26 – Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated with adjacent
land uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and convenience of walking.



Policy F.27 – Provide for a continuous pedestrian network with reasonably direct travel
routes between destination points

9.8320 (2) The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted refinement plan policies.
In this section we are focusing on specific policy requirements of the Laurel Hill Plan, the adopted
refinement plan for the area that contains the proposed PUD site. The policy is found on page 16 of
the Laurel Hill Plan, a copy of which is submitted wherewith as part of our testimony. The policy
states:
East Laurel Hill Area
Transportation Policy: The Glenwood collector shall be designed to avoid breaking up large
and existing properties, improve the intersection alignment of the Laurel Hill-Glenwood
overpass, and maintain safe sight distance. It shall serve as the primary access to future
residential development south of the floating node, but terminate and diffuse into other roads
serving the area. No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made.
We also specifically call your attention the map below, which is part of the adopted Laurel Hill Plan,
and reproduced on the next page This map reiterates the text, “No connection to 30 Ave.”
th
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We are focusing on this policy because it is clear cut non-compliance with a refinement plan policy
and because it has been routinely either ignored or misrepresented by both the applicant and City
staff.

Legislative History

5
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The Laurel Hill plan is composed of two distinct parts. The original refinement plan, adopted
ExhibitinD1974,
covered that part of the valley that was then within city limits. In 1982, the plan was updated to
incorporated areas to the east and south of the original plan area that were within the urban growth
boundary but not yet annexed. The 1982 plan contained additional policies that addressed concerns
raised by residents at that time.
Both the original 1974 plan and the 1982 update contain policies regarding transportation planning. In
1974 the main transportation concern was that Augusta street, then as now a neighborhood collector,
would be extended south to 30th Avenue, thereby dividing the neighborhood. The 1974 transportation
policies addressed that concern.
In 1982, the main transportation concern was similar but distinct. With the annexation and
development of the East Laurel Hill area, residents again saw the future danger of neighborhood
streets becoming a shortcut between Franklin Blvd. and 30th Avenue, this time through an extension
of Glenwood Ave. south. The neighbors on the planning team lobbied for and got a total prohibition of
any connection to 30th Avenue heading south from the Glenwood I-5 interchange through East Laurel
Hill.
As evidence of this fact, we draw your attention the final declarative sentence in the above quoted
policy. It states, "No connection to 30th Avenue shall be made." There are no weasel words that
could confuse its meaning. Additionally, we point to the legend on the map provided above, it also
states "No connection to 30th Ave."
The applicant addresses this clear prohibition in the applicant statement by quoting a previous staff
memo in which staff claims that because part of the connection to 30th Ave. will be classified as a
local street, then "no connection" has a different meaning that what the words actually say.
In the Staff Report for this hearing, this policy is simply not mentioned at all. The only East Laurel Hill
Area policy addressed by staff in this round is Policy 6 of the Land Use and Future Urban Design
section, regarding park facilities and bike paths. The entire section titled Transportation (page 16),
which contains the policy we are addressing, is ignored.
As a result: The Hearings Official has a few options.
1. Deny the application. (Our preferred option.)
2. Include a Condition of Approval that stipulates that the applicant shall revise the site plan to
eliminate that street section that connects Road A to Brackenfern Road. This will necessitate granting
an exception similar to the one the applicant is asking for with regard to the connecting to Rockrose
Lane.
3. Instruct the applicant to withdraw the application until such time that the applicant has successfully
obtained a refinement plan amendment pursuant to the procedures at EC 9.8421
Here is the actual Laurel Hill Plan page 16:
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While the traffic connectivity issue noted above is the LHVC’s primary concern, this application does
not comply with the Laurel Hill Plan and the South Hills Study (SHS) in other ways:
South Hills Study:
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The application fails to provide connective trails between major recreational areas, including
Exhibitthe
D
Ridgeline and Ribbon Trails, Laurel Hill Park, and community centers. It appears that there was no
serious review or consideration by the applicant of even the most obvious potential linkages to the
Ridgeline Trail system or to various park sites, in particular an entire planned segment of the
Ridgeline Trail system (Segment 21) as required by EC 9.9630(1)(a)(2)(d)

Laurel Hill Plan Update
East Laurel Hill Area; Land Use and Future Urban Design Policy 6. – Development and
expansion of park facilities and bicycle paths is encouraged. The South Hills ridgeline park
plans shall be continued.
For the reasons stated elsewhere in our response, the PUD application does not fully address access
to parks, bicycle paths, and the ridgeline trail and must be considered incomplete.

9.8320 (3) The PUD will provide adequate screening from surrounding properties including,
but not limited to, anticipated building locations, bulk, and height.
Lot 4 units on the Applicants plans, do not comply with this requirement. The setbacks proposed are
inadequate. Units will be significantly higher than the adjoining single-family residences. This is best
indicated by the 2 photo’s that follow
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Photo 1

Photo #1 shows the height at which a 35’ roofline would be. The red circle is a helium balloon
attached to kite string at an elevation of 35’. This photo was taken from the property of the existing
Hendricks Hill development

Photo #2 is a blow-up of the proposed Lot #4 in the Northern most corner of the development area,
directly adjacent to existing Hendricks Hill development. The blue circled “x” is the position from
which the first photo was taken. The red circled “X” is the location of where the balloon was
launched.

9
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Photo 2

It is obvious that the scale of the new buildings would dwarf the existing neighbors in bulk and height.
The Applicant has failed to meet the requirements of Code #3 criteria.

9.8320 (4) The PUD is designed and sited to minimize impacts to the natural environment
4(a) Preservation of acknowledged Goal 5 inventory
We contend that the application is not compliant with this policy and unnecessarily disrupts and
converts part of the protected area. According to the application, Road A crosses over 2 stretches of
Goal 5 riparian corridors. Thus, it is incongruent with this policy, and requires either rejection or
modification/condition.
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9.8320 (4b) Tree Preservation. The proposed project shall be designed and
sited D
to
Exhibit
preserve significant trees to the greatest degree attainable or feasible, with trees having
the following characteristics given the highest priority for preservation:
1. Healthy trees that have a reasonable chance of survival considering the base zone or
special area zone designation and other applicable approval criteria;
2. Trees located within vegetated corridors and stands rather than individual isolated
trees subject to windthrow;
The applicant is proposing a novel approach to preservation through the FMP (Forest Management
Plan). This could be an improvement over previous tree preservation submissions.
However: There are 2 serious issues with the FMP in terms of tree preservation:
1: The applicant’s argument is that their tree preservation meets the preservation standard because
development is clustered at the west end of the site. The proposal clear-cuts the building footprint and
common area of the development area but leaves the Forest Management Area “intact” in order to
meet the criteria. As with density, this only meets the Code criteria if the FMA remains un-developed.
If development occurs in the FMA, then the city is left with a 30-acre development in the South Hills
with a density of 15 units/acre and inadequate number preserved trees. This is why it is paramount
that the FMA needs to be owned, deeded and managed by a third party or rezoned to POS
(Parks & Open Space). The applicant is vague as to actual ownership. They state on pg. 63 of their
submission that the FMA will be privately owned and covered by a covenant. Covenants don’t work to
effectively preserve natural features. No mention of who actually owns it. The FMA in effect serves as
the owner’s “land bank” to hold land for unknown future development. Until certainty of FMA can be
permanently assured, LHVC contends that the PUD does not meet the Code 4 criteria requirement.
2: The applicants’ FMP proposal states "it will become apparent that some healthy, mature trees can
be removed from the site, to make room for better stocking of trees in terms of density and species.
Trees removed and sold will generate revenue to fund restoration and reforestation." The only
way any practical revenue would be produced is the removal of a significant number of trees. Only
occasionally removing a single tree here and there would not produce any revenue as the cost of
removal would outweigh any revenue. As written, this would result in a commercial logging operation
in a protected area. LHVC contends that is not a permitted use and cannot be considered preserving
trees. As such the Application must be denied or modified.
LHVC has no issue with the proposed manager of the land as specified in the FMP. But ownership is
crucial. It appears the developer is anticipating a change in Land use law that would allow
development of the FMA. Again on pg. 63 they state: “the covenant shall remain binding unless and
until such time as the applicable law allows further densification.” It appears the developer or
successor is maintaining ownership of the FMA, again this unclear in their presentation. Under this
scenario we have the same situation as mentioned above: 15 unit/acre development, inadequate tree
preservation plus development in the previously protected area. Until this uncertainty of ownership is
resolved the site in total cannot be said to meet the Code 4 criteria.
9.8320 (5) The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems through compliance
with the following:
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(a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and OtherExhibit
Public Ways
(not subject to modifications set forth in subsection (10) below).



EC 9.6835 Public Accessways
(1) “The city shall require within the development site the dedication to the public and
improvement of accessways for pedestrian and bicyclist use to connect the
development site to adjacent cul-de-sacs or to an adjacent site that is undeveloped,
publicly owned, or developed with an accessway that connects to the subject site,
provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with constitutional
requirements. Public accessways shall conform to design standards for accessways
contained in the “Design Standards for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and
Accessways”.”

The city staff report concludes that applying this requirement would exceed constitutional allowances
for “takings” (March 2021, pp.38-40). However, the owner knew or should have known at the time of
purchase about this public access requirement and that the site lies within the future path of longplanned hiking and biking trails. Thus, there is no “taking” since the obligation to accommodate
public accessways in future development was reflected in the price paid for the property. Therefore,
EC 9.6835 and relevant design standards apply to pedestrian and bicyclist accessways within and
connecting to the development site. As such, the standards of EC 9.6505(5) Bicycle Paths and
Accessways also apply to the site, per the city staff report discussion (March 2021, p.47), as do the
requirements of EC 9.6805 Dedication of Public Ways (March 2021, p.34).


(b) Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including related facilities, as needed
among buildings and related uses on the development site, as well as to adjacent and
nearby residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office parks, and
industrial parks, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with
constitutional requirements. “Nearby” means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably
be expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably be
expected to be used by bicyclists.

Transportation System Improvements: Pedestrian
The proposed PUD starkly interrupts the South Hills Study vision of a continuous ridgeline trail
system. The South Hills Study Policies provide that “all proposed developments in the South Hills
area be reviewed to determine if connecting linkages are possible between various park sites…” (EC
9.9630(1)(b)) and that “all developments shall be reviewed for potential linkage with or to the ridgeline
system” (EC 9.9630(3)(h)). The South Hills Study purpose statement and recommendations are
adopted as policy statements and as a refinement of the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area
General Plan for the south hills area and are to be used in making land use and other decisions in
that area.
We appreciate that the city is requiring one trail connection to the future Ridgeline Trail, Segment 21,
as a condition of approval. However, requiring one access linkage to one park area does not satisfy
linkages between various park sites as well as the ridgeline system. This single trail connection is
insufficient all by itself. The sole city-required trail connection runs generally North-South, from near
12
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the intersection of a future extension of Brackenfern and proposed Road A to the southern
Exhibit Dedge of
the site. As such, it does not fully address East-West trail connectivity linking the future Ridgeline
Trail to the Ribbon Trail. The applicants propose pedestrian access to the Ribbon Trail (to the west)
by way of the Frontage Road near 30 th Ave. However, the applicant does not explain how a
pedestrian would get most directly from the Frontage Road to the closest point on the future Ridgeline
Trail (to the southeast). The city staff report concludes that the PUD proposal lacks information about
public paths to park areas (March 2021, p.17).
To illustrate the lack of information, are pedestrians expected to use the new Emergency Access
Road by 30th Ave. to get from the Frontage Road to the closest park areas to the southeast? If so,
what provisions will be made for trail features, trail connectivity, and pedestrian safety? Or would a
through-hiker be expected to impractically detour on Road A all the way downhill through the PUD’s
densely developed areas to Brackenfern and then climb steeply again to the ridgeline on the cityrequired access trail?
Failure to address multiple and most direct trail connections puts the PUD out of compliance with the
South Hills Study, even with the single city-required trail access. Again, we appreciate that city
planning staff have tackled future connections to the Ridgeline Trail, but the PUD remains incomplete
without further trail access planning or conditions of approval.
Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan (Feb. 2008)
This Plan stresses connectivity of an open space recreational corridor spanning areas between Fern
Ridge Reservoir and the Buford Recreation Area. This plan shows a shared use trail (soft surface)
from 30th Ave. to Moon Mountain Park (map, p. 15). This plan states that “key connections to this
lineal open space system should be provided from adjacent neighborhoods, schools, parks, natural
areas, and other community destinations” (p.11). The Laurel Ridge PUD could easily provide multiple
“key connections” to this open space and planned trail, but it does not.
Transportation System Improvements: Bicycle
The adopted Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan and the Eugene Pedestrian and Bicycle
Master Plan (March 2012) include a “shared use path” connecting East 30 th Ave. to Moon Mountain
Drive southern terminus (Project 242, p.30). See Map 7, Proposed Bicycle Network – South Hills
(p.48). The applicant is not required to construct the project, but also may not impede its eventual
development, and the project must meet certain standards.
Instead of a shared-use path, the applicant proposes an 8-foot curbside sidewalk along Brackenfern
Blvd, Road A, and frontage road to Spring Blvd. The city staff report calls this proposal “generally
consistent” with the shared-use path project (March 2021, p. 84). However, the wide sidewalk does
not meet the city’s design standards for a shared-use path at any point over its entire length. Nothing
about the site is so constrained as to require a 100% exemption from design standards.
The Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways
(November 1999, p.41) defines shared-use paths: “Bicycle/pedestrian paths are facilities that are
physically separated from motorized traffic by an open space or barrier.” The city’s Public
Improvement Design Standards Manual 2016, Appendix E-1, Shared-Use Path Standard Detail is a
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20-foot right of way, 12-foot path width, with two-foot shoulders on each side as a clear
zone
Exhibit
Dfree of
obstructions.
We provided additional detail about the city’s design standards for shared-use paths and access
ways in our previous comments that are part of the record for this PUD. These are to be off-road
spaces, separate from the roadway network, where vehicle access isn’t permitted. Nothing about the
PUD site is so limiting as to require the abandonment of standard shared-use path dimensions and
characteristics along the path’s entire length.


(c) The provisions of the Traffic Impact Analysis Review of EC 9.8650 through 9.8680
where applicable.
o 9.8650 Purpose of Traffic Impact Analysis Review. The purpose of Traffic Impact
Analysis Review is to ensure that developments which will generate a significant
amount of traffic, cause an increase in traffic that will contribute to traffic
problems in the area, or result in levels of service of the roadway system in the vicinity
of the development that do not meet adopted level of service standards provide the
facilities necessary to accommodate the traffic impact of the proposed development. In
addition, any Traffic Impact Analysis Review addressing streets in the jurisdiction of
Lane County is also designed to ensure that cross sectional elements of streets, such as
the wearing coarse or pavement, base material, soils, or storm water structures (bridges
or culverts) have the adequate capacity to accommodate developments that utilize
vehicles of heavy weight and associated vehicle traffic as part of their activity.

The Traffic Impact Analysis does not sufficiently address the purpose under 9.8650, namely that it
assesses traffic problems development may create “in the area” not just “in the vicinity of the
development”. The Analysis evaluated traffic around 30 th and Hilyard and 30th and Spring Blvd. As
mentioned earlier however, the development plan creates multiple de-facto connections between 30 th
Ave. and Franklin Blvd. and the Glenwood interchange. The Original and Supplemental Traffic
Analyses specifically ignore the through-traffic these connections would generate. It ignores entirely
the Franklin Blvd. and I-5 connections.
"The new street connections that will provide access to Brackenfern Blvd. will connect
to the Spring Blvd interchange, but will not provide significant through street
connectivity between E.30th Ave/Spring Blvd and the Glenwood Interchange."
"significant through street connectivity between the Glenwood I-5 Interchange and the
Spring Blvd/East 30th Avenue interchange will not be feasible, since the extension of
those streets will not offer a shortened route or reduced travel time when compared to
an alternate higher speed route." (Pgs. 17-18 of Amended TIA)
We note here again that the applicant clearly indicates the intent to connect Brackenfern Blvd.
to 30th Ave., as quoted above, and that this connection is prohibited by the Laurel Hill
Refinement Plan and EC Codes 9.9590(2) and 9.9590(3).
The applicant’s conclusion that a shortened route will not be created appears to be more of an
opinion or speculation than an analysis. Neither the applicants nor traffic specialist provide any data
to support that. We provide data below that shows, in effect, the development facilitates two distinct
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north-south shortcuts through the valley, which are prohibited by EC Codes 9.9590(2)Exhibit
and 9.9590(3)
D

Route 1 – Glenwood Blvd./Dr. to Brackenfern to Road A to Frontage Rd. to Spring Blvd.
to 30th.
o This route is appx. 8,100ft or 1.5 miles and appx. a 6-8-minute ride.
o Without turns, stops or traffic calming, at 25mph, it takes appx. 3.7 minutes to go 8,100ft

Route 2 – Franklin Blvd. to Riverview St. to Watercress Rd. (East Ridge Village, Phase
2) to Brackenfern Blvd. to Road A (Laurel Ridge PUD) to Frontage Rd. to Spring Blvd. to 30 th.
o This route is appx. 8,100ft or 1.5 miles and appx. a 5–7-minute ride
o Without turns, stops or traffic calming, at 25mph, it takes appx. 3.7 minutes to go 8,100ft
Using Google Maps to compare and estimate the routes during light traffic, their distances and times
are noted below.
Route

Distance

Time

Hilyard and 30th to the I-5 Interchange at Glenwood (via 30th and I-5) existing roads

5.5 miles

9 min.

30th and Spring Blvd. to the I-5 Interchange at Glenwood existing roads

4.4 miles
Appx.
1.5 miles
Appx.
1.5 miles

8 min.

Glenwood Blvd./Dr. to Brackenfern to Road A to Frontage Rd. to Spring Blvd. to 30th
Franklin Blvd. to Riverview St. to Watercress Rd. (East Ridge Village, Phase 2) to
Brackenfern Blvd. to Road A (Laurel Ridge PUD) to Frontage Rd. to Spring Blvd. to 30th

6-8 min.
5-7 min.

The travel times are nearly the same, with the routes through Laurel Ridge PUD possibly a bit
quicker. This increases the likelihood that drivers, who perceive cutting through the neighborhood is
faster at peak traffic times, will be more likely to do so rather than travel all the way around.
Furthermore, residents who live at either end of that route will also be more likely to cut through the
neighborhood rather than travel all the way around. Additionally, the Analysis did not consider any
traffic impact at the Glenwood interchange or Franklin connection at Sylvan and Riverview, which are
also necessary due to the through-traffic.
As noted above, it may also create unintended traffic consequences in surrounding neighborhoods.
For example, currently to travel from Hendricks Park (2200 Summit Ave.) to 30 th and Spring, via 24th
Ave. and Harris St., it takes about 9 minutes to go about 3 miles. Based on the Laurel Ridge PUD,
though, going from 2200 Summit Ave. to 30 th and Spring Blvd. via Fairmont Blvd., Floral Hill Dr., and
Brackenfern to Road A, it would also be about 3 miles and only take about 5 minutes. Thus, this
development may attract traffic from neighboring areas and create unknown and unevaluated traffic
patterns. The applicant’s traffic analysis willfully ignores such potential extended impacts.
For the multiple reasons stated above this application fails to meet the requirements of Criteria #5
and must be denied or modified.
9.8320 (6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but not
limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an impediment to
emergency response.
In the LHVC response of October 2019 Dr. Gunnar Schlieder, Ph.D., CEG, points out in his Geotech
analysis; that there “are two Closed-contour depressions (CCD’s) on the slopes which are clearly of a
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natural origin. In the Eugene area, CCD’s form on slopes exclusively by one mechanism:
sliding
Exhibit
D slope
movements. As a result, the presence of a CCD is considered incontrovertible evidence for a
landslide.” Additionally, his report states: “because CCD’s are extremely transient in geologic time,
their presence indicates recent movement.” The current Application proposes to build directly on top
of the CCD identified by the Applicant themselves in the Southeast portion of the Development area.
Building directly on top of a CCD that has moved recently is a significant risk to the public and
therefore does not meet the requirements of this criteria.
Stormwater Runoff

This application dramatically increases the impervious surface area within the development area.
The plan proposes work to or around significant wetland areas and riparian corridors. The capacity
of these resources to contain runoff is a critical safety issue for the LHV residents in the center and
south side of the valley.
Current residents of the area down slope of the northern boundary in the area of lower Floral Hill
and Riverview junction currently experience flooding on their land during the wet season, negatively
impacting the integrity of their foundations, wall cracks, yard flooding, and stuck doors. Their
concerns have been communicated to the City numerous times. (see letter from Westerfield
included in comments submitted 3/9/21).
Stormwater runoff is of the utmost concern to the safety of LHVC residents. The northern border of
Laurel Ridge and southern parts of the valley already flood during wet seasons and storms. The
degree to which the Laurel Ridge PUD combined with future East Ridge build-out will impact the
capacity of these water resources to accommodate runoff is unknown, the added installation of
scores of acres of impervious surfaces in the development area, the loss of significant amounts of
sloped vegetation will increase the risk of significant down slope flooding. (It should be noted that the
applicant’s soil studies were executed during a significant dry stretch, which results in more
favorable but less ecologically valid soil stability and absorbency data.) All development is now
located directly above the existing neighbors currently experiencing seasonal flooding.
To illustrate: The runoff from the site area drains north towards the lower elevation properties at the
southern part of the Valley (drawn in blue below), it interacts with the drainage from the Fairmont area
that travels west. This interaction and its overall impact to the properties just north of the Laurel
Ridge PUD (a) is not considered in the analysis, and (b) it is deferred to the individual building permit
process to take that into account, which is highly unlikely. Figure below (photo 3) illustrates the
general drainage flow (red arrows) and the low basin (blue circle) where it tends to collect.
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Exhibit D

Photo 3

The photos below illustrate the current seasonal flooding taken at the same location. Photo on the
left is dry season. This residence is in the blue area indicated on previous photo (Photo 3). Photo on
the right is the current wet season.
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Exhibit D

The failure to address current flooding that will be exacerbated by the concentrated development
upslope of the existing neighborhood fails to meet requirements of this criteria, requires either
rejection or considerable modification to achieve compliance:
9.8320 (8) Residents of the PUD will have sufficient usable recreation area and open space
that is convenient and safely accessible.
The city staff report claims that, “The 12.42 acres of common open space established within the multifamily developed area of the site, along with 59.8 acres of preserved forest area will provide relatively
easy access for passive recreational activity on the development site” (March 2021, p.44). However,
there is no evidence that residents will have recreational access to the 59.8 acres of preserved forest
area. This leaves just 12.42 acres of common open space jammed around and between some 370
dwellings. Realistically, this requirement is not met and its satisfaction will depend on either reducing
the number of dwellings or improving access to nearby parks. The application cannot be considered
complete without fully accounting for additional convenient access to adjacent and nearby open
space and park areas.
9.8320 (10) The PUD complies with all of the following:
(j) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow control for
headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and operation and
maintenance.
9.6791 Stormwater Flood Control. (1) Purpose. The purpose of EC 9.6791 is to
protect life and property from flood and drainage hazards by maintaining the
capacity of the city’s stormwater conveyance system through the establishment
18
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of flood control regulations for stormwater runoff. These standards
are also
Exhibit
D
intended to ensure that urban stormwater discharged into Junction City Water
Control District’s flood control system meets the assigned downstream capacity
of the District’s system.
As noted earlier, the site plan ignores the runoff of downslope properties that shed runoff to the
vulnerable and lower elevated homes and properties to the north. Instead, it defers this responsibility
to the building permit level, requiring the Planning Department and Neighborhood Association to
monitor and scrutinize individual building projects in the years to come. Thus, this application is
noncompliant.
9.8320 (11) The proposed development shall have minimal off-site impacts, including such
impacts as traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and environmental quality.
As noted under 9.8320 (6), this development plan allows for several off-site impacts, some of which
may be life-threatening:






It establishes a prohibited connection through the valley connecting Franklin Blvd. and the
Glenwood interchange with 30th Ave., which will create varying traffic impacts within the Laurel
Hill Valley as well as neighboring communities, including increased noise and traffic, and
perhaps personal injury and property damage, petty crime, and more.
o The corresponding analysis ignored this through-traffic claiming it did not create a
shorter/faster route, which isn’t supported by the objective evidence provided.
There is no indication that the City or developer consulted with ODOT as to the effect this
additional thru traffic will have with the I-5 interchange itself. During the Approval process for
the Son Blaze/East Ridge development, ODOT was extremely concerned about the additional
traffic generated and stated emphatically that the interchange was not designed to handle the
traffic generated by that PUD approval. Addition of 372 multifamily residences will add
significantly to the added pressure to the interchange, a significant off-site impact
As noted earlier, (Criteria #6), the current stormwater runoff already saturates and partially
floods lower elevations north of the development site, and when this runoff is amplified due to
the construction of impervious surfaces (roads, homes, driveways, etc.) will produce more
runoff. The thin soil, likely lessened and disturbed by the process of construction, and the
added water content will reduce the friction that holds the soil in place on the slopes. Greater
force (extra runoff) and less resistance (less friction), provides the ideal context for flooding
and landslides.

As noted above in LHVC response to Criteria #6 Stormwater Runoff, this application severely endangers
down slope neighbors on Floral Hill and Riverview Ave, due to increased water flow through the natural
drainage caused by the increased impervious surfaces concentrated in the development area. Water has to
go somewhere, and it is going to head downhill to the already flooding neighbors. That’s how gravity works.

The significance and potentially life-threatening consequence of these concerns, constitute
significantly more than minimal off-site impacts; thus, the application is noncompliant
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9.8320 (12) The proposed development shall be reasonably compatible and harmonious
Exhibit Dwith
adjacent and nearby land uses
Building cluster (Lot #4) does not have reasonably compatible or harmonious units. They are jammed
up close against the property line. The height and bulk will not be harmonious with adjacent singlefamily residences of the existing Hendricks Hill neighborhood.
As mentioned above, the proposed development will result in additional flood load to the existing
seasonal flooding occurring downslope of the development area.
Aside from the height, bulk and flooding issues. The effect of this development will negatively impact
the traffic flow in the already developed area.
LHVC’s contention is that the connection of Road A with the Glenwood collector (Brackenfern) is
prohibited by the SHS and Laurel Hill Plan. But if it were allowed it would provide a connection to
existing roads in the Laurel Hill Valley. The most direct route to the I-5 offramp where it connects to
Franklin Blvd and the University and Downtown is Riverview Ave.
Below is from a letter submitted into the record for this PUD application from the Westerfield’s who
currently reside on Riverview describing the situation today:
Riverview Street has no cross streets to slow traffic.
Because our valley is a narrow cul-de-sac. there are no cross streets to slow even the current level of traffic on Riverview Street. The
Laurel Hill Refinement Plan, recognizing the potential for increased, faster traffic and noise (now in addition to the increased noise from
the new I-5 bridge) prohibits connecting Riverview Street to 30th Ave or to East Laurel Hill and includes a goal to slow traffic.
Traffic continues to be a challenge even with the low, speed bumps added several years ago.
Cars and motorcycles too often speed down the straight hilly stretch of narrow road from the Hendricks Hill development, Floral Hill
Drive, Verdehill Drive, and Hendricks Ridge Road. Connecting Riverview Street to new streets in this large PUD would result in an
inordinate increase of traffic on a narrow neighborhood street that can’t handle it. This would obviously be even worse if those streets
connect to 30th Ave.
Riverview Street is a narrow, hilly, unimproved street with no sidewalks. Most homes on Riverview Street are owner-occupied
and owners have repeatedly voted against widening the street and adding curbs and sidewalks. This is because widening the street
would encourage people to drive faster as is the case on Augusta Street due to there being no cross streets.
In addition, many older homes on Riverview Street sit just off the street, particularly in the narrow hilly section. Widening the street
would put cars right at their front door and take out large old trees, resulting in the further reduction of the city tree canopy. Increasing
traffic on this straight, uninterrupted stretch of hilly road would be terrible.
The applicant’s Traffic Analysis assumes there will be no through-traffic and thus does not assess the impact the connections will have
upon the local access roads, thus violating another part of the Laurel Hill Refinement plan, specifically Section 2, Policy #6. This policy,
adopted by the City Council in Resolution 3700, states that “Traffic patterns generated in the southern part of the valley will be
extremely important to the remainder of the valley and, therefore, careful attention to the movement of that traffic to areas outside of
the valley” is required. Without studying the impact of the connection upon traffic generated in the southern part of the valley, this
proposal fails to satisfy this aspect of the Laurel Hill Refinement Plan.
Lastly, the East Laurel Hill addition to the Laurel Hill Refinement Plan also indicates (in Section 2, Transportation) that “It [Brackenfern
Blvd. -a.k.a. The Glenwood connector] shall serve as the primary access to future residential development south of the floating node,
but terminate and diffuse into other roads serving that area.” Establishing Spring Blvd. as the primary access to the Laurel Ridge fails
to satisfy this aspect of the Laurel Hill Refinement Plan.
Each of these violations of the Laurel Hill Refinement Plan require the rejection of PUD 18-0003 until such designs can be rectified and
brought into compliance.
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The planned PUD is not compatible with neighboring homes due to bulk and height, increases
Exhibit Dflood
risk to the existing neighborhood and will dangerously increase traffic load. For these reasons it fails
to meet the #12 City Code requirements and should be rejected.
We have shown that the proposed Laurel Hill PUD does not meet the requirements of 9.8320
Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8), (10, (11) and (12).
This proposal is noncompliant and should be rejected.

This response was prepared by The Laurel Hill Valley Citizens’ Laurel Ridge Response Committee
made up of the following neighborhood residents:
Tim Bradshaw (Lead)
Tom Bruno
Jan Wostmann
Paul Orum
Bill Blix
Katie Dixon
Caroline Cox
Marie Meredith

2663 Moon Mountain Dr.
2716 Brackenfern Blvd
2645 Riverview St
2389 Floral Hill
2295 East 29th Ave
2295 East 29th Ave
2720 Riverview St.
3098 Hendricks Hill
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